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Many readers of other websites may have been mislead by those who claim to be experts by informing you 
Searl could not had made the S.E.G., yet they never state how I  could have done it. They just claim that 
he never had formal education and assume he is not knowledgeable without ever having worked with 
Searl or even met him. 

Of course, those of you not educated in technology would tend to accept that they were telling you the 
truth without ever doubting that they just might be out only to impress you with their “knowledge” as 
unquestionable FACTS. These business pages unfold the precise FACTS as they were; it is up to you to 
judge and see how you been fooled by these expert idiots. 

Monday July 9th

We know how by then he came to know about electricity as an energy source, but his main knowledge 
was naval, signals and naval drill training to become an officer of a ship. But, he had something far more 
important than those who down him, he had knowledge which they never processed before for no school 
present teaches such technology and the school staff had never heard of such details; clearly experts are 
not experts at all – just impressionists of their own image. 

, 1946 Searl left his address of 30 Crawly Road, Wood Green, London saying goodbye to 
his land lady Mrs Tregoning for his first day at work as an apprentice Electrical Engineer at The British 
Electrical Rewinds Ltd. 
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Searl in his first job as a civilian, studied hard and by the time his first month was completed, he had started 
to get a sound picture of conventional magnetism as was known and understood at that time. 
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This represents his knowledge by August 1946 for the records: 

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF IRON AND STEEL: 

DISTIBUTION OF MAGNETISM ALONG A BAR-MAGNET: 

 

Similarly, if the magnet is held in a horizontal position and short nails are magnetically attached at intervals 
along its length, and other nails attached to these, forming a chain until no more can be supported, it will be 
seen in Figure 1.31.26 that the length of the chain increases from the middle towards the two ends. 

That is what the Law of the Squares predicted – and in reality, it is proven true. 

In order that the nails may adhere to each other, Searl accept as FACT that they must possess magnetism and 
have both a North and South Pole; precisely what the Law of the Squares predicted. 

 

The diagram shows the distribution of free magnetism along the magnet and the gradual weakening of 
polarity from either pole to the middle. 
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Figure 1.31.26. 

If a bar-magnet were dipped in iron 
filings, it will be found that a large 
quantity of the filings adhere around 
the ends, while the number is 
diminished as the middle is 
approached. 

 

Figure 2.31.27. 

The magnetism has been induced into the nails by the 
bar-magnet, which must therefore have polarity 
distributed along its surface in a varying degree. 

Searl learnt that the distribution of polarity along the 
sides of a magnet is called LATERAL POLARITY; its 
strength is represented graphically by the curve lines in 
Figure 2.31.27, the length of the horizontal lines being 
proportional to the strength of the polarity at various 
distances along the magnet. 



Searl also observed that the longest horizontal lines are not exactly at the ends of the magnet and therefore 
the strongest polarity is slightly distant from the ends, the points at which the polarity is strongest are called 
the Magnetic Pole. 
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MOLECULAR THEORY OF MAGNETISM: 

Magnetism as Searl understood it is not something, which is given to or taken from a body. 

 

Figure 3.32.28. 

The molecules of a magnetic substance are themselves tiny permanent magnets. 

In a bar of iron which is not a magnet, the molecular magnets have arranged themselves into small closed 
circles, but if this circular arrangement is broken up under the influence of a magnetic field, then the bar of 
iron will exhibit the properties of a magnet. 

 

Figure 4.32.29. 

Searl takes a glass tube he lightly filled with steel filings, and the ends closed. 

These filings may be considered as representing the molecules in an un-magnetised bar of steel. 

See Figure 4.32.28. 

On stroking the tube a number of times in one direction with the end of a magnet, the filings will be 
arranged in lines, as shown in Figure 4.32.29. 

Searl looks upon a bar magnet as having its molecular magnets arrange in lines like these filings, with each 
pole touching an opposite pole of its neighbour, thus forming one complete magnet within the glass tube. 

Searl noticed that these opposite poles neutralise one another, so that there is no free polarity in the interior 
of the magnet. 

This question Searl had on his mind was how could he create a magnet that had free polarity available at all 
times. 
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Searl had a feeling that his dreams held that answer which he was searching for as you watch what he knew 
about magnetism. 
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Along the sides, however, the poles are few, and therefore we have lateral polarity. 

At one end all, the north poles are free and at the other end all the south poles, which accounts for one end of 
a magnet having a north pole and the other end a south pole. 

Searl understood this from what he witnessed by bringing his tube near a compass needle, one end of which 
he found to repel its north pole and the other end its south pole, thus showing Searl that the tube acts in the 
same way as a magnet. 

Therefore, to Searl’s mind it appears that when a bar of iron Fe 29 or steel is magnetised, all the molecular 
magnets are arranged with their North Poles pointing towards one end of the bar and their South Poles 
pointing towards the other end, at least that was the impression on Searl’s mind at that time. 

Searl had no option but to accept what he witnessed that the bar becomes a magnet with a North and South 
Pole at its ends, with free polarity extending over its surface. 

Bear in mind that Searl has by mid 1946, started to crack the code in dream one, and clearly understood that 
within this universe all substance has two prime states and they are opposite in effect. 

Here before him within this invisible domain, which his eyes cannot see, but are able to witness the effects 
created by that domain, made clear that his law of his was precise. 

Within this metal bar: there were two precise states, which when magnetised showed up its effects clearly to 
Searl’s eyes. 

From that study, he accepted the Law of the Squares impression that there are two main states, and surely, 
one is random as he saw it as shown in figure 3.32.28 and the other was uniform as shown in figure 4.32.29. 

To Searl’s mind all things are at random state, cannot generate a force available for work, as such state are 
free to interface with its surrounding fabric with ease – clearly there are no reason to generate force and heat. 

Searl clearly understood if he could align these random poles, they could or would generate a force, which 
can be used to our advantage. 

Searl need to understand this conventional concept with all its sub-effects contained within this domain. 

Remember that he had no television, computers, as you have. 

But he now had electricity, but he had a radio set and had handled record players, which the homes 
statement on moving him clearly states:  he had wire, insulators and switches, he was involved in stripping 
electric motors, and rewinding coils, and he was the odd boy of the workforce there, as all the rest were aged 
men. 

What you all appear not to be able to understand, even though the homes report on him shows they had 
impressed on him to get some education for his job, but he had started training with two colleges upon 
electrical and electrons as it was then taught. 

However, his hands on experimenting at his accommodation within this field taught him much more about 
reality then the textbooks did. 

To add to this he had joined the air cadets for training for the air force – as you see from the homes 
statement they told him he would not get in because he never had the education – with or without education 
he still got in and played the same part as the rest did. 
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The homes whose duty was to encourage the children in their care to achieve success, in Searl’s case they 
appear to be doing the opposite; to discourage him from success, yet he was determine to achieve what he 
said he wanted to do. 
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Likewise, it is strange that they placed him as an apprentice to become an electrical engineer as his first 
civilian job, yet telling him that he never had the education needed to be an engineer. 

Clearly, Searl accepted a fact that some adults sure fancy themselves as experts, they hate children being 
more educated then they are, which also today still appears on YouTube with these self proclaimed experts; 
strange, they have no idea what they are talking about. 

We can appreciate that Searl now had the tools, equipment, and skill personal to teach him, which he 
converted to the law of the squares and found that it matched perfectly. 

His brain now was ticking on dream one, it was a time bomb, which would explode to generate a new 
window in science and technology to which the dream had told him to expect heavy opposition against him; 
that it cannot work, it will kill you, if it did work just ignore it and stay safely away from it. 

Searl never gave up regardless of the insults and threats; and there were many. Searl continued and accepted 
that conventional magnetism had behaviour patterns which he needed to understand, and this is what he 
learnt as he went on his way. 

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL MAGNETISATION: 

He accepted as FACT that a bar of Iron Fe 29 or steel is magnetised, its molecules are not in the same state 
as when unmagnetised. He had no option but to agree that it meet the conditions of the law of the squares. 

He accepted, as FACT that the bar must as then said possess INTERNAL MAGNETISATION. 

Searl also had accepted as FACT that there is free polarity on the surface of a magnet, which free polarity is 
known as EXTERNAL MAGNETISATION. 

Searl understood that the internal magnetisation becomes external magnetisation on the surface of the 
fracture as soon as a magnet is severed into two or more pieces. 

MAGNETIC SATURATION: 

By middle of August 1946, Searl became aware that when a piece of iron Fe 29 or steel is magnetised, the 
degree of its MAGNETISATION depends on the strength of the magnet or MAGNETISING FORCE used 
in the process.  

Searl, from his hands on experimenting, proved to him that the stronger the magnetising force, the stronger 
will be the magnetisation of iron Fe 29 or steel. 

Searl also found that there is a limit, however, beyond which an increased magnetisation force will not 
produce any further increase in the magnetisation. 

Searl also wonder if that will also apply to the speed of light, if light and magnetism are related. Or are in 
FACT the same but seen in different fields of the spectrum that an object attempting to reach the speed of 
light will fail to achieve it as the speed would not increase from a certain point with increase applied force. 

When this stage is reached, the body is said to be MAGNETICALLY SATURATED. 

Referring: again to Searl concept of the molecular theory, it is obvious that magnetic saturation will occur 
when all the molecules are turned into one direction, forming how Searl sees it a number of chains. 
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Searl accept from his studies that magnetism had much to offer, but bear in mind that so far, Searl has had 
no university training, but true he is studying under two different colleges. 
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In addition, will be having university education later on; much more than you can appreciate. 

Forgetting about what he was tinkering about within his digs in trying to prove to his landlady about 
magnets created by electric power and wonder why the fuses blew, when they should not had done so; let’s 
face it, you cannot be right all the time, even if you are some of the time. 

But those failures did not deter Searl from experimenting nor strangely did it make his landlady stop him 
from doing so; it appears that she was excited about what next he would blow up – bless her she never had 
to wait long to find out that she had suddenly to move into a bedsit unexpectedly quick. 

Sadly to state that Searl guess that was the end of her world of excitement; or was it that she now regretted 
excepting him in her home, to that question Searl will never know the truth. 

THE ELECTRO-MAGNET: 

Searl found that if the wire joining the poles of a battery were coiled round a bar of iron Fe 29, as shown 
below Figure 5.33.30, the iron would become magnetised. 

 

Figure 5.33.30.  

Such an arrangement is termed an electro-magnet since the bar of iron Fe 29 has both a North and South 
Pole and possesses all the properties of an ordinary bar-magnet. 

Which of course in Searl’s new invention of an electro-magnet: things are somewhat different 

Yes, Searl agrees that his penknife suddenly had both poles each end of the blade, then instant converted 
into an amazing photon display that was more than he had or his landlady had ever seen in their entire life. 
Then as quickly as it arrived, it vanished, kindly leaving behind a penknife that now was not a penknife but 
rather more like a saw blade. 

Yes it is true that Searl had a brand new penknife which he was proud of, like most other healthy children 
are, sadly in his case that was only true for a couple of days after which it switched its states from a brand 
new look to an old look and became in its second life a pen-saw. 

Which Searl accepts happens to everything, even us as well. 

Searl accepted that magnets so constructed would require powerful magnetising forces, since strong electric 
currents were required. 

Searl’s mind is ticking away on how to tie all these dead ends together to create a generator of value. 
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Yes, this is what he was trying to 
demonstrate to his landlady on his 
return home from work on his second 
day. 

Using his penknife blade and copper 
wire that he had, but not having a 
battery he used the AC mains supply, 
it work great, not in the way intended 
by Searl but did create a wonderful 
firework display and discovered that it 
was a way to manufacture saw blades; 
making Searl an inventor. 



Searl understood that if the bar or core is made of very soft iron, it loses its magnetism almost as soon as the 
current switches off. 
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Searl had no problem due to the law of the squares: to accept that in metals there could be soft and hard 
metals, but at that time, he had no knowledge as to which ones they would be. 

RESIDUAL MAGNETISM: 

Searl understood when a steel core is used instead of iron Fe 29 in an electro-magnet, not only does a fair 
amount of magnetism still remain in the steel when the flow of electricity is stopped, but part of the 
magnetism will remain permanently in the steel, the remainder having disappeared after a few hours. 

Searl understand that the magnetism which was present immediately after the current stopped, but gradually 
disappeared, is known as Residual Magnetism, and that which the core still retains is Permanent 
Magnetism. 

This added strength to Searl’s conviction that his dream one was stating that a generator that could maintain 
itself without any man made input either then itself from the space fabric around itself was possible. 

COERCIVE FORCE OR MOLECULAR RIGIDITY: 

Searl see the molecules of steel offer a much greater resistance to the influence of a magnetising force than 
the molecules of iron Fe 29. 

Therefore, Searl sees that steel requires under the influence of a magnet or electric current a longer period of 
time than iron Fe 29 before it can be magnetised. 

Coercive Force is the name that Searl understood was given to the force, which opposes the process of 
magnetisation. 

Searl accept that sometimes the term Molecular Rigidity is used, to his brain that sounds more like reality, 
as it is purely the mechanical property of the molecules, and depends on the hardness of the material – how 
true in life. 

Searl accepts that steel has greater coercive force than iron Fe 29, and cast iron has greater coercive force 
than soft wrought iron. 

Searl acknowledges that all substances, however, offer the resistance of coercive force, the amount of 
opposition depending on the nature of the substance, hard materials offering a greater resistance than soft 
materials. 

Hard materials; Searl accepts also offer a greater resistance to the process of demagnetisation than soft 
materials, all of which Searl balances in his mind in reference to his generator to be. 

Therefore, Searl accepts that substances possessing little coercive force soon lose their magnetism, while 
those having great coercive force retain their magnetism for a considerable time. 

Here contains another bit of data for such a generator Searl seeks to develop, it is all about what we know, 
what we understand re-arrange to perform better than it does in its present construction. 

By the end of 1946, Searl will have created what he termed GYRO-FLYWHEEL HIGH ENERGY 
DENSITY MECHANICAL MAGNETIC DEVICE. 

Impossible say the experts, Searl agree it is for them, a new window to the future if man dare to tread and 
take the risks like those innovators of the pass did; Searl is prepared, the question is are you ready to help? 
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RETENTIVITY: 
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By August 1946, Searl understood the meaning of this term as being applied to the power, which a substance 
possesses of retaining magnetism. 

If pieces of soft iron and steel of the same dimensions are subject to the same magnetising force, the two 
materials do not retain an equal degree of magnetisation when the magnetic influence is removed. 

Here lies another bit of the jigsaw puzzle to the Searl Effect Generator being generated in Searl’s brain. 

Bear in mind that Searl had at his disposal iron of all types and steel to play with, he also had copper Cu 29 
of various mix, but in 1946 Searl never had available Nylon or Teflon to use. 

THE RETENTIVITY OF STEEL: 

Searl was quite aware that steel varies according to its physical properties in early August 1946, which is 
affected by annealing, hardening, and tempering operations. 

Annealing: 

Searl knew that this was a process of softening steel under the influence of heat and allowing it to cool 
slowly by surrounding it with lime or ashes. 

Hardening: 

Searl understood that this operation is effected by heating a piece of steel until it becomes red-hot and 
rapidly cooling it by plunging it into water, again here Searl could not help noticing the Law of the Squares 
being confirm as absolutely correct. 

That is the key to Searl knowledge, dream one instructed him in what to expect if you did this with that and 
the key issue was that in this universe there are two prime states and there are opposites. 

Tempering: 

Searl understood this as the process of reheating hardened steel to a temperature much below that required 
for a red heat, and cooling in oil. 

Searl understood that the steel used for permanent magnets should have great retentivity and should 
therefore be very hard. 

Searl understood that tungsten steel can be made very hard and is used to a large extent for this purpose. 

Effect of Vibration on a Magnet: 

Searl understood by experimenting that if a magnet were caused to vibrate, by striking it with a hammer or 
by other rough usage, its magnetism would be weakened. 

Conversely, if a piece of un-magnetised iron or steel be placed in a magnetic field and caused to vibrate, it 
will become strongly magnetised. 

This again proved to Searl that the law of the squares was precise in details, so he could rely on it for the 
truth. 

These phenomena as Searl accepted it can be explained by the molecular theory. 

Searl’s success was based upon observations, checked against the law of the squares for agreement. 
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Searl understood that in the case of a magnetised body the molecules are disturbed by vibration. 
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He also understood that when the vibration ceases, the state of the molecules is different from that required 
by a magnetised body. 

Another clue for Searl in his concept of a generator related to the fact that on the other hand, when the 
molecules of an un-magnetised body are disturbed in a magnetic field, they have more freedom to move 
under the influence of the magnetic force. 

Consequently Searl would accept that a piece of iron or steel would become magnetised more quickly when 
vibrating in a magnetic field than when stationary, which again agrees with the law of the squares. 

Searl accepted opinion was that he could state that vibration assists the magnetisation of a body when 
surrounded by a magnetic field stronger than its own, and vibration tends to demagnetise a magnet when it is 
not under the influence of any other magnetising force. 

Searl witness this effect as agreeing with the law of the squares. 

EFFECT OF HEAT ON A MAGNET: 

Searl understood that when a magnet heated to a red heat, it loses the whole of its magnetism. 

Again, if a piece of hot iron or steel allowed to cool under the influence of some magnetising force, Searl 
found that the metal has become strongly magnetised. 

Searl understood that this is due to the heat softening the material and thus reducing the molecular rigidity. 

Clearly, to Searl’s mind, heat agitates the molecules, and the effects on magnetisation are similar to those 
caused by mechanical vibration. 

Another issue Searl understood was that if a small piece of red-hot iron is suspended and a magnet brought 
near to it, the iron would not attract, owing to the heat keeping the molecules rapidly vibrating, so that 
magnetic induction and attraction have no effect upon it. 

Searl appreciated that the magnet will however attract as it cools, and ultimately the iron will become 
magnetised. 

SUSCEPTIBILITY: 

Searl understood this to mean the property, which an un-magnetised body possesses of acquiring induced 
polarity when subjected to the influence of a magnetic field. 

Searl agrees that all substance have a certain amount of susceptibility, but it is only appreciable in magnetic 
substances. 

If a piece of soft iron and hard steel of the same dimensions be placed in the same magnetic field, the degree 
of induced polarity in the soft iron will be greater than set up in the steel. 

To Searl mind, the susceptibility of soft iron is greater than that of hard steel. 

Searl accepted that the degree of induced polarity, however, depends upon: 

1 The strength of the magnetising force. 

2 The nature of the iron or steel. 

Searl’s mind is getting to grips with the reality of magnetism, even if he is then only 14 years. 
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Searl accepted as fact, within certain limits, an increase in the magnetising force causes an increase in the 
induced polarity with both materials, but for a given strength of the magnetising force the polarity induced in 
the soft iron is always stronger than that set up in the hard steel. 
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Searl has a big problem on his hands to create his generator, so many conditions / characteristics to balance 
on how to achieve success: 

Yes – Searl understand these experts thinking – but they had never been with Searl to watch what he was 
doing or studying, or even what he knew, or his past life and what he had done that other children of his age 
group would not been able to do. 

Agree they could not had made the S.E.G. at the age of 14 years, not even at the age of 50 years, they still 
would not had invented such a generator themselves for they lack key knowledge that Searl had to work 
from. 

PERMEABILITY: 

This term Searl understood as being the property processed by a body of allowing magnetic lines of force to 
pass through it. 

Thus, both susceptibility and permeability are very closely related, and one varies with the other, a point to 
remember. 

Again, Searl witness that the law of the squares held true, that both these terms are of great importance in the 
higher branches of the subject and they are usually defined in mathematical expressions. 

Searl understood that the permeability of good soft wrought iron is sometimes 3000 times that of air, but it 
varies according to the quality of the iron, he had no problem in accepting that as being true. 

In addition, that the permeability of cast iron and cast steel varies from about 50 to 800 times that of air, and 
he understands it is now possible to obtain cast steel of a quality almost equal to wrought iron. 

Searl’s apprenticeship as an electrical engineer meant: that he knew in all electrical machinery the iron and 
steel used have very high permeabilitys. 

The iron, which possesses the highest permeability and used largely in transformers is made in sheets in two 
brands, and is known as Stalloy and Lohys. 

THE EFFECT OF BREAKING A MAGNET: 

 

 

Figure 6.36.31. 

On testing the polarity of these pieces, they are each found to have both a North and South Pole, and the 
ends, which became ends by the breaking of the magnet, are of opposite polarity, as shown in the figure. 

Searl knew that if each of these be broken and the new pieces tested for polarity, each piece will be found to 
be a separate magnet, Searl accepted as fact, that if a magnet be broken into a number of pieces he would 
have as many magnets as he have pieces, each one with a North and South Pole. 
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Figure 6.36.31 illustrated the NS is the bar 
magnet. 

If magnet is broken near the middle, where 
its magnetic influence is least, it will be 
found that there is polarity at the fractured 
end of each piece. 



Searl concluded that a single pole cannot exist alone and always accompanied by one of the opposite 
polarity proving the law of the squares are correct. 
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In Searl’s theoretical work, however, it is sometimes convenient to imagine the existence of a single pole in 
order to explain some particular theory. 

Consequent Poles: 

Searl knew from his experimenting that sometimes a magnet contains poles other than the North and South 
poles at its ends. 

 

Figure 7.36.32 

This figure shows such a magnet with a pole at each end and two intermediate poles, Searl question that is 
this was possible then his generator was also possible, as such, it would need more than one pole. 

Searl also knew that you can magnetised so that it has a North Pole at each end and a South Pole somewhere 
between, which lead up towards Searl idea of a generator being possible. 

August 1946, Searl understood that these intermediate poles are called Consequent Poles. 

Searl is quite aware that it is, however, impossible to have two poles of the same kind without one of 
opposite polarity somewhere between them. 

Searl knows that consequent poles sometimes caused accidentally or by faulty magnetisation, but they can 
be obtained by artificial methods. 

Thus if a piece of steel be magnetised by the divided touch method, but, instead of applying two unlike 
poles, two like poles are used, then the ends of the bar will be of similar polarity, and free polarity of the 
opposite kind is produced midway between the ends. 

 

Figure 7.37.33 
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Do we really know 
everything about 
magnetism? 

I doubt it, we have a 
long way to go, I expect 
to see new ideas 
arriving on the 
marketplace and in 
transportation systems. 

There is no end to 
inventing – the future 
looks bright due to 
inventors. 



According to the molecular theory, Searl could see that the molecules would be turned in the opposites 
directions in each half of the magnet, as shown in Figure 7.37.33. 
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All this information was being digested by Searl’s brain that was saying that his concept that was forming 
could work. 

Hence, at some intermediate point S, Searl has two South poles following on instead of two unlike poles. 

The whole bar will then be like two separate magnets NS and SN with their South Poles touching. 

In an ordinary magnet, the opposite poles of the molecules neutralise each other, but when similar poles are 
touching, as at the point S, a strong South Pole will be produced. 

In order to ascertain whether consequent poles do exist in a magnet, it is best to take a magnetic picture of 
the lines of force by means of iron filings, as shown in the figure 7.37.33. 

MAGNETS WITHOUT POLES: 

If a long bar magnet be bent to the form of a ring, it will be found that it has no external magnetic field. 

 

In order to test whether such a ring does possess magnetism, the ring may be cut through at any point, so as 
to form an air space between the two surfaces of the cut. 

Free polarity will then be exhibited on either side of the air space, one side becoming the North Pole and the 
other side the South Poles. 

TRUE MEANING OF POLES: 

It has been previously assumed that the poles of a magnet are at its ends. 

Searl agrees that the magnetic effects are obviously strongest in the neighbourhood of the ends, but it is not 
strictly correct to say that the poles are actually at the ends. 

This can be explained by examining the region surrounding the ends of a magnet by means of a compass 
needle. 

Think had upon what Searl at the age of 14 years was learning and experimenting that created his concept. 
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Figure 8.37.33a. 

By referring to Figure 8.37.33a it will be seen that 
the molecules are arranged parallel to the 
circumference and none of their poles project on the 
sides of the ring. 

The magnet will therefore retain its power, since the 
lines of force do not pass through the air but 
complete their circuit through the material of the 
magnet. 

 



If the needle is placed in various positions at a distance from the ends of the magnet and straight lines be 
drawn through the needle tips to meet upon the magnet, it will be noticed that they meet near the ends. 
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Searl understood that a large numbers of lines of force radiating from the magnet would pass through the 
compass needle it will be acted upon by numerous magnetic forces in each of the various positions chosen. 

 

Figure 9.38.34. 

The needle will commence to oscillate under the action of all these forces, but it will eventually come to 
rest, and point in the direction of the resultant of these magnetic forces, as indicated by the dotted lines in 
Figure 9.38.34. 

The points of the intersection of these resultants Searl accepts are called the Poles of the Magnet. 

These points are not situated right at the ends of the magnet but some short distance from the ends. 

Searl can therefore define the poles of a magnet as being two points situated some short distance from the 
ends and through which the resultant magnetic forces are acting. 

THE MAGNETIC AXIS OF A MAGNET: 

 

THE MAGNETIC EQUATOR OF A MAGNET: 

 

The magnetic equator of a magnet is at right angles to the magnetic axis and passes through its centre, again 
proving the law of the squares is correct. 
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Figure 10.38.35 

Is the line joining its poles. 

In a properly magnetised bar magnet 
this axis will be parallel to its sides and 
in the case of a compass needle it will 
coincide with the line passing through 
its tips. 

Also shows the magnetic axis and the 
magnetic equator of a bar magnet and a 
compass needle. 



COMPOUND MAGNETS: 
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Searl understood this as he had taken transformers apart to study: he knew that these consist of a number of 
thin steel plates, which have been separately magnetised and then clamped together. 

Another indicator in Searl’s concept that if he created a similar effect on both the moving part and the 
stationary part to meet the two prime conditions required by the law of the squares it would function. 

 

When magnets are made by the single or divided touch methods, there is no advantage in using steel thicker 
than an ordinary watch spring because the magnetism penetrates the substance very little further than 
beyond its surface. 

Searl could prove this by immersing a magnetised steel bar in a strong solution of nitric acid. 

In time, the acid will dissolve the outer layer of skin of the steel, and the bar will be found to have lost most, 
if not all, of its magnetism. 

The thickness of this magnetic skin will depend upon the magnetising force. 

Searl could therefore see that by building up a magnet of magnetised thin strips or laminae of steel, Searl 
understood that he could obtain a much larger magnetised surface. 

Searl also appreciated that if he had a number of magnetised rollers running around a plate would indirectly 
be the same effect. 

Searl from hands on experience understood that compound magnets are much powerful than solid magnets 
of the same shape and dimensions. 

Searl understood that laminated magnets are used in nearly all-electrical machinery requiring field magnets. 

To Searl’s mind, the Gyro-Flywheel High Energy Density Mechanical Magnetic Device was possible based 
upon all the evidence he had seen and touched through his employment. 

These rollers would be equal to the layers of thin strip steel that were used in these compound magnets, their 
functions would be similar, the only difference being that a force would act upon the axis of the rollers 
causing movement by rotation.  

Therefore, in Searl’s mind was a program activated on a way to generate energy, after all energy is 
generated either by moving the magnetic effect, or the collector effects across the magnetic effect. 
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Figure 11.39.36. 

A magnet built up in this way is 
sometimes called a laminated magnet. 

Figure 11.39.36 shows a compound bar 
magnet and a compound horseshoe 
magnet. 

These are more powerful than ordinary 
solid magnets since it is difficult to 
magnetise a thick piece of steel 
throughout its whole mass. 



MAGNETIC KEEPERS: 
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Searl understood, due to his employment that when magnets are allowed to remain with their poles 
unprotected for a considerable time, their magnetic power will be slowly diminished. 

Just another bit of data: for Searl concept to consider how to prevent the magnetic field from diminishing 
over time, would a roller concept of a magnet actually lose its magnetic field over time. 

Searl knew that when permanent magnets are not in use, they should be arranged so that the magnetic lines 
of force complete their circuit through iron instead on through the air. 

 

Figure 12.39.37. 

To do this, Searl took bar magnets and arranged them in pairs with a piece of soft iron placed so as to 
connect the opposite poles of the two magnets, as shown in Figure 12.39.37, trying to follow his instructions 
of dream one. 

The magnets should be separated and not allowed to touch, another point of FACT Searl had from dream 
one, in his concept the rollers must not touch each other, a good logic point in his thinking. 

The pieces of soft iron, which are placed across the ends of the magnets, are called MAGNETIC 
KEEPERS, Searl picture his plate as acting in a similar function as a magnetic keeper. 

Since iron has a much greater permeability than air, the lines of force pass through the iron instead of 
through the air in completing their circuit from the North to the South Pole. 

As Searl saw it, the keepers became magnetised by induction, and therefore provide an easy path for the 
lines of force in a closed magnetic circuit; which in reality is the same function as the concept of the Searl 
Effect generator the Gyro-Flywheel High Energy Density Mechanical Magnetic Device, so what is your 
problem Doctor? 

Searl understood, that magnetic keepers should be made of soft iron, with a cross sectional area not less than 
that of the steel of the magnets, as shown in Figure 13.40.38 on the next page. 

Searl horseshoe magnets he had: were also provided with magnetic keepers across their poles, as seen in his 
photos and TV interviews of the 60s. This is yet years ahead yet to come. 
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STOP – THINK- because Searl concept appears strange to your 
education, does not mean that its functions are not similar to your 
education and that it will not work – Searl states if your system 
works as claimed then his system also works as claim. 

If your education blinds you to reality then that is your problem 
not Searl’s. 
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MAGNETIC SCREENS: 

Searl understood from his training, that since the great permeability of magnetic substances enables them to 
conduct lines of force much better than air, such substances are used for screening magnetic instruments 
from surrounding magnetic fields. 

 

Figure 14.40.39. 

The theory as Searl understands of magnetic screening can be demonstrated by the following experiment: 

Place a compass needle upon a table and note the direction of its magnetic axis. 

If there are no other magnets or magnetic materials near it, the North seeking Pole of the needle well point 
towards the North, and its South seeking Pole towards the South. 

Now bring a long bar magnet towards the needle until it is deflected about 450

The direction in which the magnet should approach the needle should be such that the magnetic axis of the 
magnet is in the same straight line as the magnetic equator of the needle, as shown in Figure 14.40.39. 

. 

I shall continue this on the next page, but just remind you this is the year 1946, not 2009 in which are today. 
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Figure 13.40.38. 

The advantage of magnetic keepers can be summed up as follows: 

1. They provide an easy path for the lines of force and thus prevent 
the molecules of the magnet from changing their magnetic 
condition. 

2. Being furnished with a complete magnetic circuit, they are not 
affected by other magnets or magnetic substances. 

3. The magnetism is more concentrated around the poles, and, in the 
case of a horseshoe magnet, it will be able to exert a greater lifting 
power with the keeper in position than without, when the load is 
attached to the keeper. 



Now Searl places a piece of wood, copper, or brass between the magnet and the needle. 
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What actually happens? 

Nothing, the deflection of the needle remains unaltered, and therefore the magnetic field is not affected in 
any way by the introduction of these substances. 

 

Figure 15.41.40. 

Replace these pieces of non-magnetic materials by a thin sheet of soft iron and it will be observed that the 
deflection of the needle is at once greatly reduced, as shown in Figure 15.41.40. 

Searl knew that if a large thick plate of soft iron is substituted for the thin sheet, a still further reduction in 
the deflection of the needle is observed and it will return almost to its original position. 

Searl saw that the lines of force from the magnet are conducted through the iron, the thicker sheet providing 
a much wider path than the thin sheet, while the non-magnetic materials do not interfere with the magnetic 
lines. 

This education, which Searl was compelled to study for his job all added to his brain functions in the 
designing of a clean energy device, which he guess that your education blinds you to the reality that is 
present that he could see. 

Hence, by interposing iron, the needle is screened from the field of the magnet. 

Which, accounts as to why Searl used iron Fe 29 in his first power units, which is another document. 

Thus, Searl knew that by surrounding a magnet or needle with soft iron, it is entirely screen from the action 
of external magnetic fields. 

This principle of magnetic screening is utilised in the construction of many instruments. 

 

Lord Kelvin applied it to screen galvanometers. 

The needle of the galvanometer is placed inside a soft iron cylinder. 
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Figure 16.41.41. 

Which, shows the cylinder placed between the 
opposite poles of two magnets. 



The effect is illustrated in Figure 16.41.41. 
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Searl understood that the lines of force from the fields of the magnet are directed through the iron of the 
cylinder and do not pass through the air space in the centre thus screening the compass needle. 

This also added conviction to Searl that his concept could be created as a clean energy device for the 
production of electricity. 

These experiments illustrated to Searl the following important law in magnetism: 

The lines of force in any magnetic field always choose the path of least magnetic resistance, which made 
Searl’s concept feasible and functional. 

Searl could technically express it as follows: 

The lines will pursue the path of least reluctance. 

RELUCTANCE: 

Is the term applied to the opposition offered by any substance to the passage of lines of force. 

POLE PIECES AND ARMATURES: 

Searl has stated previously in explaining that the lines of force from a magnet extend a considerable distance 
in all directions from the poles. 

Those lines, which are farthest away from the poles sometimes come into contact with other magnetic 
substances and disturb the magnetic field. 

Searl understands that it is often necessary to deflect these lines in some desired direction and thus 
concentrate the magnetic field to some particular part of the circuit. 

Searl is aware that this is accomplished by using Pole Pieces, which consist of pieces of cast iron, wrought 
iron, or cast steel made in various forms to suit the particular requirements. 

These pole pieces are thus bolted to the ends of the magnets, is that not similar as to what Searl is indirectly 
doing; agree he is not bolting them on but pressing them into the system function. 

 

In the case of an electric generator, Searl is aware that the armature consists of a cylindrical core built up of   
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Figure 17.42.42. 

The magnet is of the horseshoe type and the pole pieces are bored out 
so that the lines of force can be concentrated upon a cylindrical iron 
core placed between the poles. 

Searl knew that pole pieces usually take this form in all electrical 
machinery of his time. 

The form of magnet and pole piece usually employed in a magneto-
electric dynamo are shown here in Figure 17.42.42. 

The iron core placed between the poles is called an armature. 
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Figure 18.42.43. 

Soft wrought iron laminations with Copper Cu 29 wire wound upon it, and the whole is free to rotate within 
the field of the magnets. Surely that is the same function which Searl creates in his concept only in a slight 
different approach to your education ways, which I guess can be technically term Searl dream technology. 

Strange that you Earthlings system is the result of Earthlings brainwashing techniques, while Searl’s system 
does not relate to brainwashing thus I guess you say that Searl is an Alien in reference to you. 

Searl is not worried what you call him as he is still kicking, working for the planet as a whole in a logic way 
that will in the end assist the Earth to recover from Earthlings destruction. 

Large machines are often fitted with more than two magnetic poles, which Searl was quite aware of; and 
these machines Searl recalls are called multipolars, and Figure 18.42.43 shows the magnetic circuit of such a 
machine with four poles all fitted with pole pieces. 

Surely, Searl’s Gyro-Flywheel High Energy Density Mechanical Magnetic Device illustrated next to it is 
also in reality a multipolars device. 

In the Earthlings world: either the poles are cast with the frame of the machine or they are built up of 
laminations and bolted to it. 

Whereas in Searl’s world they are no direct needs for such structure effort all it needs is a box to sit in as 
simple as that. 

In your case, the pole pieces are than bolted to the ends of the poles, usually in the form shown in the 
diagram. 

It will be seen that the poles are arranged with a North Pole between two South Poles. 

The armature is fixed upon a shaft and placed midway between the poles. 

By this arrangement, the lines of force are concentrated to the magnetic circuits shown by the dotted lines in 
Figure 18.4243. 

Searl understands that we use pole pieces to extend the area of the polar surface in this instance. Surely 
indirectly, that is what Searl is doing in his concept where the roller sets perform the same function. 

Large numbers of the lines of force are prevented from passing between the poles and through the airspace 
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To the frame of the machine. 
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In this way, a maximum number of lines pass through the armature, which is one of the chief advantages of 
the multipolar machines. 

There are other advantages of using pole pieces in electrical machinery, which Searl will be dealing with 
later. 

Then Searl’s concept must be a good system to develop regardless what you think. 

While dealing on the basics I like to quote on other issues: 

Another form of armature is used in connection with telegraph instruments and generally consists of a 
quantity of iron wires or of suitable laminations. 

This armature as Searl knows it is suspended by means of a spring over the poles of an electro magnet, as 
shown in Figure 19.43.44. 

 

Searl accepts that sometimes a magnetic keeper is termed an armature, but this is not strictly correct because 
a keeper is only a device for completing the circuit for the lines of force between the North and South Poles 
of one or more magnets. 

Like in the Searl generator concept, the plates are basically magnetic keepers to the roller sets. 

Iron is generally selected for magnets when magnetic fields of considerable strength are required, such as in 
the construction of motors, dynamos, and transformers, and that is why Searl used iron in his early magnetic 
devices. 

Such magnets are seldom made solid but are built up with thin sheets of iron. 

Because of iron being used so extensively, the measurement of its magnetic properties has become a very 
important consideration to the electrical engineer. 

Many methods are used for taking these measurements, but they are too complicated to be treated at present. 

Yes, that was Searl’s world of 1946, yet not complete, as the time is around mid August 1946, exciting 
indeed it was, as he has started evening training with ICS and B.I.E.T and soon he will join the air cadets. 
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Figure 19.43.44. 

When the current is switched on, the armature is 
attracted by the magnet; on switching off the current the 
armature is raised by the action of the spring, since the 
iron of the armature and the magnet almost immediately 
lose their magnetism. 

From these illustrations Searl shows that an armature is, 
a magnetic body placed between or near the poles of a 
magnet and free to move under the action of the 
magnet. 

 



QUICK ACTING MAGNETS: 
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Searl understood that in telegraph instruments, relays, and numerous other electrical appliances, electro-
magnets, which rapidly acquire and lose their magnetism, are required. 

Searl understands such magnets are always built up of soft iron and used in magnetic mechanisms, which 
have to perform certain operations very rapidly and accurately. 

Magnets, which today are, used special by Searl in his development work with alternating currents, such as 
electro-magnets in some forms of arc lamps and the cores of transformers, are all laminated. 

LIFTING MAGNETS: 

When the keeper has to be removed from its magnet, it will be found that a considerable force has to be 
applied before the two can be separated. 

The amount of force required depends not only upon the strength of the magnet poles but also upon the 
degree of magnetisation induced in the keeper. 

Searl accepts that the lifting power of a horseshoe magnet is increased by about 30% when its keeper is in 
position will that also apply to Searl’s generator concept? 

In the higher branches of the subject, the lifting power of horseshoe magnets has been carefully studied and 
it has been found that the lifting power can be mathematically expressed in terms of the weight of the 
magnet. 

Electro-magnets, however, are mostly used for lifting heavy weights, such as iron plates in shipyards and 
transporting of material in ironworks. 

Magnets used for these purposes are usually suspended from the hook of a crane so that material can be 
picked up by switching on the current and the whole crane moved to any desired position, where the 
material is deposited by switching off the current. 

MAGNETIC INSTRUMENTS: 

Searl now is giving you an insight of what he understands, in case you think Searl knows nothing about 
science or technology, as these so-call experts are only to please to inform you. 

In order to investigate the laws of magnetism and make certain magnetic measurements, instruments have to 
be employed. 

These generally consist of some form of magnet suitably mounted upon a stand or suspended in a glass case 
and free to turn in any plane, and are usually fitted with a scale so that the magnitude of the deflection of the 
magnet may be ascertained. 

THE EXPLORING NEEDLE: 

Is a very short piece of thin magnetised steel supported upon a very fine pivot. 

This needle is used for examining the direction of the lines of force at different points in a magnetic field. 

Since it is impossible to obtain a single isolated pole for such purposes, an exploring needle is used with its 
magnet as short as possible, so that both its poles can be considered as being practically the same point. 

Such a needle will set itself at any point in a magnetic field and its North Pole pointing in the direction in 
which a single North Pole would travel if situated in the same position. 
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THE HORIZONTAL MAGNETIC NEEDLE: 
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THE MAGNETOSCOPE: 

 
THE MAGNETOMETER: 

Is a modification of the magnetoscope. 

The needle is pivoted or suspended at the centre of a circular scale and a long pointer of thin wire is fixed to 
the centre of the needle at right angles to its axis. 

This is placed in the centre of a long baseboard divided into centimetres. 
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Consists of a piece of thin, hardened, and tempered 
steel tapered to a point at each end, fitted to the centre 
of the needle is a brass cup inside of which is a V-
shaped piece of agate which rests upon a very fine 
hardened steel point. 

By using agate, the friction is greatly reduced and the 
needle will turn very freely upon its supporting point. 

The whole is then suitably mounted upon a wooden 
base so that the needle can only move in a horizontal 
plane, as shown here. 

Such a needle is used for detecting the presence and 
direction of a magnetic field. 

Figure 20.44.45. 

Is a simple form of instrument, which can be used for 
comparing the strengths of magnetic fields. 

It is really a delicate form of the horizontal needle, 
and consists of a short piece of hardened steel 
strongly magnetised, and is suspended by a piece of 
untwisted thread of silk fibre from a cork fitted into a 
glass tube, and the whole fixed to a cork or wooden 
base, as shown in Figure 20.44.45. 

A magnet suspended in this manner is such more 
sensitive to the lines of force than a needle turning 
upon a steel pivot, and it will therefore be deflected 
when placed at a comparatively long distance from a 
magnet. 
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Figure 21.45.46. 

This instrument is use for comparing the strengths of two bar magnets. 

STRENGTH OF MAGNETS: 

The effect produced in a compass needle by the presence of another magnet depends on the strength of the 
magnet and its distance from the needle; the strength of two magnets placed at equal distances from the 
needle can thus be compare. 

The strength of a magnet is not its lifting power. 

In this document, Searl gives an account based on his first full month of his apprenticeship training as an 
electrical engineer. 

It does not give accounts of his evening studies, or the experimenting, which he was tinkling with at that 
time. 

The document is intended to expose if Searl was the inventor of the concept of the Gyro-Flywheel High 
Energy Density Mechanical Magnetic Device as it was then termed. 

Names of those who helped him or more precise encouraged him; was his landlady Mrs Tregoning at 30 
Crawley Road, Turnpike Lane, London. 

She had waited two years for a lodger from the homes, and had taken the idea that they were not going to 
place a boy in her care, when Searl arrived she said that after all this time he did not feel that she now 
wanted anyone. 

However, after some minutes of the social worker talking to her, agreed to take Searl in – she proved to be 
the best female Searl has ever had the pleasure to meet, she enjoy watching and assisting him with his 
experiments. 

This document released by the authority of: 
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Prof. John Roy Robert Searl; head of Research and development of clean 
energy and transportation systems and human studies, which commenced with 
his first day at work, and has continued throughout his life. 

This first job started him off upon hands on experience across a vast amount of 
science and technology that also including travelling around the world lecturing, 
and training as a pilot, whatever he was doing he put his heart and soul in that 
work and he loved every job that he undertook. 
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Experimental Research of the Magnetic-Gravity Effects. 
Full Size SEG tests.  

 
V. V. Roschin, E-mail: rochtchin@mail.ru                                                                                                               
S. M. Godin,   E-mail: serjio@glasnet.ru 
 
 Institute for High Temperatures, Russian Academy of Science, Izhorskaya 13/19, Moscow 127412, Russia 
 
Abstract 
In the present paper the results of the experimental research of magnetic-gravity effects are presented. Anomalous 
magnetic and thermal changes within a radius of 15 meters from the researched device were measured as well. 
PACS:  41.20.-q; 44.60.+k; 76.50.+q 
 

1. Introduction 
There has been a great interest in examining non-linear effects in the system of rotating magnetic 

fields. Such effects have been observed in the device called Searl's generator or Searl Effect Generator 
(SEG) [1-4].  A SEG consists of a series of three concentric rings and rollers that circulate around the 
rings.  All parts of SEG are based on the Law of the Squares [5].  The rollers revolve around the con-
centric rings, but they do not touch them.  There's a primary north-pole and primary south pole on the 
rollers and a primary north-pole and primary south-pole on the concentric rings.  Obviously, the north-
pole of the roller is attracted to the south-pole of the concentric rings and vice versa.  

 
The rollers have a layered structure similar to the concentric rings.  The external layer is titanium, 

then iron, nylon and the last internal layer was made from neodymium. John R.R. Searl has supposed 
that electrons are given off from the central element (neodymium) and travel out through other ele-
ments.  Dr. Searl contends that if nylon had not been used, the SEG would act like a laser and one pulse 
would go out and it would stop, build up, and another pulse would go out.  The nylon acts as a control 
gate that yields an even flow of electrons throughout the SEG [4]. 

 
In [4] it was shown that in the process of magnetization of the plate and rollers, the combination of 

constant and variable magnetic fields for creating a special wave (sine wave) pattern on a plate surface 
and rollers surface was used. The basic effects consist of the rollers self-running around the ring plate 
with a concurrent reduction of weight and an increasing occurrence of propulsion. These effects come 
about because of a special geometry of experimental setup. It was shown that the operation of the de-
vice in the critical regime is accompanied by biological and real physical phenomena. 

 
Other information where similar effects are be mentioned can be found in the books, Unconven-

tional Flying Objects [6] and the Homopolar Handbook [7] which includes papers on magnetized di-
electrics. In this paper we present the experimental device the results we have obtained. 

 
2. Description of the Experimental Installation 

The basic difficulty arises in choosing the materials and maintaining the necessary pattern imprint-
ing on the plate and roller surfaces.  To simplify the technology we decided to use a one-ring design 
with one-ring plate (stator) and one set of rollers (rotor).  It is obvious, that it was necessary to 
strengthen the roller rotor near the bearings and balance the rollers well.  In the suggested design, air 
bearings were used which provided the minimum losses due to friction. 

 
From the available description [1-4] it was not clear how to build and magnetize a stator with a one-

meter diameter.  In order to make the stator, separate magnetized segments of rare earth magnets with a 
residual induction of 1T were used.  The segments were magnetized in a usual way by discharging a 
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capacitor-battery system through a coil.  Afterwards, the segments were assembled and glued together 
in a special iron armature, which reduced magnetic energy. To manufacture the stator, 110 kg of neo-
dymium magnets were used and 115 kg of neodymium were used to manufacture the rotor.  High-
frequency field magnetization was not applied.  It was decided to replace an imprinting technology de-
scribed in [1-5] with cross-magnetic inserts having a flux vector directed at 90 degrees to the primary 
magnetization vector of the stator and rollers.  

 
For the cross inserts, modified rare earth magnets with a residual magnetization of 1,2 T and coercive 
force a little bit greater than in a base material were used.  In Fig.1 and Fig.2 the joint arrangement of 
stator 1 and rotor, made up of rollers 2, and a way of their mutual gearing or sprocketing by means of 
cross magnetic inserts 19, are shown.  Between the stator and roller surfaces the air gap δ of 1-mm is 
maintained. 
 

No layered structure was used except a continuous copper foil of 0.8 mm thickness, which wrapped 
up the stator and rollers. This foil has direct electrical contact to magnets of the stator and rollers. Dis-
tance between inserts in the rollers is equal to distance between inserts on the stator. In other words, t1 
= t2  in Fig.2. 
 

 

     
 
 

Fig.1. Variant of one-ring converter.     Fig.2. Sprocket effect of magnetic stator and 
roller inserts. 

 
 The ratio of parameters of the stator 1 and the rotor 2 in Fig.2 is chosen so that the relation of stator 

diameter D to the roller diameter d is an integer equal to or greater than 12. Choosing such ratio al-
lowed us to achieve a "magnetic spin wave resonant mode" between elements of a working body of the 
device since the circumferences also maintained the same integer ratio. 

 
The elements of magnetic system were assembled in a uniform design on an aluminum platform.  In 

Fig. 3 the general view of the platform with the one-ring converter is displayed.  This platform was 
supplied with springs and shock absorbers with limited ability to move vertically on three supports.  
The system has a maximum value of displacement of about 10 mm and was measured by the induction 
displacement meter, 14.  Thus, the instantaneous change of the platform weight was defined during the 
experiment in real time.  Gross weight of the platform with magnetic system in the initial condition was 
350 kg. 

 
The stator, 1, was mounted motionlessly, and the rollers, 2, were assembled on a mobile common 

separator, 3, also regarded as the rotor, connected with the basic shaft, 4, of the device.  The rotary 
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moment was transferred through this shaft. The base of the shaft was connected through a friction 
clutch, 5, to a starting motor, 6, which accelerated the converter up to a mode of self-sustained rotation. 
The electrodynamics generator, 7, was connected to the basic shaft as a main loading of the converter. 
Adjacent to the rotor, electromagnetic inductors, 8, with open cores, 9, were located.  

 

 
Fig.3. The general view of the one-ring converter and platform. 

 
The magnetic rollers, 2, crossed the open cores of inductors and closed the magnetic flux circuit 

through electromagnetic inductors, 8, inducing an electromotive force emf in them, which acted di-
rectly on an active load, 10 (a set of inductive coils and incandescent lamps with a total power load of 1 
kW).  The electromagnetic inductor coils, 8, were equipped with an electrical drive, 11, on supports, 
12.  Driven coils for smooth stabilization of the rotor’s rpm were used but the speed of the rotor could 
be adjusted by changing the main loading, 10. 

 
To study the influence of high voltage on the characteristics of the converter, a system for radial 

electrical polarization was mounted.  On the periphery of the rotor ring, electrodes, 13, were set be-
tween the electromagnetic inductors, 8, having an air gap of 10 mm with the rollers, 2.  The electrodes 
are connected to a high-voltage source; the positive potential was connected to the stator, and the nega-
tive to the polarization electrodes.  The polarizing voltage was adjusted in a range of 0-20 kV.  In the 
experiments, a constant value of 20 kV was used. 

 
In case of emergency braking, a friction disk from the ordinary car braking system was mounted on 

a basic shaft of the rotor.  The electrodynamics generator, 7, was connected to an ordinary passive re-
sistive load through a set of switches ensuring step connection of the load from 1 kW to 10 kW through 
a set of ten ordinary electric water heaters. 

 
The converter undergoing testing had in its inner core the oil friction generator of thermal energy, 

15, intended for tapping a superfluous power (more than 10 kW) into the thermo-exchange contour. 
But since the real output power of the converter in experiment has not exceeded 7 kW, the oil friction 
thermal generator was not used.  The electromagnetic inductors were connected to an additional load, 
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which was set of incandescent lamps with total power 1 kW and facilitated complete stabilization of the 
rotor revolutions. 

 
3. Experimental results 

The magnetic-gravity converter was built in a laboratory room on three concrete supports at a 
ground level.  The ceiling height the lab room was 3-meters, the common working area of the labora-
tory was about 100 sq. meters.  Besides the presence of the iron-concrete ceiling, in the immediate 
proximity from the magnetic system there was a generator and electric motor, which contained some 
tens of kilograms of iron and could potentially deform the field's pattern. 

 
The device was initially started by the electric motor that accelerated the rotation of the rotor.  The 

revolutions were smoothly increased up to the moment the ammeter included in a circuit of the electric 
motor started to show zero or a negative value of consumed current.  The negative value indicated a 
presence of back current.  This back current was detected at approximately 550 rpm.  The displacement 
meter, 14, starts to detect the change in weight of the whole installation at 200 rpm.  Afterwards, the 
electric motor is completely disconnected by the electromagnetic clutch and the ordinary electrodynam-
ics generator is connected to the switchable resistive load. The rotor of the converter continues to self-
accelerate and approach the critical mode of 550 rpm where the weight of the device quickly changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.  -G, +G changes in weight of the platform vs. rpm 
 
In addition to the dependence on the speed of rotation, the weight differential depends on the gener-

ated power through the load and on the applied polarizing voltage as well. As seen in Fig.4, at the 
maximum output power equal to 6-7 kW, the change of weight ∆G of the whole platform (total weight 
is about 350 kg), reaches 35 % of the weight in an initial condition Gi. Applying a load of more than 7 
kW results in a gradual decrease in rotation speed and an exit from the mode of self-generation, with 
the rotor coming to a complete stop subsequently. 
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The net weight Gn of the platform can be controlled by applying high voltage to polarization ring 
electrodes located at a distance of 10 mm from external surfaces of the rollers. Under the high 20 kV 
voltage (electrodes having negative polarity) the increase of tapped power of the basic generator to 
more than 6 kW does not influence ∆G if the rotation speed is kept above 400 rpm. "Tightening" of this 
effect is observed as well as the effect of hysteresis on ∆G  (a kind of "residual induction"). The ex-
perimental diagrams given on Fig.4 illustrate the +G and –G modes of the converter operations vs. ro-
tor rpm. 

Fig.5 Diagrams of a rotor accelerating and loading of the converter. 
 
The effect of a local change of the platform weight is reversible, relative to the direction of  rotor 

turning, and has the same hysteresis. A clockwise rotation causes the critical mode to occur in the area 
of 550 rpm and the propulsion force against the direction of gravitation vector is created. Correspond-
ingly, a counter-clockwise rotation causes the critical mode to occur the in area of 600 rpm and a force 
in the direction of gravitation vector is created. The difference in approach to a critical mode of 50 - 60 
rpm was observed. It is necessary to mention that the most interesting region are situated above the 
critical area of 550 rpm, but due to of a number of circumstances the implementation of such research 
was not possible. It is necessary to note, that probably there are also other resonant modes appropriate 
to higher rpm of a rotor and to the significant levels of useful loading and weight changing. Proceeding 
from the theoretical assumptions, the dependence of tapped mechanical energy from the parameters of 
magnetic system of the converter and rpm of a rotor has a nonlinear character and the received effects 
are not optimum. From this point of view, the revealing of the maximal output power, of the maximal 
change of weight and resource of the converter represents the large practical and scientific interest. In 
tested sample of the converter the using of higher rpm was inadmissible because of unsufficient me-
chanical durability of the magnetic system, which was built from separate pieces. 
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In Fig.5 the dependence of weight of a platform and its output power, removed into resistive load-
ing from rpm of a rotor of the converter is explained in detail. The diagrams are constructed for a case 
of HV polarization ON (top diagram) and HV polarization OFF (bottom diagram). The time from the 
start moment of the engine up to a mode of self-generation of the converter, at the rotation of a rotor 
clockwise, approximately is equal 1.5 minutes. (The power of starting engine was about of 2 KW with 
a reduction on the shaft of the converter is equal 1/10).  At achievement of a critical mode (550 rpm.), 
the change of gross weight of a platform already achieves +/-30% from Gi.  In the point of transition to 
a resonant mode, the revolutions with the large acceleration has increases up to 590 rpm and weight has 
changes up to + /-35% from Gi.  In this time an unpleasant high frequency whistling sound became au-
dible.  This place of the diagram begins at once after a critical point (inclination of a curve α1).  At 
achievement of 590 rpm, the first stage of resistive loading in 1 kW is connected to the electrodynamics 
generator. The whistling sound at once stops, the revolutions are sharply reduced and ∆G also is chang-
ing.  As soon as the revolutions begin to grow again, the second switchable load is connected and ro-
tor's rpm are stabilized at a level of 590-595 rpm. ∆G continues to change. The increasing of 
switchable loading occurs by steps in 1 kW up to total power of 6 kW.  All intervals in time are equal 
approximately of 10-30 sec.  Afterwards, the short-term increasing of revolutions and then the full sta-
bilization of a mode during of 12-15 min were observed.  

 
More than 50 launches of this converter with absolute repeatability within three months were car-

ried out.  It is necessary to note, that revolutions will grow with acceleration reflected on the Fig.5 by 
corners α1…α5,  if the generator is not switched to the next step of loading, the rpm will continue in-
creasing.  Twice as much loading was required to return to a previous rpm mode. 

 
The above discussion concerns a mode with high voltage polarization of 20 kV "plus" on a 

"grounded" stator.  Without the 20 kV polarization voltage (lower curve) the diagram is approximately 
the same, but indicates the more hard character of loading and faster change of weight of a platform 
due to decreasing of rpm. 

 
Other interesting effects include the work of the converter in a dark room when corona discharges are 
observed around the converter's rotor as a blue-pink glowing luminescence and a characteristic ozone 
smell. In Fig.6 the cloud of ionization covers the area of a stator and a rotor and has accordingly a tor-
oidal form.  
 
Fig.6. Corona discharges around the converter. 
On the background of luminescence glowing on rollers' surfaces, we distinguished a «wave picture.» A 
number of more vigorous strips of discharges around the rollers were observed. These discharges were 
of a white-yellow color but the characteristic sound for arc discharges was not audible. На 
поверхностях статора и роликов не имелось никаких видимых эрозионных повреждений as well 

as.  Erosive damage induced by arc 
discharges were not present on any 
surfaces of the stator or the rollers . 
 
One more effect previously not 
mentioned was observed i.e. the 
vertical concentric magnetic "walls" 
around the installation. We noticed 
and measured the abnormal perma-
nent magnetic field around the con-
verter within the radius of 15 me-
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ters. For the magnetic field measurement the Russian magnetometer F4354/1 was used. Magnetometer 
used the Hall-effect sensor in the copper shielding.  The zones of an increased intensity of a magnetic 
flux 0.05 T located concentrically from the center of the installation were detected. The direction of the 
magnetic field vector in these walls coincided with the direction of the rollers' field vector. The struc-
ture of these zones reminded us of circles on water from a thrown stone. Between these zones, this 
portable magnetometer did not register abnormal magnetic fields. The layers of an increased intensity 
are distributed practically without losses up to a distance of about 15 meters from the center of the con-
verter and quickly decrease at the border of this zone. The thickness of each layer is about 5 - 6 cm. 
The border of each layer has sharp shape, the distance between layers is about 50 - 80 cm where the 
upper limit is seen when moving from the center of the converter. A stable picture of this field was ob-
served as well as at a height of 6 m above the installation (on the second floor above the lab). Above 
the second floor, measurements were not carried out. The similar picture was observed and outside of a 
room of laboratory, directly in the street, on the ground. The concentric walls are strictly vertical and 
no had appreciable distortions. In Fig.7 the schematic arrangement of the converter in a room of 
laboratory and arrangement of concentric magnetic fields are shown. 
 

Fig.7.  Schematic placing of the converter and pattern of magnetic fields in the lab's room. 
 
An anomalous decrease temperature in the vicinity of the converter was also found. While the 

common temperature background in laboratory was + 22°C  (±2°C) a fall of temperature equal to 6-
8°C was noticed. The same phenomenon was observed in concentric vertical magnetic walls as well as. 
The measurements of temperature inside the magnetic walls were carried out by an ordinary alcohol 
thermometer with an inertia of indication about 1.5 min. In the magnetic walls the temperature changes 
can even be distinctly observed by hand. When placed into this magnetic wall the hand feels very cold 
at once. A similar picture was observed at the height above installation, i.e. on the second floor of the 
laboratory as well as despite the ferro-concrete blocking of the ceiling and also on open air outside of 
the laboratory. 

 
 
Fig.8. Dependence of intensity of a magnetic 
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field and changes of temperature vs rotor's rpm of 
the converter. 

 
Concentric magnetic walls and the accompanying thermal effects begin to show themselves by an 

appreciable image beginning approximately from of 200 rpm., and linearly grow with increasing of 
revolutions up to a critical mode. The measurements above 600 rpm were not made because of fear of 
destruction of magnetic system. In Fig.8 the curve of intensity of a magnetic field in мТ and change of 
temperature in Celsius degrees due to rpm changing is represented. 

 
4. Discussion 

All the results we obtained are extremely unusual and require some theoretical explanation. Unfor-
tunately, the interpretation of results within the framework of the conventional physical theory cannot 
explain all the observed phenomena besides the change of weight. It is possible to interpret the change 
of weight either as a local change of gravitational force or as an antigravity force repelling its own 
field. Direct experiment, confirming the presence of a draft force was not performed, but in any case 
both interpretations of the weight change do not correspond to the modern physics paradigm. A recon-
sideration of the standard theory of gravitation is possible if we take into consideration space-time cur-
vature. For example, the Kerr metric usually represents the field exterior to an axially symmetric rotat-
ing body and distinguishes between positive and negative spin directions as well as forward and back-
ward time directions [8]. An examination of the physical vacuum as a source of these phenomena may 
also lend itself to better interpretation since the Maxwell stress-energy tensor in the vicinity of the con-
verter undergoes a complex evolution. 

 
From the modern physics position, electrification and luminescence of the converter's magnetic sys-

tem in the near zone is not completely clear. The phenomenon of the magnetic and thermal "walls" may 
be connected with Alphen's magnetic-sound waves raised in near zone in magnetized plasma induced 
by a variable magnetic field of a rotating rotor [9]. The energy exchange between ambient air mole-
cules and the converter may be occurring. At the present time we can not give an exact description of 
the interactions mechanism and transformation of energy, but without a relativistic we are completely 
unable to give a physically substantial theory of these phenomena. 

 
In conclusion, we emphasize that issues of the biological influence effects and especially of the 

variations of real time stream effects, which must be taking place in an operative zone of the converter, 
were not considered at all. These issues are extremely important and absolutely unexplored; though 
there are some mentions of J.R.R.Searl about healing action of the SEG's radiation.  Our own experi-
ence allows us to make only cautious assumption that the short-term stay (dozen minutes) in a working 
zone of the converter with the fixed output power of 6 kW remains without observed consequences for 
those exposed.  The present paper is only a beginning. 
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 Please Note: The publication found below is important in that
scientists at a major scientific institute, the Russian Academy of
Science, have documented the creation of free energy and have also
documented striking anti-gravitic effects that involve a prolonged and
controllable loss of weight -- in the same experiment.

The reported loss of weight involved hundreds of pounds in a system
that was self-powering while simultaneously generating seven kilowatts
of power for external use. That is to say that the system, once powered
up, did not use any external power to function, but actually produced
power for external use -- while displaying antigravitic effects by virtue
of the fact that the 350 kilogram system's weight fell by as much as
30%.

To the best of my knowledge, this is the only report of this kind to ever
appear - even though for decades there has been much documentation
that shows that individual inventors have been building free energy
devices since at least 1912.  That would include the free energy devices
of Dr. Thomas Henry Moray.  And Canadian inventor John Hutchison
demonstrated dramatic anti-gravitic effects as early as the 1990s.

The report below was brought to my attention by a fellow American
scientist.

Dr. Koontz

 Related article here
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Abstract ~

In the present paper the results of the experimental research of Magnetic-Gravity Effects are
presented. The abnormal magnetic and thermal changes in the radius of 15  meters from the
researched device were measured as well. PACS: 41.20.-q; 44.60.+k;  76.50.+q

Introduction ~

There has been a great interest in examining nonlinear effects in the system of rotating magnetic
fields. Such effects have been observed in the device called Searl's generator or SEG (SEG, Searl
Effect Generator) [1-4]. An SEG consists of a series of three rings and rollers that go around those
rings. All parts of SEG are based on the Law of the Squares. The rollers revolve around the plates
that form the rings, but they do not touch them. There's a primary north and south pole on the rollers
and a primary  north and south pole on the plates. Obviously you will have the north pole of the roller
attracted to the south pole of the plate. The plate and the rollers have layered structure. The external
layer - Titan, then Iron, Nylon and last internal layer was made from Neodymium. John R.R. Searl
has supposed that the electrons are given off from the central element (which is neodymium), and
they travel out through other elements.  If nylon had not been put there, the SEG would act like a
laser and one pulse would go out and it would stop, build up, and another pulse would go out. But,
with the nylon being, nylon acts as a control gate, and that control gate gives you an even flow of 
electrons throughout the SEG [4]. In [4] it was shown that in the process of  magnetization of the
plate and rollers, the combination of constant and variable magnetic fields for creating a special wave
(sine wave) pattern on a plate surface and rollers surface was used. The basic effects are the rollers
self-running around a ring plate and reduction of weight up to occurrence of propulsion and flying up
of all magnetic system. These effects come about because of a special geometry of experimental
setup. It was shown that the work of the device in critical regime is accompanied by biological and
real physical phenomena. Unfortunately except for the listed references we could not find other
information where similar effects are be mentioned. In this paper we present the experimental device
the results we have obtained.

The Description of the Experimental Installation ~

http://alexfrolov.narod.ru/
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The basic difficulty is in a choosing the materials and maintaining the necessary pattern imprinting
on the plate and rollers surfaces. To simplify the technology we decided to use a one-ring design with
one-ring plate (stator) and one-ring of rollers (rotor). It is obvious, that it was necessary to strengthen
the rollers on a rotor by the bearings and balance the rollers well. In the suggested design the air
bearings were used which provided the minimum losses due to friction. From the available
description [1-4] it was not clear how it is possible to make and magnetize the stator with a diameter
of about one meter. In order to make the stator from separate magnetized segments executed on the
basis of rare earth magnets with the residual induction 1T; the segments were magnetized in a usual
way by discharging capacitor battery through the coil. Afterwards the segments were assembled and
glued together in a special iron  armature, which reduced magnetic energy. To manufacture the stator
110 KGs of rare earth magnets were used, and to manufacture the rotor 115 KGs of that material was
used. High-frequency field under magnetization was not applied. It was decided to replace an
imprinting technology described in [1-4] with cross-magnetic inserts having a flux vector directed at
90 degrees to a vector of basic magnetization of a stator and rollers of a rotor. For these cross inserts
the modified rare earth magnets with a residual magnetization of 1,2 T and coercive force a little bit
greater than in a base material was used. In Figure 1 and Figure 2 the joint arrangement of stator 1,
elements of a rotor - rollers 2 and a way of their mutual gearing by means of cross magnetic inserts
19, are shown. Between the stator and roller surfaces the air gap d of 1 mm is left.

No layered structure was used except a continuous copper foil of 0.8 mm thickness which wrapped
up the stator and rollers. This foil has the direct electrical contact to magnets of a stator and rollers.
Distance between inserts in the rollers is equal to distance between inserts on the stator.

Figure 1: Variant of One-Ring Converter ~

The ratio of parameters of the stator 1 and the rotor 2 in Figure 2 is chosen so that the relation of
stator diameter  D and roller diameter d is an integer equal to or greater then 12. Choosing such a
ratio allows us to achieve a magnetic spin wave resonant mode between elements of a working body
of the device.

Figure 2: Organization of Magnetic Gearing Stator & Rollers ~

The elements of magnetic system were assembled in a uniform design on the aluminum platform. In
Figure 3 the general view of the platform with one-ring converter is displayed. This platform was
supplied with springs, amortizators and had a possibility of moving vertical on three supports. The
value of displacement was measured by the induction meter of displacement 14; thus the change of
the platform weight at once has been defined during the experiment in real time. Gross weight of the
platform with magnetic system in the initial condition was 350 KGs.
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Figure 3: General View of the Platform with One-Ring Converter ~

The stator 1 was mounted motionlessly, and the rollers 2 were assembled on a mobile common
separator 3, connected with the basic shaft 4 of the device. Through this shaft the rotary moment was
transferred. The basic shaft by the means of friction muff 5 was connected to the electrodynamics
generator 7 and starting engine 6, which accelerated the converter up to a mode of self-sustained
rotation. Along a rotor the electromagnetic inductors 8 with open cores 9 were located. The magnetic
rollers 2 crossed the open cores of inductors and closed the magnetic flux through electromagnetic
inductors 8, and induced emf in them, which acted directly on an active load 10 (a set of incandescent
lamps with total power 1 kW). The electromagnetic inductors 8 were equipped with an electrical
drive 11 and had an opportunity to smoothly move on supports 12. To study the influence of the
external high voltage on the characteristics of the converter the system of radial electrical
polarization was  mounted. On periphery of the rotor ring electrodes 13 were set between the
electromagnetic inductors 8 having with the rollers 2 air gap of 10 mm. The electrodes are connected
to a high-voltage source; the positive potential was connected to the stator, and the negative to the
polarization electrodes. The voltage was adjusted in a range of 0-20 kV. In experiments the constant
value of 20 kV was used. In case of emergency braking, friction disk from the ordinary car braking
system was mounted on a basic shaft of the rotor. The electrodynamics generator 7 was connected to
active load through a set of switches ensuring step connection of the load from 1 kW to 10 kW. The
converter under going testing had in its inner structure the oil friction generator of thermal energy 15,
intended for taping a superfluous power (more than 10 kW) into the thermo-exchange contour. But
since the real output power of the converter in experiment has not exceeded 7 kW, the oil friction
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thermal generator was not used. The complete stabilization of revolutions of the rotor was carried out
by electromagnetic inductors connected to an additional load, which was set of incandescent lamps
with total power 1 kW.

Experimental Results ~

The magnetic-gravity converter was built in a laboratory  room on three concrete supports at a
ground level. The ceiling height the lab room was  3 meters. Besides the presence of the iron-
concrete ceiling, in immediate proximity from the magnetic system there was a generator and electric
motor, which contained some tens KGs of iron and could potentially deform the field's pattern. The
device was started by the electric motor, which accelerated the rotation of the rotor. The revolutions
were smoothly increased up to the moment the ammeter included in a circuit of the electric motor
started to show zero or lower value of a consumed current or even a presence of the back current. The
presence of the back current is detected at approx. 550 rpm. The magnetic moving sensor 14 starts to
detect the change in weight of the whole installation at 200 rpm. Afterwards the electric motor is
completely disconnected by the electromagnetic muff and the ordinary electrodynamics generator is
connected to the basic shaft of the device through the same muff. The rotor of the converter continues
to self-accelerate and with the approach to the critical mode of 550 rpm, the weight of the device
quickly changes. In addition to the change speed of rotation the weight depend of the power, removed
into active load, (the set of ten ordinary electrical water heaters of 1 kW was used) and of the applied
polarizing voltage, as well. At the maximum output power equal to 6-7 kW the change of weight G
of the whole platform (total weight is about 350 KGs), reaches 35 % of the weight in an initial
condition G?. A load of more than 7 kW results in a gradual decrease of revolutions and exit from the
mode of self-generation with the subsequent complete stop of the rotor. The weight of a platform can
be controlled by applying of a high voltage to cellular ring electrodes located at a distance of 10 mm
from external surfaces of the rollers. Under the high 20 kV voltage (electrodes negative pole) the
increase of taped power in circuit of the basic generator more than 6 kW does not influence G while
the revolutions per min is not decreased to 400 rpm. "Tightening" of this effect is observed as well as
the effect of hysteresis on G (a kind of "residual induction"). The experimental diagrams given on
Fig.4 illustrate the modes of the converter operations.

Figure 4: Modes of Operation of the Magnet-Gravity Converter ~
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The effect of a local change of the platform weight is convertible relative to the direction of rotor
turning, and has the same hysteresis. At clockwise rotation the critical mode comes in the area of 550
rpm and the propulsion force against the direction of gravitation vector is created, by analogy, at
counter-clockwise rotation the critical mode comes the in area of 600 rpm and the propulsion on the
direction of gravitation vector is created. The difference in approach to a critical mode of 50-60 rpm
was observed. It is necessary to mention that the most interesting region lies above the critical area of
550 rpm, but due to of a number of circumstances the implementation of such research was not
possible. Other interesting effects include the work of the converter in the dark room when corona
discharges are observed around the converter's rotor as a blue-pink glowing luminescence and a
characteristic ozone  smell. The cloud of ionization covers the area of a stator and a rotor and has
accordingly toroidal form. On the background of luminescence glowing on rollers' surfaces we
distinguished wave picture. A number of more vigorous strips of discharges around the rollers were
observed. These discharges were of the white - yellow colour is, but the characteristic for the arc
discharges sound was not audible.  One more effect previously not mentioned was observed i.e. the
vertical magnetic  "walls" around the installation. We noticed and measured the abnormal permanent
magnetic field around the converter in the radius of 15 meters. The zones of an  increased intensity of
a magnetic flux 0,05T located concentrically from the centre of the installation were detected. The
direction of  magnetic field vector in these walls coincided with the direction of rollers' field vector.
The structure of these zones reminded circles on water from the thrown stone. Between these zones a
portable magnetometer, which used the Hall's sensor as a sensitive element, did not register abnormal
magnetic fields. The layers of an increased intensity are distributed practically without losses up to a
distance of about 15 meters from the centre of the converter and quickly decrease at the border of this
zone. The thickness of each layer is about 5 - 8 cm. The border of each layer has sharp shape, the
distance between layers is about 50 - 60 cm and it slightly accrues when moving from the centre of
the converter. The steady picture of this field was observed as well at a height of 6 m above the
installation (on the second floor above the lab.). Above the second floor the measurements were not
carried out. The abnormal fall of the temperature in direct affinity from the converter was also found.
While the common temperature background in laboratory was + 22? (2?) the fall of temperature
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equal to 6-8? was noticed. The same phenomenon was observed in vertical magnetic walls as well as.
The measurements of temperature inside the magnetic walls were carried out by the ordinary alcohol
thermometer with inertia of indication about 1,5 min. In the magnetic walls the temperature changes
can be distinctly observed even by hand. The hand when placed into this magnetic wall feels real
cold at once. The similar picture was observed at the height above installation, i.e. on the second
floor of the laboratory as well as despite the ferro-concrete blocking of ceiling.

Discussion ~

All the results we obtained are extremely unusual and require some theoretical explanation.
Unfortunately the interpretation of results within the framework of the conventional physical theory
cannot explain all the observed phenomena and first of all the change of weight. The change of
weight is possible to interpret as a local change of gravity force or as an occurrence of propulsion
force by repelling from its own field.

Direct experiment, confirming a presence of draft force was not performed, but in any case both
interpretations of the weight change do not correspond to the modern physical paradigm and demand
reconsideration of the standard theory of gravitation or criticism of the second law of Newton, both
of which are only possible if we take into consideration the now-advert physical media ether as
understood by   Faraday-Maxwell-Mie. From the modern physics position electrization and
luminescence of the converter's magnetic system in the near zone is not completely clear. The
phenomenon of the magnetic and thermal "walls" may be connected with  Alphen's magnetic-sound
waves raised in near zone in magnetized plasma induced by a variable magnetic field of a rotating
rotor [5].

At the present time we can not give an exact description of the interactions mechanism with
environment and transformation of energy, but it is completely obvious, that without the use of the
concept of physical media --- the ether in a sense of Faraday-Maxwell-Mie we are completely unable
to give physically substantial theory of these phenomena. In conclusion, we emphasize that the issues
of the biological influence effects and especially of the variations of real time stream effects, which
must be taking place in an operative zone of the converter, were not considered at all.  These issues
are extremely important and absolutely unexplored; though there are some mentions of J.R.R.Searl
about healing action of the SEG's radiation. Our own experience allows to make only cautious
assumption that the short-term stay (dozen minutes) in a working zone of the converter with the fixed
output power of 6 kW remains for the people without observed consequences. The present paper is
only a  beginning.
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Abstract ~

It is demonstrated that a magnetic system based on rare-earth magnets is capable of converting
various forms of the energy, provided that a certain critical operating regime is set up. As the critical
regime is attained, the experimental setup becomes energetically fully autonomous. This is
accompanied by local variations in the total structure weight, a decrease in the surrounding air
temperature, and the formation of concentric "magnetic walls" at a distance of up to 15 meters from
the experimental setup.

Introduction ~

We have experimentally studied the physical effects in a system based on rotating permanent magnets
(1). Below we describe the technology of manufacture, assembly, and the results of testing this
experimental setup, which is referred to as the converter.

Technological Description ~

The converter comprises an immobile stator and a rotor moving around the stator and carrying fixed
magnetic rollers. The magnetic system of the working body of the converter has a diameter of about
1 meter. The stator and magnetic rollers were manufactured from separate magnetized segments
made of rare-earth magnets (REMs) with a residual magnetization of 0.85 T, a coercive force of [Hc]
~ 600 kA/m, and a specific magnetic energy of [W] ~ 150 K/m3. The segments were magnetized by a
conventional method based on a discharge of a capacitor bank through an inductor coil. Then the
magnetized segments were assembled and glued together in a special mounting stage, which
provided for the necessary tolerance in positioning the segments and for the removal of magnetic
energy. Using this mounting stage, it was possible to glue the elements into the common unit. The
stable incorporated REMs with a total weight of 110 kg and the rollers contained 115 kg of the same
REM material.

The magnetic system elements were assembled into a single structure on a special platform made of
non-magnetic structural alloys. The platform construction was provided with springs and shock
absorbers and allowed the converter setup to move in the vertical direction on three sides. The motion
was monitored by an inductive transducer. Which allowed changes ion the platform weight to be
determined in the course of the experiment. The total weight of the platform with the magnetic
system in the initial state was 350 kg.

Description of the Observed Effects ~

The converter was installed in a 2.5-meter high laboratory room using three concrete supports on a
ground level. In addition to the ordinary steel-reinforced concrete ceiling blocks, the converter
equipment featured a usual electrodynamic generator and an electric motor, with a total iron weight
of several tens of kilograms (only these parts could, in principle, introduce distortions into the
electromagnetic field pattern observed).

The converter was set to operate by over-speeding the rotor with the aid of the electric motor. The
motor speed was gradually increased until the ammeter connected in the motor circuit showed zero
consumed current and the current direction reversal. This state corresponded to a rotor speed of
approximately 550 rpm, but the motion transducer began to indicate a change in the platform weight
already at 200 rpm. Then the electric motor was disconnected using an electromagnetic overrunning
clutch, and a usual electrodynamic generator was connected instead to the main shaft of the converter
via another electromagnetic clutch. On attaining the critical regime (~550 rpm), the rotor exhibited a
sharp increase in the rotation speed; this was accompanied by a slow-down in the rate of the current
weight reduction. At this instant, the first 1 kW load was connected to the system. Immediately upon
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this connection, the rotation speed began to decrease, while the Delta G value kept increasing, and so
on as depicted in the figure.

A diagram illustrating various operation regimes of the magnetogravitational converter showing (I)
load power (kW) and system weight variation; (II) 7-kW load (high voltage off); (III) 7-kW load
(high voltage on); (IV) supercritical regime; (V) subcritical regime (1, high voltage off; 2, high
voltage on).

The system weight variation depend both on the power consumed by the active load (the load
consisted of 10 ordinary 1-kW heating elements) and on the polarization voltage applied. For a
maximum consumed power (7 kW), a change in the total platform weight reached 35% of the initial
value in the immobile state (350 kg), which corresponded to 50% of the pure weight of the working
body of the converter. An increase in the load power above 7 kW led to a gradual decrease in the
rotor speed and, eventually, to the system going out of the self-generation regime and the rotor speed
decreasing until the full stop. The platform weight could be controlled by applying a high-voltage
signal to the cellular ring electrodes situated 10 mm above the external roller surface. Upon applying
a 20 kV signal (negative polarity on the electrodes), an increase in the load power consumption above
6 kW did not affect the Delta G value even when the rotor speed decreased down to 400 rpm. This
was equivalent to "prolongation" of the effect and was accompanied by phenomena of the remnant
induction" type with respect to Delta G. The converter operation in various experimental regimes is
illustrated in the figure.

The effect of the system weight variation is reversible with respect to the direction of rotor motion
and exhibits certain hysteresis. For the clockwise rotation, the critical regime is observed in the
region of 550 rpm and is accompanied by development of the force acting against the gravity vector.
For the counter-clockwise rotation, the onset of the critical regime is observed at approximately 600
rpm and the extra force coincides in direction with the gravity vector. The onset of the critical regime
exhibited a scatter within 50-60 rpm. It should be noted that, probably, some other critical resonance
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regimes may exist, which correspond to higher rotor speeds and markedly greater useful load levels.
Proceeding from the general theoretical consideration, the output mechanical energy must nonlinearly
depend on the internal parameters of the converter magnetic system and the rotor speed, so that the
observed effects are likely to be far from optimum. Establishing of the maximum output power
maximum weight variation, and the converter energy resource is of considerable theoretical and
practical interest.

Besides the phenomena described above, a number of other interesting effects were observed in the
system studied. In particular, the converter operation in the dark is accompanied by a corona
discharge with a pink-blue light emission and by the production of ozone. The ionization cloud is
formed around the stator and rotor, acquiring a toroidal shape. The general corona discharge
background is superimposed with a wavy pattern corresponding to the surface of the rollers: the
zones of increased emission intensity are distributed along the roller height in a manner similar to
that observed for the high-voltage microwave induction energy storage in the pre-breakdown state.
These zones appeared yellowish-white, but the emission was not accompanied by sounds
characteristic of the arc discharge. Nor did we observe any visible erosive damage on the stator and
rotor surfaces.

One more effect, which was never reported previously, is the appearance of vertical "magnetic walls"
surrounding the setup. We have detected and measured an anomalous constant magnetic field around
the converter. The measurements revealed zones of increased magnetic strength on the order of 0.05
T arranged coaxially relative to the system center. The direction of the magnetic field vector on the
"walls" coincides with that in the rollers. The structure of these magnetic zones resembles the pattern
of circular waves on the water surface. No anomalous field is detected by a mobile magnetometer,
employing the Hall effect transducer, in the area between zones. The layers of increased magnetic
field strength are propagating with virtually no attenuation to a distance of 15 meters from the
converter center and then rapidly decayed at the boundary of this 15-meter area. Each layer zone is 5-
8 cm thick and exhibits sharp boundaries. The layers are spaced by 50-60 cm, the spacing slightly
increasing with the distance from the converter center. A stable pattern was also observed at  a height
of 5 meters above the setup (the measurements were conducted in a 2nd floor room above the
laboratory; no tests were conducted on a still higher level).

Another interesting phenomenon consists in an anomalous temperature drop in the immediate
vicinity of the converter. At a general room temperature level in the laboratory (+22 +-2 C), the
temperature at the converter surface was 6-8 C lower. Similar temperature variations were detected in
the vertical magnetic "walls". The temperature changes in the walls were detected by an ordinary
alcohol thermometer with a reading set time of 1.5 minutes. The temperature variations in the
magnetic "walls" can even be sensed by the human body: a hand placed inside the "wall"
immediately feels cold. The same pattern was observed at a height of 5 meters above the setup in a
2nd floor room above the laboratory (despite the steel-reinforced concrete blocks separating the
rooms).

Discussion of Results ~

All the experimental results described above are very unusual and need some theoretical
rationalization. Unfortunately, attempts at interpreting the obtained results within the framework of
the existing physical theories showed that no one of these models can explain the whole set of
experimental data.

Recently, Dyatlov (2) attempted to combine the concepts of electricity and gravity by introducing the
so-called electro-navigation and magnetic-spin coefficients into the Heaviside gravity equations and
the Maxwell field equations. This provides for a relationship between the gravitational and electrical
components, as well as between the magnetic and rotational components in a given medium. The
assumptions are built around a special model of inhomogeneous physical vacuum, called the vacuum
domain model (2). It is suggested that the extra relationships are absent outside the vacuum domain.
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Although it is difficult to imagine a long-living vacuum domain, the proposed model provides for a
satisfactory explanation (at least on a qualitative phenomenological level) for the appearance of
emission, the system weight variations, and the conversion of energy taken from the surrounding
medium into the rotational mechanical moment of the rollers. Unfortunately, the theory cannot
provide a physical pattern of the observed phenomena.

Conclusion ~

At present, the work on a developed variant of the converter are in progress at the Glushko "NPE
Energomash" company (Moscow). This setup would allow a deeper insight into the physics of
observed phenomena. Another aim is the creation of commercial samples for various practical
applications.
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Description ~

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to the field of direct current electrical motors and generators that
operate without the need for commutation and/or rectification, and more particularly to multi-rotor
homopolar machines which derive their emf (electromotive force) from co-rotational magnets and
metallic disk embodiment.

BACKGROUND

Back in 1831, Michael Faraday discovered that a cylindrical magnet suspended by a string and
touching a mercury bath at the bottom could generate electricity while spinning along its axis if a
second electrical contact was made at the periphery of the midpoint of the magnet. His experiment
was a one-piece homopolar machine since the magnet and conductor were joined together. Such
Faraday generators have also been called acyclic, unipolar or homopolar generators because no
commutation or alternating of the magnetic poles is necessary for this machine in order to generate
electricity.

The type of electrical output is most often direct current (DC) unless specific means are designed to
provide an interruption of radial conduction and thus simulate alternating current (AC). Historically,
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DC was championed by Thomas Edison during the early part of the 20th century while at the same
time AC was championed by Nikola Tesla and George Westinghouse. In the future, DC will be
coming back into style with the emergence of ambient temperature superconductive cables.
Therefore, highly efficient homopolar generators will be in demand to meet the future market
demand for DC electricity.

Homopolar generators usually have a single disk or drum rotating in a stationary magnetic field with
sliding contacts. The sliding contacts often present high resistance however. The construction and
operation of homopolar machines for electric propulsion of marine vessels or railguns for example is
already well known. Such machines include motors and generators wherein electrical current flows
through a conductor situated in a magnetic field during rotation of the machine rotor.

In the case of a homopolar motor, the current will develop a J.times.B force perpendicular to the
direction of its flow through the conductor and that of the magnetic field. In the case of a homopolar
generator, a voltage dependent on the rotational speed, magnetic field, and radius, is induced in a
conductor moving within the magnetic field. When current is drawn from the homopolar generator, it
also develops a J.times.B force for the same reason as with the motor but is referred to as back torque
or armature reaction. General reference information including basic principles used to reduce back
torque can be found in The Homopolar Handbook by Thomas Valone (ISBN 0-9641070-1-5).

The prior art rarely includes a one-piece homopolar machines that rotate the magnet with the disk.
Even more unknown is the concept of rolling contacts. Eliminating sliding contacts is shown in the
"Planetary Homopolar Generator," IBM Technical Disklosure Bulletin, Vol. 17, No. 6, p. 1786-87,
November, 1974, H. D. Varadarajan.

Using a conducting belt or rolling contacts to gather current from a magnetic field flux cutting rotor,
there is an annular magnetic field through which the rotor executes a planetary motion.

The large stresses resulting from the centrifugal force of the massive, unbalanced planetary rotor is a
distinct disadvantage, prohibiting high speed operation. Thus, only a low rate of rotation is possible
with the IBM design.

The "Direct Current Homopolar Machine" U.S. Pat. No. 5,587,618 to Hathaway demonstrates an
analogous concept of relative motion between conductive orbiting shaft and a stationary disk-shaped
magnetized armature.

However, the design is a bit cumbersome to be practical. Science Applications International
Corporation claims a conductive belt, dual disk "Homopolar Motor-Generator" in U.S. Pat. No.
5,241,232 to Reed that apparently reinvents the "Dynamo Electric Machine" of U.S. Pat. No. 406,968
patented by none other than Nikola Tesla in 1889 that also has two unipolar magnetized rotors
connected by a conductive belt. The belted dual unipolar machines solve one of the problems that
plague the field by offering two sliding contacts at the low speed surface on the axle. However, the
present invention requires only one sliding contact on the axle. These conductive belt machines also
demonstrate, in principle, the concept of a multi-rotor, planetary design, by the process of coordinate
transformation, since relative motion is the key to the operation of a homopolar generator. The
concept of rolling contact is demonstrated with the Dalen "Dynamo Electric Machine" U.S. Pat. No.
645,943, where two disks are turning in opposite directions while in contact with each other at their
periphery. However, the axle of each disk must remain fixed in place whereas each axle is in orbiting
motion in the present invention.

Homopolar machines can reversibly function as motors as well, such as flywheels, and used as
energy storage devices. First used in transportation applications in the 1950's, flywheel powered
buses were designed to have the flywheel accelerated at every stop. Composite rotors currently have
been developed which can spin at very high revolutions (100,000 revolutions per second); and the
speed is limited by the tensile strength of the rim of the rotor. By using a multi-rotor design, the
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centrifugal forces of a large disk can be greatly reduced and still maintain high-energy storage or
production. By using magnetic bearings, the friction on the axis of the rotor can be reduced
sufficiently so that such rotors can maintain most of the energy for several days.

The IBM Varadarajan planetary rotor is unbalanced and has a low rate of magnetic flux cutting due to
its annular magnetic field design. The Hathaway direct current machine has a lot of unbalanced
conductive material orbiting the central magnetized disk which limits the rotational speed.

The conductive belt designs can be subject to oxidation and slippage, even requiring a toothed timing
belt on each axle as well. With most disk models of homopolar generators, as opposed to drum
designs, sliding contacts are the single most important contribution of resistance inhibiting the power
output of the machine. Internal resistance is the only limit to the output capability of a homopolar
generator and it is important to reduce all sources of internal resistance to obtain maximum power
output for a given input torque. Rather than use high resistance carbon brushes, medium resistance
silver-graphite brushes or dangerous conductive liquids such as mercury, low temperature solder, or
sodium-potassium, there is a need to eliminate frictional sliding contact at the high speed periphery
of the magnetized rotor completely. Furthermore, rather than maintaining two sliding contacts which
contribute friction and resistance, even in the rolling and belted designs, there is a need to cut the
number in half to only one high current sliding contact. The present invention satisfies both of these
needs.

SUMMARY

The present invention derives direct current electricity by co-rotating a plurality of magnets and a
metallic disk. It comprises an improved homopolar machine with dynamically balancing, axially
parallel, cylindrical, electrically conductive magnets arranged circumferentially around the vertical
axis of central stator ring. Such a design can be referred to as distributed generation since each
magnet rotor generates only a fraction of the current that is transmitted through the machine. Thus,
the conductive bearings contacting the center of each end of the magnet rotors may carry only one
tenth or less of the total current.

The multi-rotor orbiting homopolar also does not include sliding contacts at each magnetized rotor
rim but instead utilizes a suitable rolling means attached separately to magnets and also to the stator
ring for intimately contacting and engaging non-slip rolling between magnets and stator as they orbit
around the stator. The magnetized rotors maintain rotational synchronism and equal relative position
to each other with a bearing means rotatably securing the top and bottom end of each magnet to a
corresponding electrically conductive circular endplate.

The electrical energy is extracted, or input if used as a motor, through contacts on the conductive
stator and at the machine's electrically conductive axle located in the center of the machine while
rigidly attached to the top circular endplate that rotates with all of the individually magnetized rotors.
The only single, high current, moving contact that is required is an electrically conductive thrust
bearing that supports the central axle. An insulating thrust bearing meanwhile separates the axle from
the center of bottom circular endplate. The stator, which is of course stationary, accomplishes the
second contact means through a standard electrical connection with no need for any relative motion
sliding contact. The stator may be optionally magnetized in the opposite direction to the magnetized
rotors in order to increase the coercive force or magnetic flux density.

The drawings constitute a part of this specification and include exemplary embodiments to the
invention, which may be embodied in various forms. It is to be understood that in some instances
various aspects of the invention may be shown exaggerated or enlarged to facilitate an understanding
of the invention.

The Problem ~
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The problem this invention solves is that it generates high power direct current electricity without the
need for commutation and rectification, otherwise the internal resistance losses are high.

The problems with prior art devices, processes and systems can be categorized as follows.

1. Require commutation or rectification to generate direct current electricity.

2. Rely on more than one current brush which often have high speed contact.

3. Do not distribute magnetic field power generation by multi-rotor orbiting magnets in homopolar
machines or systems.

4. Internal resistance losses are usually high.

5. Neither efficient nor cost effective.

6. Neither simple nor practical for most applications.

Prior Art ~

A preliminary limited prior art search was not commissioned but the inventor is intimately familiar
with the prior art. Following are typical examples of the prior art arranged in reverse chronological
order for ready reference of the reader.

11) Non-Provisional Utility U.S. Pat. No. 6,051,905 issued to Richard Clark on Apr. 18, 2000 for
"Homopolar Generator"

10) Non-Provisional Utility U.S. Pat. No. 5,977,684 presented to Ted Lin on Nov. 2, 1999 for
"Rotating Machine Configurable as True DC Generator or Motor"

09) Non-Provisional Utility U.S. Pat. No. 5,864,198 earned by Joseph Pinkerton on Jan. 26, 1999 for
"Brushless Generator"

08) Non-Provisional Utility U.S. Pat. No. 5,587,618 issued to George Hathaway on Dec. 24, 1996 for
"Direct Current Homopolar Machine"

07) Non-Provisional Utility U.S. Pat. No. 5,278,470 graced upon Zacharias Neag on Jan. 11, 1994 for
"Homopolar Machine which acts as a Direct Current (DC) High Voltage Generator or Motor"

06) Non-Provisional Utility U.S. Pat. No. 5,241,232 honorably given to Jay Reed on Aug. 31, 1993
for "Homopolar Motor-Generator"

05) Non-Provisional Utility U.S. Pat. No. 5,011,821 published in the name of Charley McCullough
on Apr. 30, 1991 for "Method and Apparatus for Generating Electricity"

04) Non-Provisional Utility U.S. Pat. No. 3,465,187 issued to Onezime Breaux on Sep. 2, 1969 for
"Homopolar Generator Having Parallel Positioned Faraday Disk Structures"

03) Non-Provisional Utility U.S. Pat. No. 3,185,877 presented to Anthony Sears on May 25, 1965 for
"Direct Current Homopolar Generator"

02) Non-Provisional Utility U.S. Pat. No. 645,943 graced upon inventor Gustaf Dalen on Mar. 27,
1900 for "Dynamo Electric Machine"

01) Non-Provisional Utility U.S. Pat. No. 406,968 bestowed upon none other than Nikola Tesla
himself in 1889 for "Dynamo Electric Machine"
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None of the prior art devices known to the applicant or his attorney disclose the EXACT embodiment
of this inventor that constitutes a simple, elegant and affordable system for an orbiting Multi-Rotor
Homopolar direct current electricity generation

Objectives ~

Unfortunately none of the prior art devices singly or even in combination provide for all of the
objectives as established by the inventor for this system as enumerated below.

1. It is an objective of this invention to provide devices, method and system for generation of high
power direct current electricity without commutation and rectification.

2. The primary objective of the invention is orbiting multi-rotor cylindrical magnets in rolling contact
that eliminates friction while generating DC electricity.

3. Another objective of the invention is to provide high efficiency, low noise and low resistance in a
high current generator.

4. Another objective of the invention is that it uses readily available materials in a dynamically
balanced arrangement.

5. Another objective of the invention is safety through reduced internal stress than comparable
homopolar machines with a single rotor.

6. Another objective of the invention is that it provides distributed generation around an air core.

7. Another objective of this invention is to provide an easy, quick, simple practical way to generate
more efficient and cost effective direct current electricity.

8. Another objective of this invention is that it promote and encourage other inventors to do
additional research in homopolar machines generally but co-rotational magnets and disk
embodiments in particular.

9. Another objective of this invention is to provide a system that is integrated and flexible.

10. Another objective of this invention is to provide a system that is easily useable and requires little
if any training for manufacturing and use.

11. Another objective of this invention is that it meet all federal, state, local and other private
standards guidelines, regulations and recommendations with respect to safety, environment, and
energy consumption.

12. Another objective of this invention is that it can be made from modular standard materials and
components that are also easily maintainable.

Other objectives advantages and features of this invention reside in its simplicity, elegance of design,
ease of manufacture, service and use and even aesthetics as will become apparent from the following
brief description of the drawings and the detailed description of the best mode preferred
embodiments taken in connection with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a prior art diagram of a typical homopolar generator.
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FIG. 2 is a perspective, cutaway view of the magnetized rotor and stator.

FIG. 3 is an elevational view of the complete orbiting multi-rotor machine.

FIG. 4 is a cross sectional view of the invention.

FIG. 5 is a plan view from the top of the invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE BEST MODE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

As shown in the drawings wherein like numerals represent like parts throughout the several views,
there is generally disclosed in FIG. 1 is a state of the prior art.

Detailed descriptions of the preferred embodiment are provided herein. It is to be understood,
however, that the present invention may be embodied in various forms. Therefore, specific details
disclosed herein are not to be interpreted as limiting, but rather as a basis for the claims and as a
representative basis for teaching one skilled in the art to employ the present invention in virtually any
appropriately detailed system, structure or manner.

Turning first to FIG. 2 there is shown a perspective cutaway view of a portion of one embodiment of
the present invention showing one of a multitude of rotors that are axially magnetized (B). This
multitude mounted in parallel comprise the multi-rotor homopolar machine in close contact with a
ring shaped stator that may be optionally magnetized in the direction opposite to the magnetic fields
of the rotors.

Each rotor 20 has its own axle 21 which is circumferentially mounted vertically, arranged and
dynamically balanced around a central vertical axis, on an electrically conductive but low
permeability axle rod 21 made of copper, brass or bronze, that may penetrate the center of the entire
magnetized rotor and rotatably attach to top and bottom bearing 33 on circular endplates 31, 32
shown in FIG. 3. In operation, the rotors orbit around the circular stator ring, which may or may not
also be magnetized.

The invention is more completely shown in the elevational view of FIG. 3 with several rotors 20
rotatably attached to the top circular endplate 31 and bottom circular endplate 32 by electrically
conductive bearings 33. The top endplate 31 is rigidly attached to the central axle 34 supporting the
orbiting multi-rotor homopolar generator assembly. The hollow circular design of the stationary ring
stator 23 is also visible in FIG. 3, which can be optionally magnetized to increase performance
output.
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The bottom circular endplate 32 has a large hole in the center, more completely seen in FIG. 4, that
allows inner attachment to insulating bearing 44 which optimally can be a non-contacting, low
friction magnetic bearing since the weight of the rotor assembly is carried by the electrically
conductive thrust bearing 41. The bottom endplate 32 is thus isolated electrically from the stationary
Inner cylinder 43 that is the inner core of the stator. Inner circular assembly plates 49 of equal size
and shape, that preferably are electrically conductive, rigidly attach the inner cylinder 43 to the stator
ring 23. In accordance with the present invention, FIG. 4 shows the side cross sectional view edge on
with a cutaway so that the central axle 34 and hollow inner cylinder design 43 is visible.

The insulating bearings 42 separate the central axle 34 from the inner cylinder 43. Both bearings 42
and 44 electrically maintain the separation of polarity of the electromotive force (emf) voltage of
each rotor. The positive or negative polarity of the conductors depends of course on the rotation
direction of the rotor magnets. One conductor 45 is electrically emerging from the stator assembly
and ultimately emanates from the outer edge of each rotor 20 with the homopolar effect conducting
the generated electricity through the rolling means 47 and 48. The opposite polarity conductor 46 is
electrically emanating from the center axle 21 of each rotor 20 is connected to the electrically
conductive thrust bearing 41.

In accordance with an important function of the present invention, there is shown in FIG. 4 one
embodiment of an intimately contacting and engaging nonslip rolling means 47 and 48. As is well-
known in the industry where good traction with a high coefficient of friction (1.6 or better) but
sufficiently low electrical resistance is desired between two surfaces, an adherent coating of copper
can be used on both facing surfaces of the stator 23 and rotor 20. For the copper coating, electro-
deposition can be used or flame spraying of copper on the rotor and stator outer surfaces.

Another embodiment of rolling means 47 and 48 utilizes a geared electromechanical rotary joint
developed by NASA Goddard Space Center (NASA Tech Briefs, December, 1994) which offers the
advantage of a springy, low noise planetary gear contacting a stator ring gear. It was designed by
NASA to overcome the disadvantages of sliding contacts and to ensure high traction desired for
rolling electrical contacts.

The springy gears are made from beryllium copper which is a self-cleaning material with, in one
embodiment, an average diameter of 6.35 mm with any reasonable number of teeth. Another concept
to creating a rolling contact utilizes a magnetic sprocket design with small rare earth (samarium
cobalt for example) magnets embedded perpendicularly in the surfaces of the stator ring and rotor
magnets. The magnetic sprocket thus utilizes equally spaced magnets mounted normal to the axes of
the stator and rotor.

To demonstrate an important feature of the invention, there is shown in FIG. 5 a plan view from the
top of the balanced distribution of the rotors 20 around the stator assembly 43 with the outer stator
ring 23 that are equally spaced and preferably dynamically balanced so the centrifugal forces are
equal and opposite.

Theory of Operation ~

The main principle of operation is based on the fact that rotating cylindrical magnets creates a
homopolar emf generation from Faraday's Law and the Lorentz Force. Physically, a rotating, non-
inertial reference frame configuration can only be analyzed correctly with Einstein's general theory of
relativity, utilizing a Thirring metric.

Particularly, where rotating cylindrical magnets and disk are synchronized and made co-rotational,
such a co-rotational configuration makes the generator one piece like the earth's magnetic field itself.
As the inventors explored this correspondence more closely, it was learned that the earth's molten,
electrically conductive iron core also includes not one but several vortices in a coaxial circular
arrangement. The inventors stumbled upon this concept while investigating the field rotation paradox
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and found that an orbiting, multi-rotor homopolar generator assembly would be analogous to the
earth's electrically conductive, multi-vortex, magnetic, molten iron core.

The field rotation paradox can be easily resolved by an amateur DIY (Do It Yourself ) scientist by
comparing the interception of a linear magnetic field vs. a rotating magnetic field. In the former
configuration the meter gives the same reading whether the magnet is moved with respect to a pickup
coil of wire or vice versa but in the latter configuration the meter reading is seen only when the disk
is moved with respect to rotary magnetic field of cylindrical magnet but not when the magnet is
moved with respect to the disk. The former is consistent with special relativity while the latter is
relying on general relativity. Both are loosely termed "relativistic."

Assembly and Use ~

The manufacturing, assembly and use of this invention is very simple even intuitive. The system of
this invention can be readily assembled from the teaching provided in this disclosure by state of the
art techniques and materials by a person of average skill in the art.

The applicant has described the essence of this invention. While this invention has been described
with reference to an illustrative embodiment, this description is not intended to be construed in a
limiting sense. Various modifications and combinations of the illustrative embodiments as well as
other embodiments of the invention will be apparent to a person of average skill in the art upon
reference to this description.

Variations ~

Due to the simplicity and elegance of the design of this invention designing around it is very difficult
if not impossible. Nonetheless many changes may be made to this design without deviating from the
spirit of this invention. Examples of such contemplated variations include the following:

1. The shape and size, colors etc of the device or the packaging thereof may be modified.

2. Additional complimentary and complementary functions and features may be added.

3. The system of this invention may be adapted for other related uses.

4. Instead of cylindrical magnets, other types of magnets and mode of mounting on the disk may be
employed to create the orbiting, rotational magnetic field.

5. The invention may be scaled up and down by several orders of magnitude

7. An experimental science toy version may be developed for education and entertainment of little
young scientists of the future.

8. Homopolar generator may be employed in reverse as a motor to convert electrical energy into
mechanical energy.

9. A homopolar servo motor version may be crafted based on this co-rotational magnet and disk
concept.

10. Permanent cylindrical magnets may be replaced by equivalent configuration of electromagnets.

11. A portion of the emf generated may be fed back to cylindrical electromagnets to explore the
possibility of a self-excited generator without violating any laws of nature.

Other changes such as aesthetics and substitution of newer materials as they become available, which
substantially perform the same function in substantially the same manner with substantially the same
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result without deviating from the spirit of the invention may be made.

Following is a listing of the components used in the best mode preferred embodiment and the
alternate embodiments for use with OEM as well as retrofit markets. For the ready reference of the
reader the reference numerals have been arranged in ascending numerical order.

10 = Prior art generally

20 = Rotor(s)

21 = Axle, rod

23 = Stationary Ring Stator (Optionally Magnetized)

31 = Top circular end plate

32 = Bottom circular end plate

33 = Bearing

34 = Central Axle

41 = Electrically Conductive Thrust Bearing

42 = Insulating Bearing

43 = Stationary Hollow Inner Cylinder

44 = Insulating Bearing

45 = Opposite Polarity Conductor

46 = Opposite Polarity Conductor

47 = Non-Slip Rolling Means

48 = Non-Slip Rolling Means

49 = Inner Circular Assembly Plates

Definitions and Acronyms

A great care has been taken to use words with their conventional dictionary definitions. Following
definitions are included here for clarification.

3D = Three Dimensional

Acyclic = Non-cyclic, non rotational or linear

DC = Direct Current as contrasted from alternating current electricity

DIY = Do It Yourself

DYNAMO = A device for converting mechanical energy into electrical energy (& Vice versa)

EMF = Electromagnetic Force

Homopolar = Same as unipolar
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Integrated = Combination of two entities to act like one

Interface = Junction between two dissimilar entities

N = Magnetic North (Permanent or electro-magnet)

N-Machine = One Piece Faraday generator

OEM = Original Equipment Manufacturer

S = Magnetic South (Permanent or electro-magnet)

Unipolar = Same as homopolar

Note: It should be noted that the prior art uses unipolar, homopolar, acyclic and Faraday Disk
Dynamo interchangeably.

While this invention has been described with reference to illustrative embodiments, this description is
not intended to be construed in a limiting sense. Various modifications and combinations of the
illustrative embodiments as well as other embodiments of the invention will be apparent to a person
of average skill in the art upon reference to this description. It is therefore contemplated that the
appended claim(s) cover any such modifications, embodiments as fall within the true scope of this
invention as defined by the appended claims.

Claims ~

What is claimed is:

1. An orbiting multi-rotor homopolar machine comprising:

a plurality of axially parallel, equally spaced, cylindrical, magnet rotors arranged circumferentially
around the periphery of a central stator ring whose axis is parallel to each magnet rotor axis;

rolling means attached separately to the magnet rotors and to the stator ring for intimately contacting
and enabling high friction non-slip rolling between magnet rotors and stator ring;

means for starting and sustaining orbiting rolling of the magnet rotors around stator ring as required;

bearing means rotatably securing the top and bottom ends of each magnet rotor to a corresponding
circular endplate;

axle means located in the center of the stator ring rigidly attached to the top circular endplate;

electrically insulating bearing means rotatably securing the center of the bottom circular endplate to a
coaxial inner cylinder located between the axle and stator ring; and

circular assembly means for rigidly attaching the inner cylinder to the stator ring.

2. The homopolar machine of claim 1 wherein the inner cylinder, circular assembly means, magnet
rotors, axle means, circular endplate, and stator ring are made at least partially from electrically
conductive material.

3. The homopolar machine of claim 1 wherein the rolling means comprises an electrically conductive
geared electromechanical rotary joint.

4. The homopolar machine of claim 1 wherein the rolling means comprises an electrically conductive
copper coating on the stator ring and magnet rotors.
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5. The homopolar machine of claim 1 wherein the stator ring comprises electrically conductive
magnetic material.

6. A method for starting and sustaining the orbiting of rolling cylindrical magnets arranged parallel to
and circumferentially around the vertical axis of a central stator ring, while intimately contacting and
engaging non-slip rolling means between rotor magnets and the stator ring, rotatably securing the top
and bottom ends of each rotor magnet by means of a bearing to a corresponding circular endplate,
rigidly attaching to the top circular endplate a vertical axle coaxial with and in the stator ring,
securing the center of the bottom circular endplate to a coaxial inner cylinder located between the
axle and the stator ring by means of an electrically insulating bearing, and rigidly attaching the inner
cylinder to the stator ring by means of a circular assembly.

7. An orbiting multi-rotor homopolar machine comprising:

a plurality of axially parallel, equally spaced, cylindrical, magnet rotors arranged circumferentially
around the periphery of a central stator ring whose axis is parallel to each magnet rotor axis;

rolling means attached separately to the magnet rotors and to the stator ring for intimately contacting
and enabling high friction non-slip rolling between the magnet rotors and stator ring;

means for starting and sustaining orbiting rolling of the magnet rotors around the stator ring as
required;

bearing means rotatably securing the top and bottom ends of each magnet rotor to a corresponding
circular endplate;

axle means located in the center of the stator ring rigidly attached to the top circular endplate;

electrically insulating bearing means rotatably securing the center of the bottom circular endplate to a
coaxial inner cylinder located between the axle and stator ring; and

circular assembly means for rigidly attaching the inner cylinder to the stator ring; wherein said inner
cylinder, said circular assembly means, said magnet rotors, said axle means, said circular endplate,
and said stator ring are made at least partially from electrically conductive material.

8. The homopolar machine of claim 7 wherein the rolling means comprises an electrically conductive
geared electromechanical rotary joint.

9. The homopolar machine of claim 7 wherein the rolling means comprises an electrically conductive
copper coating on the stator ring and magnet rotors.

10. The homopolar machine of claim 7 wherein the stator ring comprises electrically conductive
magnetic material.
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THE MOMENT OF INERTIA OF 
MAGIC SQUARES

Magic squares of order N are composed of the N are composed of the N
entries 1, 2, ... , N2N2N  arranged on a square unit 
lattice such that the sum of all entries along the 
rows, columns and main diagonals are equal to 
the magic constant of the square. An example of 
a magic square is shown below:

(1)

The magic constant can be easily found by sum-
ming the values 1, 2, ... , N2N2N  and dividing by N, the 
number of rows and columns to fi nd

(2)

For N = 3, the magic constant is equal to 15. N = 3, the magic constant is equal to 15. N
Though there is only one magic square of order 3 
apart from trivial rotations and refl ections of Equa-
tion (1), the number of squares per order quickly 
skyrockets. There are 880 distinct order-4 squares, 
and 275 305 224 distinct order-5 magic squares. 

If we interpret magic squares as being com-
posed of masses proportional to the entries of 
the squares, we can determine their moment of 
inertia about a given axis of rotation. The scalar 
moment of inertia I is found by summing I is found by summing I mir2r2r i for 
each entry i, where ri and mi are the distance from 
the axis of rotation and the mass, respectively, of 
entry i. If we consider an axis of rotation through 
the middle row (in the case of even-order squares, 
the rotation axis lies between the two middle 
rows) and its counterpart through the middle 
column, it is obvious that the moments of inertia 
should be equal, since there are an equal number 
of rows/columns of the same total mass, each 
equally displaced from these axes. We can use 
the perpendicular axis theorem, which states:

(3)

Since IxIxI  = x = x IyIyI , we have IzIzI  = 2z = 2z IxIxI . If we place an 
axis parallel to one edge of the square, it is easy to 
derive a general formula for the moment of iner-

tia about that axis. Because we know the sum of 
values in a line and the spacing of the masses, we 
can fi nd a formula in terms only of N. From here, 
we can use the parallel axis theorem to shift the 
axis so it passes through the centre of the square. 
Employing the perpendicular axis theorem, we 
fi nd the simple formula:

(4)

For N = 3, Iz = 60, which can be verifi ed z = 60, which can be verifi ed z

explicitly using Equation (1). This is the only 
other property of magic squares, aside from the 
line sum, which is solely dependent on the order 
of the square, N. It is also worth noting that since 
we have only made use of the row and column 
line sums, the formula is general for semi-magic 
squares as well. These types of squares have 
only row and column line sums, but no restric-
tion on the main diagonal sums. Equation (4) is 
consistent for large N with the moment of inertia N with the moment of inertia N
of a continuous plate with mass M = M = M NC2 and 
L = L = L N, reducing to I = I = I 1/6 ML2. Because of the 
simple application of inertia principles and 
mathematics, this derivation is suitable for fi rst-
year physics students. 

In addition to the derivations shown above, 
magic squares have a few practical applica-
tions, including uses in cryptography and image 
processing. When treated as matrices, magic 
squares also serve as exceptional examples of 
some advanced linear algebra theorems.

THE INERTIA TENSOR OF 
MAGIC CUBES

We can extend the concept of a magic square 
into the third dimension, yielding a magic cube. 
These cubes have constant Row, Column, Pillar 
(referred to as RCP) and main diagonal line sums. 
An example is presented below.

(5)

Magic cubes are composed of entries 1, 2, ... , 
N3N3N , and in an analogous manner to the procedure 

for magic squares, we can fi nd a formula for the 
line sum:

.                                           (6)

Since each of these layers is a magic square, 
though not of consecutive integers, it is easy to 
fi nd the moment of inertia of a single layer as an 
extension of Equation (4), and thus, N stacked N stacked N
layers give the moment of inertia of a magic 
cube:

         .                           (7)

By RCP symmetry, IxIxI  = x = x IyIyI  = IzIzI . More formally, 
the inertia tensor is also diagonal (the off-diago-
nal elements vanish) with the origin of co-ordi-
nates at the centre of the cube. This shows that 
magic cubes have the same inertial form as a 
spherical top.

CONCLUSIONS

Throughout our discussion of magic cubes, we 
have considered the entries in the magic cube 
only as masses. If we consider the entries instead 
as charges, we can neutralize the cube by sub-
tracting the average entry from the rest of the 
cube. This will have the effect of causing the fi rst 
three multipole moments of the charge distribu-
tion to vanish, with only off-diagonal elements of 
the octupole tensor remaining. To third order, a 
discrete charge distribution in the form of a magic 
cube will produce no electrical potential.

Just as magic squares are easily extended into 
the third dimension to create a magic cube, magic 
cubes can be extended further into the fourth 
dimension, forming magic hypercubes. These 
can, in fact, be generalized into N-dimensions, 
though these objects have not been the focus of 
our studies, since the inertia tensor and multipole 
expansion exist only in three dimensions.

For more information on magic squares, magic cubes 
and the inertia tensor, see:
A. Rogers and P. Loly. American Journal of Physics.

(2004) 72, pp. 786–789.
Clifford A. Pickover, The Zen of Magic Squares, Circles, 

and Stars. Princeton University Press. 2002.
Walter Trump, http://www.trump.de/magic-squares

Rotational sorcery
The inertial properties of magic squares and magic cubes G
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Mr. Athol Parks report 4th July 1978: 

Relates to featured photographs and articles in: 
New Zealand Herald:  29th  April 1978 
Christchurch Press: 9th May 1978 
Otago Times:  13th May 1978 
 
Athol Park. 
101 Woodlands Avenue. 
Pascoe Vale South 3044. 
Victoria. 
Australia. 
 
Address to: 
Mrs. Vera H. Comer. 
Searl Space Research Consortium (NZ) Inc.  
P. O. Box 42-037. 
Orakei 5. 
Auckland. 
New Zealand. 
       Vera Comer Searl Rep in N.Z. a great fighter. 
 
Bear in mind that it’s now 2011 – not 1978 much have changed since this report you are about to read was 
sent to her. In fact: just a few days to 2012. 
 
Dear Mrs. Comer. 
 
I must apologize for the delay in receiving this information as for some silly reason I address the first letter 
incorrectly and it was returned to my temporary address in London. 
 
You may recall my writing to you in January 1978, asking for information about JOHN SEARL as at that 
time I was preparing to visit the U.K. Thank you very much indeed for your prompt reply and the literature. 
 
In April 1978, I met with Mr. Searl on two occasions and had lengthy discussions about his marvelous 
invention and the work he’s involved with. 
 
Enclosed is a brief report of my meeting outlining a few of the things I was shown. I sincerely hope it is 
helpful to your cause and do not object to the report being used, provided it is only reprinted in full and no 
sections or part of sections taken out of context. 
 
Although I personally believe there is more to Mr. Searl and his invention than appears on the surface. I 
have deliberately contained myself purely to facts and observable information presented. 
 
I like to butt in here with a FACT Boeing aircraft engineer came to the lab and was demonstrated the 
Searl effect far more than Athol Park was shown by Fernando Morris and Bradley Lockermam filming 
this session; and they still did not get the message he was looking at – WHY? Because: he did not know of 
such technology and therefore could not understand it. Same here but do not blame Athol for his lack of 
understanding which is an education problem, not an observed problem. Observing and understanding 
what you see are two different subjects. 
 
People do not know the difference between knowing and understanding what they know. Things: which are 
too often misunderstood. It is to me an everyday problem with people that do not understand what they are 
told or shown. I will continue with Mr. Park report. 
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Athol Park letter continue: 

My comment in the article for N. Z. Press, which you no doubt have copies of, is perhaps an understatement 
in many ways. However, to do credit to my scientific training, I can only report on those things observed. 
 
Just to remind you that he can only explain what he observe based upon his own knowledge, which is not 
related to this technology, therefore is not in a position to give any comment accept how he sees things, 
Like sitting in a train carriage and the train on the next line pulls out you think you are moving. Basically 
that is a similar problem people have with this technology, they get the wrong impression. 
 
There are certain other facets of humanities development towards spiritual advancement which take 
precedence in my plans for my personal involvement for the immediate future, and it is with some regret 
that I cannot stay and work with Mr. Searl, for it is quite obvious that he needs support from every direction 
and especially somebody prepared to relieve him of the more mundane facets of communication and 
organizing. If it were possible for someone from N. Z. to come over and work for a month or several I feel it 
would certainly be of mutual benefit. 
 
Sorry, I feel that I must butt in again here; for Athol in this last paragraph made a vital statement which 
has been the problem since the old pensioners were finished. Which still applies today, no one wants to 
save the planet. He states to Vera he has more important things to do than to save the planet, that can 
wait – and how many people are today saying the same thing. Are you saying that I am the only person in 
the world worrying about saving this planet – in that case the planet is doomed. Thank you Athol: for at 
least telling the truth about your interest, which appears to be a common issue. Also in the magazine 
Raum & Zeit I made the statement that people do not listen – UK national paper Daily Mirror feature 
editor stated people soon forget; guess he is right. Athol listen: in his case it was above his head as it is for 
everyone. 
 
I do wish Mr. Searl every success towards producing technology to serve mankind and sincerely pray that 
such a device is never used against humanity. 
 
       Yours Sincerely. 
        
       (Sgd), ATHOL PARK Dip. N. E. Aust. 
P.S. We are glad to report that Mr. Athol Park did, nevertheless, return in order to give aid to Mr. Searl. 
 
His report to Vera was dated 1.5.1978.  

Meeting with Mr. John Searl. 
By 

ATHOL PARK. DIP. M.E. (AUST). 
 
On the 10th and 17th April 1978: I met with Mr. John R. Searl, Head of the Searl National Space Research 
Consortium, at his home near Reading, South of London, and at a private airfield Blackbushe. 
 
My first contact with the Searl Group was through a single page information sheet circulated at the Down to 
Earth festival held near Canberra, Australia, over the New Year period. With the prompt and enthusiastic 
help of the Superintendent of Documents in New Zealand, it was possible for me to include the Searl 
National Space Research Consortium in my itinerary for travelling throughout the United Kingdom, and I 
am very grateful for their quick and efficient response to my enquiries. 
 
Mr. Searl impressed me as a man extremely dedicated to his work with an incredibly attentive mind to detail 
and logical sequence. For the past thirty years he has been working on devices to utilize the effects of his 
discoveries into magnetism and electricity, concentrating mainly on building a craft called a Levity Disc 
capable of flying at extremely high speeds carrying enormous payloads. 
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The following is a brief account of my observations from such meetings which are based purely on the facts 
presented before me without speculation. 
 
On the 10th April 1978: I first met Mr. Searl at Blackbushe airport where he was scheduled to take flying 
lesson that afternoon. 
 
After introduction, we talk for about one hour before taking off for the normal instruction period of flying 
around the airport in a conventional light aircraft. 
 
Mr. Searl is endeavoring to obtain his pilot’s license in order to legally fly the Levity Disc, Starship Ezekiel, 
when it’s completed. It is quite apparent that Mr. Searl is quite a capable pilot, and by the remarks of his 
instructor, it seems he is an exceptionally bright student and proceeding extremely well. He has managed to 
cover the required stages of training within minimal time, despite the fact that he personally chose to learn in 
one of the more difficult aeroplanes. 
 
After landing we return to Mr. Searl’s home and continued discussing the financial limitations the project is 
experiencing and many other related subjects. He also showed me the vast store of information received 
from the British Government and demonstrated the principles of the Searl Effect Generator with a bar 
magnet and roller he produced about 30 years ago. 

 
I was amazed at the strength of magnetic flux surrounding the bar and cannot explain through terms of my 
engineering background how a magnet could retain such strength over many years especially considering the 
rough treatment it had obviously had as evidenced by the chips along the edges. Under normal conditions 
tapping a magnet realigns the domains and the attractive forces are consequently lost. 
 
Sorry that I am interrupting Athol Parks article again; but I feel that is necessary to protect his image 
from those expert nut cases out there. Athol did a damn good job in explaining what he witnessed to Vera 
– much more truthful than that of Gunnar Sandberg article. You way wonder HOW COME if both 
demonstrations are clearly the same. The answer is elementary – Athol was not employed within a 
university complex and therefore completely free to explain things based upon his knowledge as he 
observed them without free of being sacked.  
 
Whereby Gunnar Sandberg is employed within a university complex as his world is not free it’s controlled 
by words – certain words get you the sack – that one thing Gunnar could not afford. So he has to be very 
careful that he does not cross that boundary of words. As I have stated in my books: could he not stated 
the absolute facts; but add that an investigation into why these observed effects occur would at least had 
been truthful. Well done Athol, never let education block you from telling the truth.  
 
By carefully edging the roller to one end corner of the bar, it suddenly travelled along the face of the bar, 
ignoring the stop at the opposite end, and continued to roll on the underside until coming to rest at the 
midpoint. 
 
Mr. Searl explained how the bar and roller were programmed magnetically similar to a recording tape and 
that this effect is the basis of his discovery. 
 
NOTE: this print is in a sine wave creating by magnetic bubbles of varying strength according to the wave 
pattern. 
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Figure 1. Bar and roller set 



The diagram show as figure 1 on page 3: shows a roller just on the point of balance at one end corner. 
Around the edge of the roller, and the surface of the bar, the magnet forces can be represented by positive 
and negative poles space alternately at intervals. 
 

As the roller just begins to round the corner, the first negative pole will be attracted by a positive pole in the 
bar. The roller will thus be drawn along the bar by one step until the first positive pole of the roller will then 
be attracted by the next negative pole of the bar which will draw it along the next step. At the same time, the 
first negative pole that has just passed will now be repelled by the corresponding negative pole in the bar, so 
in effect both forces of repulsion and attraction are occurring simultaneously. 

 
The net result is an acceleration of the roller along the bar which theoretically would reach infinity if there 
were no limits applied.  
 
By the correct spacing of the poles in both the roller and the bar, the above effect can clearly be achieved. 
(Mr. Steel this is the way you created your suppose S.E.G?) Having now produced relative motion without 
external forces being applied, the next step was to create a bar magnet in the shape of a circle and allow the 
roller to run around the outside continuously. By now introducing coils of copper wire into the system it’s 
possible to utilize the effect of a moving magnet to produce electricity, and this basically is the principle of 
the Searl Effect Generator.  
 
Sorry for this interruption; but I feel that Athol needs some appraisal here. For he has given much 
mental effort to explain what he witnessed – unfortunate it is not absolute correct – but it could be created 
with great care – cannot confirm what speed you would create – velocity and mass is vital for energy.  
 
The first generator Mr. Searl built produced some quite startling behavior! 
 
Soon after the roller magnet was initiated to move, and electricity began flowing, he states the generator 
lifted off the floor and hovered several feet up then suddenly shot off vertically at tremendous speed 
crashing through the ceiling and disappeared from view. 
 
Sorry to butt in again here – many readers over the years have read the facts; will realize that he has got 
the facts wrong – but don’t blame him with so much dealt with in talks in his short time he bound to make 
some errors but it is not important as the past is gone and cannot be recovered. Reporters spending 10 
hours a day and still get some facts wrong in print. Clearly it is a common fault with humans, it is a rarely 
event for anyone to remember just one hour of talks upon a subject which you have no knowledge or 
understanding on. You will notice some more errors in his report to Vera – but do not create any harm to 
the past work. It just exposes man’s failures in communication. 
 
After some experimenting and the loss of another two generators. Mr. Searl learned to control this 
phenomenon and quickly realized the meaning of his discovery. It was apparent that the combined effects of 
a rotating magnet and the electrical potential thus produced, reacted in some way as to overcome the forces 
of gravity thus providing the groundwork for his investigation into producing a controlled device for  
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Transportation. 

For the past few years Mr. Searl has been concentrating on building a manned craft, code named starship 
Ezekiel, which he plans to have completed within two years (from the date investment is available, which is 
not so at this time and each year the cost goes up) and is already seeking permission to fly between London 
and New Zealand via several International airports en route. He already has landing rights for Singapore 
which I have witnessed. 

 
There were more pages, how many I cannot recall; but at this time these pages are missing, or lost due to the 
number of times I have moved and people have packed the goods for me have either caused them to be 
separated or been burnt. 
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'Cooper Pairs' Can Be Found In Insulators As Well
Superconductors

November 24, 2007

Brown University

Fifty years ago, three physicists unveiled their BCS theory of superconductivity, which explained
how currents of electrons can flow perpetually if they join in pairs. Those physicists, including Leon
Cooper at Brown University, won a Nobel Prize for their work. Now Brown physicists have shown
something surprising: the formation of Cooper pairs can not only help electric current to flow but it
can also block that current. Their research appears in Science.

a b e g d

FULL STORY

Nearly a century ago, Dutch physicist Kamerlingh Onnes discovered that some metals
transform into perfect electrical conductors when cooled to temperatures near absolute
zero. Once started, their currents of electrons can flow perpetually.

How electrons reorganize to produce this behavior remained mysterious until 1957, when theoretical physicists
John Bardeen, Leon Cooper and Robert Schrieffer unveiled their BCS (Bardeen, Cooper, Schrieffer) theory of
superconductivity. The theory shows that superconducting electrons form pairs, now known as Cooper pairs, that
correlate their motion with other electron pairs to smoothly and infinitely flow. Cooper, currently the Thomas J.
Watson, Sr. Professor of Science at Brown University, went on with his colleagues to win a Nobel Prize for this
work.

Now, in the 50th anniversary year of BCS theory, Brown physicists are making a surprising addition to the scientific
canon created by their famous colleague. In new work appearing in Science, the team shows that Cooper pairs not
only form in superconductors, but can also form their opposite – electrical insulators.

“Our finding is quite counterintuitive,” said James Valles, a Brown professor of physics who led the research.
“Cooper pairing is not only responsible for conducting electricity with zero resis-tance, but it can also be
responsible for blocking the flow of electricity altogether.”

https://www.sciencedaily.com/
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Michael Stewart is a physics graduate student at Brown and the lead author of the Science article. Stewart started
the research as a skeptic. He’d seen scientific papers suggesting that Cooper pairs might exist in electrical
insulators under certain conditions. Stewart decided to test this unorthodox idea. “I’d would’ve put my money
down,” he said, “that the answer was ‘no’.”

To create an insulator for his experiments, Stewart chose bismuth, a rare metal that, when thick, serves as an
excellent superconductor and, when thin, serves as an exceptional insulator. Stewart turned to Jimmy Xu, a Brown
professor of engineering and physics and a pioneering nanotechnology researcher, to create a template for the
special experimental film.

Xu supplied a template honeycombed with holes measuring only 50 nanometers in diameter. When coated with an
ultra-thin coating of bismuth just four atoms thick, and cooled to super-low temperatures, the material could be
transformed into either a superconductor to insulator. When the material was behaving as an insulator, and the
researchers applied a magnetic field, they detected a telltale change in electrical current, which announced the
presence of Cooper pairs.

While the team found that Cooper pairs are present in both superconductors and insulators, they believe that they
behave differently in each instance. In superconductors, pairs link up with other pairs and move in a linear way to
create a continuous stream of electric current. Think of a conga line. But in the insulating film, researchers believe
the pairs spin solo. Think of couples twirling on a ballroom dance floor.

The holes in their test material were the clincher, Valles and Stewart said, allowing them to detect the electron
pairs. “Cooper pairs formed, but stayed segregated in these whirlpools,” Stewart said. “Because of that, the pairs
can’t make a continuous line of current.”

The findings could help researchers understand the limits of superconductivity and, perhaps, push them to create
insulated wires that conduct electricity without heating up. Cooper said the work sheds important and intriguing
new light on quantum effects.

“This very interesting result reminds us that unexpected, important discoveries await if we continue to look,"
Cooper said.

Aijun Yin, a senior research associate in engineering at Brown, assisted with the research.

The National Science Foundation, the Air Force Research Laboratory, and the Office of Naval Research funded
the work.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Brown University. Note: Content may be edited for style and length.
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New State of Matter: A Cooper Pair Metal
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Composite fermions and bosons: An invitation to electron
masquerade in Quantum Hall

YASUHIRO IYE*
Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-8666 Japan; and CREST, Japan Science and Technology Corporation,
Mejiro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0031 Japan

ABSTRACT The two-dimensional electron gas formed at
the semiconductor heterointerface is a theater for many
intriguing plays of physics. The fractional quantum Hall effect
(FQHE), which occurs in strong magnetic fields and low
temperatures, is the most fascinating of them. The concept of
composite fermions and bosons not only is beautiful by itself
but also has proved highly successful in providing pictorial
interpretation of the phenomena associated with the FQHE.

Elementary particles are classified into bosons and fermions.
The distinction is made on the basis of the symmetry of their
wavefunction upon particle exchange. In quantum mechanics,
the physical state of a group of particles is represented by a
wavefunction C(r1, r2, zzz, rN), where ri represents the position
of the ith particle. As the identical particles are indistinguish-
able, exchange of two particles changes the wavefunction at
most by a factor C, i.e., C(zzzrj, zzzri,zzz) 5 CC(zzzri, zzzrj,zzz). Doing
the two-particle exchange twice brings the system back to the
original situation, so that C2 5 1, and hence C 5 61. The
choice of the sign of C is intimately linked to the spin quantum
number of the particles, namely, particles having an integer
spin quantum number take C 5 11 and are called bosons,
whereas those with a half-odd spin take C 5 21 and are called
fermions. This can be expressed by writing C 5 eiu, in terms of
the change in the phase u of the wavefunction by 0 or p(mod
2p) upon particle exchange. Fermions and bosons exhibit quite
distinct types of behavior at low temperatures. Bosons, for
example, undergo Bose–Einstein condensation and become a
superfluid.

Electrons having spin 1⁄2 are fermions. In our three-
dimensional (3D) world, the distinction between fermions and
bosons is strictly enforced. In a two-dimensional (2D) world,
however, the rule can be relaxed by a trick called flux
attachment. One can transform a fermion to a boson (or vice
versa) by attaching to it fictitious magnetic f lux(es), which
takes care of the change in the phase of its wavefunction. The
reason why this sort of trick works lies in the following feature
of particle exchange operation in the 2D world. When we
exchange two particles in two dimensions, clockwise and
counterclockwise exchange operations are distinct, as shown in
Fig. 1. In three dimensions, by contrast, they are not distin-
guishable, because one can be transformed into the other by a
continuous transformation of the exchange path. This is linked
to the fact that winding number is a conserved quantity in two
dimensions, but not in three dimensions.

If we imagine that there is a fictitious vector potential field
a(r), an electron picks up an extra phase, Du 5 (ey\)*path
a(r)zd, as it moves along the path. This phase adds to the
fermionic (p) or bosonic (0) phase, and it can alter the overall

phase change upon particle exchange. If the path encloses a
single flux quantum f0 [ hye, the above-mentioned extra
phase is p, so fermionic electrons can be formally converted to
bosons. This trick can be applied to every electron if each
carries an odd number of fictitious fluxes of unit f lux quantum.
Likewise, attaching an even number of unit f luxes converts
fermions to fermions and bosons to bosons. Such particles with
fictitious fluxes attached are called composite particles (com-
posite fermions and composite bosons).

The idea of composite particles has evolved from the study
of the quantum Hall effect. The phenomenon occurs in a 2D
electron gas (2DEG) at the semiconductor interface subjected
to a strong magnetic field at low temperatures. The quantum
Hall effect was discovered in 1979 in Si-MOS (metal-oxide-
semiconductor) devices and was subsequently observed in
GaAsyAlGaAs HEMT (high electron mobility transistor)
devices.

When 2D electrons are subjected to a vertical magnetic field,
their energy states are quantized to a series of discrete levels
called Landau levels. Each Landau level can accommodate up
to eByh 5 1y2p,2 (, 5 =\yeB) electrons per unit area. The
electron density divided by this quantity gives the number of
Landau levels occupied by electrons, and is called the filling
factor n. The filling factor is the ratio of the number of
electrons to the number of flux quanta.

The salient features of the quantum Hall effect (QHE) are
as follows: (i) the Hall conductivity sxy as a function of
magnetic field exhibits plateaus at around integer values of n;
(ii) the values of the Hall conductance at the plateaus are n
(integer) times the universal constant e2yh 5 (25.813kV)21;
and (iii) the longitudinal conductivity sxx vanishes concomi-
tantly. That a quantity such as conductivity which generally
depends on many parameters of a particular sample takes a
universal value was a big surprise. The physical origin of the

PNAS is available online at www.pnas.org.
*To whom reprint requests should be addressed. E-mail: iye@issp.u-

tokyo.ac.jp.

FIG. 1. (a) Clockwise and counterclockwise exchange operations
are distinct in two dimensions. (b) The way the phase of the wave-
function is changed upon particle exchange can be altered by attaching
a fictitious flux to each particle.
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phenomenon is explained in terms of electron localization in
a random potential (Anderson localization). The phenomenon
is now called integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE), to distin-
guish it from fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE), which
was discovered a few years later.

The FQHE is similar to the IQHE, except that it occurs at
fractional values of n, such as 1⁄3, 2⁄3, 2⁄5. Electron–electron
interaction plays an essential role in the FQHE. In a strong
magnetic field such that all electrons are accommodated in the
lowest Landau levels, the kinetic energy of electrons is
quenched so that the electron–electron interaction becomes
important. At a series of fractional values of filling factor with
odd denominators, the electrons take special configurations
that are particularly effective in minimizing the repulsive
Coulomb interaction. Fig. 2 shows the Hall resistivity rxy and
longitudinal resistivity rxx of a high- quality GaAsyAlGaAs
2DEG sample. The FQHE features at n 5 1⁄3, 2⁄5, 3⁄7, . . . and
n 5 2⁄3, 3⁄5, 4⁄7, . . . show up strongly.

The wavefunction describing the n 5 1 state is written as

Cn51~z1, z2, . . ., zN! 5 P
i, j

~zi 2 zj!expS2O
i

uziu2y4,2D ,

where zi 5 xi 1 iyi represents the position of the ith electron.
It is readily seen that this wavefunction vanishes whenever two
electrons come to the same position, as required by the Pauli
exclusion principle.

The ground state at n 5 1⁄3 is well described by the following
wavefunction proposed by Laughlin:

Cn51y3~z1, z2, . . ., zN! 5 P
i, j

~zi 2 zj!
3expS2O

i
uziu2y4,2D ,

which is depicted in Fig. 3 Lower. As seen by comparing Fig.
3 Upper and Lower, the n 5 1⁄3 state can be generated from the
n 5 1 state by attaching two more fluxes to each electron. It
is readily seen that the operation of attaching two more fluxes
converts a n state to a (n21 1 2)21 state. Therefore, applying
the same flux attachment operation to the IQHE states n 5 1,
2, 3, . . . generates a series, n 5 1⁄3, 2⁄5, 3⁄7, . . . , which is the major
sequence of the FQHE states. In other words, the FQHE states
can be viewed as the IQHE states of composite fermions, each
of which consists of an electron and two fluxes. In this scheme,
the n 5 1⁄2 state corresponds to n 5 ` (zero magnetic field)
state of the composite fermions.

An alternative view of the QHE states involves composite
bosons. As mentioned earlier, an electron accompanied by an
odd number of fluxes can be regarded as a composite boson.
Therefore, the n 5 1 and n 5 1⁄3 QHE states depicted in Fig.
3 can be viewed as a composite boson gas in zero magnetic
field, and the QHE states can be interpreted as superfluid
states of those composite bosons.

I thank Profs. Hideo Aoki, Mansour Shayegan, and Hideo Ohno for
their efforts to make the session successful.

1. Willet, R., Eisenstein, J. P., Störmer, H. L., Tsui, D. C., Gossard,
A. C. & English, J. H. (1987) Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 1776–1779.
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FIG. 3. Schematic drawings of the n 5 1 and n 5 1y3 states.

FIG. 2. The Hall and longitudinal resistivity of a GaAsyAlGaAs
heterojunction sample at low temperatures, exhibiting rich structures
associated with the integer and fractional QHEs. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 1, © 1987, American Institute of Physics.
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When Professor John Roy Robert Searl was only 4-1/2 years old he started to have innovative dreams.

The dreams came in pairs - there was dream one and then a short time later dream two, which occurred twice a year for six
years.

It is from these dreams as a young boy of 14 he says he built a device which defied gravity and flew up in the air and hit the
ceiling of the room where he assembled it.

This came as a surprise because he was trying to build a generator not a flying machine.

This device he claims can make a better world for mankind by saving the atmosphere and our natural resources.

And that his secret technology can create a pollution-free generator to answer our energy needs and a Levity Disc, or Inverse
G vehicle, which would open the doorway to safe and inexpensive space travel as well as efficient fast transportation here on
earth.

He called this device a Searl Effect Generator (SEG).

The English professor is currently giving a number of lectures throughout Australia to gauge people's interest in his secret
technology and with the hope of finding an investor.

For 30 years he ran his house in England on one of his generators until he was accused of stealing from the power company.

"They called it stealing electricity, because electricity was supplied to your house and you weren't using it," he said.

"You had electricity, but you were suppose to be using their electricity."

"Today, I assume, that if you put up a power generator of any kind, you could ask them to take off their electricity.

"But you couldn't in the time we're talking about - it was forbidden."

The professor was arrested and all the wiring torn out of his house.

The electricity board still could not figure out how he was generating the power, so they went back to the house and stole the
generator.

They never returned the generator to him even after he made several attempts to retrieve it.

He was kept in prison for 10 months on various charges.

During his time in prison, the professor's wife destroyed all his work by fire because she could not cope with the publicity it
was creating.

The professor said when they had finished his family left him high and dry.

Even though everything he believed in and stood for was burnt in the fires, he was determined not to dwell on it and get on
with the future.

Professor Searl also believes the SEG to have a healing effect.
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He said he had given an SEG to two individuals who were diagnosed as having lung ailments and only a matter of months to
live.

"One of the benefits of the device is that it produces tremendous ion discharge," he said.

"An electron discharge has the effect of healing and it will heal people's lungs"

The professor said he had been in an accident involving a pan of very hot oil which spilt on him.

He said he was not only burnt but bleeding.

"Fourteen days later you couldn't see a scar - so the SEG must have a healing effect," he said.

His technology has been offered to all countries, but he claims there have been a number of efforts to discredit him and his
work.

The professor offered the technology to his country first in the 1970s.

He went to the Queen and told her about his device and how he could generate power, make a new type of spacecraft or just
a flying craft to take the place of airplanes.

However, his information fell on deaf ears.

He then offered it to the United States and gave a demonstration at Edwards Air Force Base.

During the demonstration, he made a remote controlled aircraft turn to the tune of 25 Gs, which would kill anyone inside the
plane.

The people at Edwards said his invention was too dangerous.

In 1989, he offered his technology to Munich, Germany, to a group of scientists, who received a research grant to work on his
technology.

But the grant was for research and development, not manufacturing.

The professor believes his work is a real and immediate threat to the financial well being of utility, airline and oil companies.

And today his work is done in secret because of this.

John Thomas, author of the book Antigravity: The Dream Made Reality, The Story of John R.R. Searl, Direct International
Science Consortium (DISC) vice-president and technical representative for the professor, has made a plea for people not to
turn a blind eye to this technology.

"We're looking for the visionaries of today to move ahead now in order to save the people of this planet," he said.

"We no longer have the luxury of saying someday, somebody else will do it."
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Experimental Detection of the Gravitomagnetic London Moment 
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It is well known that a rotating superconductor produces a magnetic field 

proportional to its angular velocity. The authors conjectured earlier, that in 

addition to this so-called London moment, also a large gravitomagnetic field 

should appear to explain an apparent mass increase of Niobium Cooper-pairs. 

This phenomenon was indeed observed and induced acceleration fields outside 

the superconductor in the order of about 100 µg were found. The field appears 

to be directly proportional to the applied angular acceleration of the 

superconductor following our theoretical motivations. If confirmed, a 

gravitomagnetic field of measurable magnitude was produced for the first time 

in a laboratory environment. These results may open up a new experimental 

window on testing general relativity and its consequences using coherent 

matter. 

PACS: 04.80.-y, 04.40.Nr, 74.62.Yb 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

A superconductor exhibits two main magnetic properties. One is to expel 

any magnetic field from its interior (Meissner–Ochsenfeld effect) and the second 

one is to produce a magnetic field (London moment) when set into rotation. 

Derived from the quantization of the canonical momentum, the London moment 

is expressed by: 

ωr
r

*

*2
e
mB −= , 

(1)

where m* and e* are the Cooper-pair mass and charge respectively. By 

precisely measuring the magnetic field and the angular velocity of the 

superconductor, one can calculate the mass of the Cooper-pairs. This has been 

done for both classical and high-Tc superconductors1-4. In the experiment with 

the highest precision to date, Tate et al5,6 reported a disagreement between the 

theoretically predicted Cooper-pair mass in Niobium of m*/2me = 0.999992 and 

her experimental value of 1.000084(21), where me is the electron mass. This 

anomaly was actively discussed in the literature without any apparent solution7-

10. 

Two of the authors proposed that in addition to the classical London 

moment, a gravitational analogue exists. This so-called gravitomagnetic London 

moment could explain the Tate measurements11-13. One can then replace Equ. 

(1) by  

gB
e
m

e
mB

vvv
⋅−⋅−= *

*

*

*2 ω  , 
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 where Bg is the gravitomagnetic field. In order to explain the apparent 

mass increase from Tate’s measurement, a gravitomagnetic field 

(gravitomagnetic London Moment) of 

ωω vvv 41084.12 *
−×=

∆
= ⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

m
m

gB  
(3)

is required, where ∆m is the difference between the measured Cooper-pair 

mass and its theoretical prediction. This value is many orders of magnitude 

higher than any classical gravitomagnetic field (e.g. Bg,Earth≅10-14 rad.s-1)14. 

In subsequent publications, the authors showed that the London moment 

can be interpreted as a consequence of a photon gaining mass inside the 

superconductor via the Higgs mechanism due to the breaking of gauge 

symmetry. Consequently, it was shown that the gravitomagnetic London 

moment has its origin in a non-zero graviton mass inside a superconductor13. In 

a follow-up paper15, it is shown that the graviton mass calculated from the 

gravitomagnetic Larmor theorem gives rise to a gravitomagnetic London 

moment which is within about an order of magnitude to the one predicted from 

Tate’s measurements. We then predict a gravitomagnetic London moment of  

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

m

m
gB

ρ
ρ

ω
*

2 v
v

, 
(4)

where we can easily interpret the ratio of ∆m/m* as the ratio between the 

Cooper-pair mass density and the bulk density of the material.  

This gravitomagnetic London moment is equivalent to a frame-dragging or 

Lense-Thirring field and is of great interest since gravitational effects of 

measurable magnitudes could be produced in a laboratory environment. 
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Indeed, in the past many attempts were done to find Lense-Thirring fields at the 

laboratory scale (e.g. Ref. 16,17). However, all these approaches failed and 

only space missions18 such as Gravity-Probe B currently allow measurements 

of this prediction of general relativity. In the present paper, we describe our 

apparatus and report the first measurements which show strong evidence that 

indeed a gravitomagnetic London moment, following our motivations to explain 

the missing Cooper-pair mass, exists. If confirmed, this opens up new means of 

investigating general relativity and its consequences in the quantum world using 

coherent matter. 

 

2. MEASUREMENT CONCEPT 

An experiment was designed to measure the gravitational field induced by 

a non-stationary gravitomagnetic field generated by an angularly accelerated 

superconducting ring. By applying an angular acceleration to the ring, following 

the gravitational induction law19,20 

t
B

grot g

∂

∂
−=

v
v  , 

(5)

a non-Newtonian gravitational field, as opposed to a Newtonian-like 

divergent field, is generated along the tangential direction (azimuthal plane). 

Using Equ. (4) we can express the gravitational field expected at radial distance 

r inside the superconductor ring as  

ϕω
ρλ

ϕω
ρ
ρ

ϕ ˆ.10624.2ˆ.ˆ.
2 2

18*

&&& rrrBg
mLm

m
g

−×
−=−=−= , 

(6)
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with λL as the London penetration depth, ϕ̂  the azimuthal unity vector and 

g is measured in units of the Earth’s standard acceleration. The gravitational 

field, following the induction law in Equ. (5), should point in the opposite 

direction of the applied tangential angular acceleration.  

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Following Tate’s experiment, we tested a Niobium ring (dimensions 

150x138x15 mm), as well as a lead sample (classical Type-I superconductor in 

contrast to the Niobium Type-II with same dimensions), an YBCO ring 

(160x130x15 mm, manufactured by ATZ) and a BSCCO (2212) ring 

(150x138x15 mm, manufactured by NEXANS).   

As shown in Fig. 1, the superconductor is mounted in the middle of a large 

cryostat. Two types of motors (Torquemaster BNR3034 brushless server motor 

and a Düsterloh PMW 400 Z24 ML/MR pneumatic air motor) can drive the 

superconductor ring up to 6500 RPM. The speed was measured by an encoder 

mounted in the electric motor and an additional optical encoder, which was 

necessary for the air motor. By comparison between commanded and 

measured speeds, the maximum deviation was < 5% at speeds up to 1000 

RPM and < 1% at full speed. Around the superconductor, a coil was mounted to 

test the influence of field trapping on our results. The accelerometers to 

measure the gravitational field induced by the rotating superconductor are 

mounted inside an evacuated chamber made out of stainless steel which acts 

as a Faraday cage and is directly connected by three shafts to a large structure 

made out of steel that is fixed to the floor and roof of the building. The sensors 

inside this chamber are thermally isolated from the cryogenic environment due 
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to the evacuation of the sensor chamber and additional MLI isolation wrapped 

around the sensors. Only flexible tubes along the shafts (necessary to seal the 

cryostat) and electric wires from the sensor chamber to the upper flange 

establish a mechanical link between the sensor chamber and the cryostat. This 

system enables a very good mechanical de-coupling of the cryostat with the 

rotating superconductor and the accelerometers even during high rotational 

speeds. In order to damp the oscillations due to the rotation of the 

superconductor, the whole cryostat is mounted in a box filled with 1500 kg of 

sand (see Fig. 2). 

Within the sensor vacuum chamber, three AppliedMEMS 1500S 

accelerometers (radial, tangential and vertical direction) were mounted on the 

three measurement positions (9 in total) as shown in Fig. 3. The in-ring position 

should give the highest field strength according to the gravitational induction 

law. We also included an above-ring position in order to study how the field 

propagates. The reference position monitors the mechanical movements and 

facility artifacts, if the gravitomagnetic London moment propagates similar to 

electromagnetic fields, then the signal from the rotating superconductor should 

be less than 2 orders of magnitude at the reference location compared to the in-

ring position.  The accelerometers used provide one of the lowest noise level 

available (300 ngrms/√Hz) at a compact size so that they can be mounted inside 

the superconductor; moreover, they are insensitive to magnetic fields in order to 

minimize any interference with the electric motor. The sensors were delivered 

with calibration certificates and the calibration value from each individual sensor 

was taken into account during the measurements. The calibration was also 

checked for each sensor by re-orientating the sensor chamber to measure the 

Earth’s gravitational field with each sensor. On each level (in-ring, above-ring 

and reference position), PT-100 temperature resistors and Kapton heating foils 
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provided temperature control to the accelerometers and maintained them at 

25°C throughout the measurements. In addition to the accelerometers, high-

resolution fluxgate magnetic field sensors (Stefan Mayer Instruments FL1-100) 

were mounted on the In-Ring and Reference positions. In order to obtain a 

reliable temperature measurement, a calibrated silicon diode (DT-670B-SD from 

Lakeshore) was installed directly below the superconductor. A miniature 

collector ring (MD6038 and MD6043 from LTN Precision Products) on top of the 

axis enabled the correct readout even during high speed rotation. The 

temperature stayed constant to within 0.1 K at speeds up to 6500 RPM. 

The accelerometers/magnetometers were read out using Keithley 2182 

nanovoltmeters with a measurement rate of 10 Hz. In order to measure all 

acceleration positions at the same time, each sensor was connected to its own 

nanovoltmeter. The accelerometer sensors are connected to an electric circuit 

that subtracts the reference signals from the in-ring and above-ring signals in 

order to filter out any mechanical noise vibrations, before being fed to the 

nanovoltmeters. All non-transition measurements were carried out in this 

differential configuration to filter out any mechanical movements of the sensor 

chamber (e.g. tilts), especially during the gas expansion phase when rotating in 

the liquid nitrogen and liquid helium environment.  
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Initial Testing and Identification of External Sensor Influence 

In order to reach the highest accuracy, the motor speed and acceleration 

were set to their limits. With the electric motor, a top speed of 6500 RPM 

accelerated and decelerated in 1 s could be achieved. The air motor had a 

lower top speed of about 4500 RPM but could accelerate and decelerate much 

faster by reversing the direction of the air flow. 

At rest, the sensors using differential readout in vertical position had a 

noise level with a sigma of 5 µg and the radial and tangential sensors of about 

15 µg. Applying an angular acceleration of 650 rad.s-2 with the electric motor, no 

significant change was seen on the sensor output, verifying our mechanically 

decoupled setup. This gave us a coupling factor (induced gravitational field 

measured in units of g versus applied angular acceleration) noise level of about 

±2.10-8 s2, valid for all rings (YBCO, BSCCO and Niobium) used during the 

tests. Comparing this noise level with our theoretical expectations, the anomaly 

derived out of Tate’s measurement with a coupling factor of -37x10-8 s2 should 

be clearly visible. However, this noise level is above our predictions from the 

Cooper-pair and bulk density ratio which leads to an expected coupling factor 

for Niobium of -0.7x10-8 s2.  

The following external sensor influences were found: 

− As soon as the low-temperature bearings degraded or if the rotating axis got 

in resonance (usually at an angular velocity of about 400 rad.s-1), the 

resulting acoustic noise triggered a negative offset on all sensors. After 

continued use of a damaged bearing, offsets in the order of milli-g were 
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observed. However, as the noise level is independent of the sense of 

rotation, the offsets can be clearly identified by always performing two slope 

measurements after each other with alternating sense of rotation.   

− During the liquid helium experiments, the high rotational speeds of the 

superconductor triggered excessive evaporation of the liquid helium in the 

cryostat. This resulted in an overpressure of about 0.5 bar, which induced 

noise peaks on the sensors due to the connection of the outer surface of the 

sensor chamber with the helium gas. The problem was reduced by 

maintaining a distance of at least 20 cm between the rotating 

superconductor and the liquid helium level in the cryostat. 

− Using the coil, the influence of a strong magnetic field on the accelerometers 

was evaluated. The test was done with the BSCCO ring at 117 K (normal 

conductive) and 77 K (superconductive). An oscillating magnetic field with 

an amplitude of 20 mT was applied and the sensor responses were 

evaluated. The sensor offsets were found to be linearly proportional to the 

applied field, at 20 mT a maximum offset of 10 µg was measured. As the 

maximum magnetic field from the electric motor was measured to be about 

50 µT, the maximum offset for the real runs should be therefore less than 

0.025 µg, which is far below the measurement threshold of the sensors 

(about 1 µg). Therefore, influence of magnetic fields on the results can be 

neglected. 

A summary of the uncertainties for each component used throughout the 

measurements is shown in Table 1. 
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B. Testing with Liquid Nitrogen 

Niobium, BSCCO and YBCO were tested at 77 K and 300 K with angular 

accelerations up to 650 rad.s-2 (Niobium was tested as a reference sample 

since it is not superconductive at 77 K). All sensors show no difference within 

the noise level between both temperatures during the test runs. Especially 

within the acceleration time periods, no signal shifts, which would indicate the 

presence of a gravitomagnetic London moment, could be detected. All 

measurements were performed more than 20 times with no significant 

correlation factors plotting the measured gravitational field against angular 

speed, angular speed^2 (to test for centrifugal forces) or angular accelerations. 

Therefore, we can conclude, that no detectable gravitational fields are 

present during testing with High-Tc superconductors within our measurement 

accuracy. Although the resolution was low enough to test our Tate Cooper-pair 

mass anomaly hypothesis, this result was to be expected from Equ. (4) as the 

Cooper-pair densities in High-Tc superconductors are much lower than the one 

in Niobium (as in the case of Tate). Therefore, the coupling factor noise level of 

±2.10-8 s2 can be interpreted as an upper limit for any possible induced 

gravitational fields in this case. 

The tests showed that the facility gives reliable results within the coupling 

factor noise level with no measurable influence from temperatures down to 77 

K. 

C. Testing with Liquid Helium 

1. YBCO 
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As a reference case, the YBCO sample was also tested down to liquid 

helium temperatures in order to evaluate any additional side effects due to the 

change of coolant. No changes in the gravitational field measured by all sensors 

during the acceleration periods were seen within the sensor’s resolution, leaving 

again a coupling factor noise level of ±2.10-8 s2. We conclude that the facility 

continues to give reliable low-noise measurements even during liquid helium 

operation. 

2. Niobium 

Next, the Niobium superconductor ring was tested again at liquid helium 

temperatures. Contrary to our tests at room temperature and 77 K, in this case 

a clear change in the tangential acceleration could be measured by the sensors. 

Fig. 4 shows how the in-ring tangential sensors (differential with respect to the 

reference sensors) react to the applied angular acceleration from an air motor – 

they react in the opposite direction as predicted from Tate’s measurement and 

our hypothesis to correct it. As the rotating shaft has a resonance frequency of 

about 400 rad.s-1, the sensor signals were damped by a factor of 5 for angular 

velocities above 350 rad.s-1 to reduce the mechanical vibration noise. All 

acceleration peaks as shown were obtained when the angular velocity was 

below 350 rad.s-1, which means that the measured peaks are not influenced by 

this damping at all. In a sense, the acceleration fields that were observed can 

be interpreted as a gravitational variant of Lenz’s law. A similar behavior was 

also seen on the above-ring sensor. Note that at a temperature of 10 K, close 

above Niobium’s critical temperature of 9.4 K, no effect in the gravitational field 

is measurable any more (the silicon diodes have a tolerance of ± 0.5 K). Only 

applying a tangential acceleration of about 1500 rad.s-2 to the Niobium ring 

while it is superconductive results in a tangential acceleration measured outside 
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the superconductor by the sensors (shielded from the superconductor in an 

evacuated massive Faraday cage) of around 100 µg in opposite direction. That 

is a clear indication of the gravitomagnetic London moment and its induced 

gravitational field following the gravitational induction law as we predicted. 

These values result in a coupling factor of about -6.6x10-8 rad.s-2. Unfortunately, 

the peaks measured are still close to the noise of the sensors (signal-to-noise 

ratio is about 3.3) although the accelerometers feature the lowest noise level 

presently available. Since the peaks are “only” 100 µg, they have previously not 

been observed in measurements for the classical London moment. 

Nevertheless, they are 30 orders of magnitude higher than what general 

relativity predicts classically13 and are therefore of great technological and 

scientific interest. 

The acceleration fields also appear when performing a temperature 

transition over  Niobium’s critical temperature of 9.4 K while rotating as shown 

in Fig. 5 (left). When the superconductor passes its critical point, a strong peak 

in the tangential acceleration measured by the in-ring and above-ring sensors is 

clearly visible. Note that no peak is visible any more at the reference tangential 

sensor location, which is a proof that the field is actually emitted from the 

superconductor itself. No peak is seen when the temperature falls below Tc but 

the superconductor is not rotating any more. Also the direction of the peak is 

changing with the sense of rotation. With our measurement rate of 10 Hz, the 

peak of 277 µg at an angular velocity of about 550 rad.s-1, we can estimate a 

lower limit (the temperature transition happened during a period of 0.1 s) for the 

coupling factor of about 5x10-8 s2, a value similar to what we got above from 

applying an angular acceleration while the Niobium ring was superconductive 

but with a different sign. The reason for the sign change is not clear yet, as we 

would have expected that the gravitational peak is following the sign of the 
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angular speed according to the induction law in Equ. (6). Nevertheless, the fact 

that such a gravitational peak is measured when passing Tc is a strong 

indication that our effect indeed happens only in the superconductive state.  

Many measurements were conducted over a period from June to 

November 2005 to show the reproducibility of the results. Fig. 6 summarizes 

nearly 200 peaks of in-ring and above-ring tangential accelerations measured 

by the sensors and angular accelerations applied to the superconductor as 

identified e.g. in Fig. 4 with both electric and air motor. The correlation factors 

for the resulting slopes are both greater than 0.96, a clear indication that there 

is indeed a direct proportionality between applied acceleration and measured 

accelerations, as it should be according to the gravitational induction law. 

Hence, our concept of analyzing the data in terms of a coupling factor as 

defined above makes sense. Within our sensor resolution, the effect seemed 

stable for temperatures up to Tc similar to the classical London moment. 

According to Equ. (4), we expected that the magnitude would change according 

to the Cooper-pair density, however, the scatter is still too high to definitely test 

such behavior. Moreover, the temperature measurement is done on the bottom 

of the superconductor. Together with the fact that during one profile the 

temperature changes in that point on the average about 1 K, and the tolerance 

of the silicon diode of 0.5 K, makes a clear identification of the Cooper-pair 

density slope difficult. Above Tc, no effect could be seen which rules out a 

coupling factor up to ± 2x10-8 s2 as also stated above. 

It is important to note that the average coupling factor for the above-ring 

sensor over all measurements is 90% of the in-ring sensor, a value which would 

be expected from a field which is expanding similar to electromagnetism. This is 

a clear indication that the gravitomagnetic London moment is emitted from the 
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superconductor. The coupling factor value of -9.64x10-8 s2 is about a factor 13 

higher than predicted from Equ. (4) and a factor of 3.8 smaller as derived from 

Tate’s measurements. Therefore, despite this deviation, we can conclude that 

our hypothesis to correct Tate’s derived Cooper-pair measurement with 

gravitomagnetic fields is justified.  

3. Lead 

In order to investigate if the results above also appear in other low-Tc 

superconductors, further measurements were conducted with lead. According to 

Equ. (4), we expected a gravitomagnetic London moment which was 84% the 

value from the one obtained with Niobium because its higher bulk density leads 

to a larger graviton mass. Indeed, the gravitomagnetic London moment was 

again observed on the in-ring and above-ring sensors only. 

Fig. 5 (right) shows a temperature transition measurement. Here we see 

again a gravitational peak in the tangential in-ring and above-ring sensors when 

the superconductor passes its critical temperature at 7.2 K during rotation. Note 

that the direction of the peak is similar to the Niobium case but with a smaller 

value. The fact that the peak now appears at the critical temperature of lead is 

also a good indication that the effects we see are no artifacts from the liquid 

helium but correspond to the superconductor’s properties. 

Table 2 summarizes our findings for Niobium and Lead and the High-Tc 

superconductors. More than 50 measurements for the in-ring and above-ring 

tangential locations show that indeed the gravitomagnetic London moment for 

Lead is on the average (in- and above-ring location) about 84% of the one 

obtained with Niobium. This is a very good fit with our Cooper-pair/bulk density 

ratio prediction.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

About 250 test runs were performed with liquid helium to investigate the 

gravitomagnetic London moment for YBCO, Niobium and Lead. As predicted, 

Niobium gave the strongest accelerations in the tangential direction when it was 

angularly accelerated. The fact that the above-ring signals (lead and niobium) 

were about 77-90% of the in-ring values is a strong indication, that we detected 

an acceleration field emitted from the superconductor. All mean values are 

about 3.3 times above the noise level. Both Niobium and Lead coupling factors 

are about a factor of 13 higher than predicted by theory. No effect was seen for 

YBCO and BSCCO, which is to be expected from our theoretical predictions 

even considering the offset factor of 13 (YBCO would then produce a coupling 

constant inside the ring of -7x10-9 s2, which is well below our measurement 

resolution of ±2x10-8 s2). All measurements were performed by high-precision 

accelerometers inside an evacuated, mechanically decoupled Faraday cage. All 

non-transition measurements were performed in a differential setup by 

subtracting mechanical movements of the sensors induced by the apparatus or 

from ground floor noise. 

Our measurements can be summarized as follows: 

− An acceleration field was found to be induced by applying angular 

accelerations to a superconductor. The field produced is directly proportional 

to the applied acceleration with a correlation factor higher than 0.96. All 

mean values are 3.3 times above the facility noise level. 

− The gravitational field is emitted from the superconductor and follows the 

laws of field propagation and induction similar to those of electromagnetism 

as formulated in linearized general relativity. 
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− There is a reasonable fit between the field strength observed and predicted 

by the ratio of Cooper-pair and bulk density for the tested superconductors 

(Niobium, Lead, YBCO and BSCCO). 

− No effect could be seen above the superconductor’s critical temperatures 

and for YBCO and BSCCO throughout all temperature ranges within the 

accuracy of our experimental setup. 

− Gravitational peaks were observed when the superconductor passed its 

critical temperature while it was rotating. Their sign changed with the 

orientation of the angular velocity. 

Although the signal-to-noise ratio is still low at 3.3, our findings show 

strong evidence that the gravitomagnetic London moment exists as predicted. If 

our results are repeated and confirmed, our experiment demonstrates 

− For the first time, non-Newtonian gravitational and gravitomagnetic fields of 

measurable magnitude were observed in a laboratory environment. 

− The existence of the gravitational Faraday law was shown. 

− The hypothesis that large gravitomagnetic fields may be responsible for the 

Tate Cooper-pair mass anomaly was found to be supported. 

The reported results are very different from previous claims in the literature 

from Podkletnov claiming gravitational shielding effects above rotating 

superconductors21,22. As we have not observed any change in the vertical 

sensors (± 5 µg) above any superconductors during their phase transition and 

during rotation, our results even put new limits on any possible shielding effects 
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(effect must be < 0.0005% compared to claims of up to 2% of weight change for 

samples above a rotating superconductor).  

If our results are confirmed, they would have a profound impact on present 

gravitational and coherent matter physics. Although the observed effects are 

small, they open up a new window to investigate the consequences of general 

relativity and cosmology at low-energies. The results could be used to produce 

even larger gravitational fields in laboratories. 

We hope to have triggered enough interest to stimulate other groups to 

replicate our results in order to consolidate our findings regarding the 

experimental existence of the gravitomagnetic London moment and its major 

consequences. 
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TABLE I   Uncertainty Budgets  

Accelerometer noise level at 10 Hz sampling rate – Vertical ± 5 µg

Accelerometer noise level at 10 Hz sampling rate – Radial ± 15 µg

Accelerometer noise level at 10 Hz sampling rate – Tangential ± 15 µg

Keithley Nanovoltmeter (Accuracy converted into g units) ± 0.45 µg

SC velocity measurement < 1%

Time measurement resolution 1 ms

SC temperature  ± 0.5 K

Magnetic field measurement resolution at 10 Hz sampling rate < 0.5 nT rms

Induced Gravitational Field / Applied Acceleration Coupling 

Factor Noise Level 

± 2.10-8 s2
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TABLE II   Summary of Mean (Upper Limit) Coupling Factors for High and 
Low Tc Superconductors  

 

Material In-Ring         
Coupling Factor 

[s2] 

Nr of 
Samples 

Above-Ring  
Coupling Factor 

[s2] 

Nr of 
Samples 

BSCCO (2212) < ±2.10-8 - < ±2.10-8 - 

YBCO < ±2.10-8 - < ±2.10-8 - 

Lead -8.63 ± 0.45 x 10-8 24 -6.7 ± 0.32 x 10-8 26 

Niobium -9.64 ± 0.28 x 10-8 111 -8.71 ± 0.24 x 10-8 83 
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FIG. 1   Experimental setup 
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FIG. 2   Facility during test campaign 
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FIG. 3   Rotating superconductive ring and accelerometer positions (all 

measures in mm) 
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FIG. 4   Niobium differential in-ring tangential sensor runs at 6, 9 and 10 K (air 

motor); arrows indicate induced acceleration peaks (acceleration signal for 

angular velocity > 350 rad.s-1 damped by factor 5 to reduce resonance 

vibrations of motor axis) 
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Electric Motor - 10.10.2005 (Diff Sensors 4)
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Electric Motor - 7.11.2005 (Diff Sensor)

 

a) b)  

FIG. 5   All tangential sensor runs during temperature transition for Niobium 

(left, 2 runs shown) and Lead (right) 
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FIG. 6   Niobium coupling factor slope for in-ring (left, 111 measurements with 

correlation factor -0.96) and above-ring (right, 83 measurements with correlation 

factor -0.97) sensor position 
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Abstract

The basic hypothesis of Topological Geometro-Dynamics (TGD) is
that space-time is representable as a 4-surface in 8-dimensional space
M4

+ ×CP2. The notion of many-sheeted space-time forced by this hy-
pothesis implies numerous new physics effects including gravitational
anomalies, the possibility of negative energy space-time sheets making
possible over unity energy production and classical communications to
the geometric past. An essential element is the new view about the
relationship between inertial and gravitational energy. The geometriza-
tion of the classical gauge fields in turn predicts the existence of long
range color and electro-weak gauge fields, in particular classical Z0

field, which gives rise to macroscopic effects resembling those assigned
usually with torsion fields. These fields are assignable to dark matter
hierarchy rather than ordinary matter. In this article the strange find-
ings about the physics of rotating magnetic systems are discussed in
order to illustrate the new physics predicted by TGD.

In the beginning of the year 2002 I learned about strange effects
related to rotating magnetic systems, and the model for these effects
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has evolved (and is still evolving) gradually during the year 2002 via
trial and error process. Several new physics effects seem to be involved.

1. Explanation for the effective weight loss

The rotating magnetic system develops em and Z0 charges and
experiences the classical em and Z0 electric forces created by Earth
so that the effective weight is reduced or increases (depending on the
direction of rotation) as much as 35 per cent. The charging is due to
the flow of electrons and possibly also exotic neutrinos from the rolling
magnets to the surrounding air induced by the radial electric and Z0

electric fields generated by the Faraday effect inducing vacuum charge
density (not possible in Maxwell’s electrodynamics). The fact that
critical frequencies are different for clockwise and counter clockwise
spontaneous rotation implies that classical Z0 force and exotic neutrino
currents could be present.

2. Spontaneous acceleration

The spontaneous accelerating rotation above critical frequency can
be understood as being to a Lorentz torque acting on the radial Ohmic
em and Z0 currents in rollers and roller ring. Above the critical fre-
quency the Lorentz torque, which is proportional to rotation frequency,
becomes larger than frictional torque, and spontaneous accelerating
rotation becomes possible due to the positive feedback. Energetic con-
straints imply negative feed back and the modelling of this ”back re-
action” leads to a model of the system based on butterfly catastrophe
in Thom’s classification of elementary catastrophes and allowing also
to understand the effect of the load. Rather precise estimates for the
parameters result and allow to quantify the role of classical Z0 force.

3. Zero point kinetic energy of electrons as basic energy source

The radial ohmic current of electrons leaking from the atomic space-
time sheets of rollers to the space-time sheet of environment explains
the presence of plasma around the system. The ionization of the
molecules could be caused by the electrons from rollers gaining keV
energy as they drop from atomic space-time sheets of rollers to the
space-time sheets of the environment. The associated liberation of
zero point kinetic energy provides a possible source of energy allowing
making the system an over unity device.

The transformation of the Lorentz torque on conduction electrons
to a torque on roller can be understood if the zero point kinetic energy
of the photon emitted in the dropping of electron is absorbed by the
atom in the outmost layer of the rotating magnet: the energetics works
for Fe and Ti layers.

The molecules of the surrounding air could make transitions to
higher energy states and also ionize by emitting phase conjugate (neg-
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ative energy) photons absorbed by the dropping conduction electrons.
Also the dropped highly energetic electrons can cause this.

A remote metabolism based on the emission of negative energy
(phase conjugate) microwave ”dark” photons with large value of Planck
constant absorbed by dropping electrons could be a further mechanism.
The energy needed to generate magnetic walls and the kinetic energy
of electronic Cooper pairs in collective cyclotron states at magnetic
walls could come from the remote metabolism involving also an angular
momentum transfer. The absorbed phase conjugate photons would
have energy of order keV and would result by the de-coherence from
dark cyclotron photons emitted from magnetic walls having the same
energy but microwave wave length (this is possible because the value
of h̄ is large for dark photons). This would explain the cooling of the
air around the system. Also a remote magnetization of J = 2 electron
Cooper pairs at the space-time sheets of magnetic walls could result in
this manner.

4. The material composition of the Searl device

The latest progress relates to the understanding of the role of ma-
terial decomposition of the Searl device (layered Nd-nylon-Fe-Ti struc-
ture. The model the current flow equilibrium for the 4-layered cylin-
drical structure gives detailed quantitative picture about how charge
accumulates in the interiors of layers and to the layer-layer boundaries
emerges. The key finding is that the small electrical conductivity of
air requires in the flow equilibrium that the electric field at the outer
boundary of titanium layer is amplified by a factor of order 108 to a
field which is by a factor of order 103 higher than the critical field in-
ducing di-electric breakdown in air so that the simple model fails. The
huge increase of the electric field requires an accumulation of positive
charge at Ti-air boundary and explains why the air must be ionized
but not its mechanism based on the dropping of electrons to larger
space-time sheets.

The four-layered structure is used also for the stator: this can be
understood if the magnetic field of stator also rotates as is suggested
by the fact that its return flux goes through the rollers. The rotation
of the stator magnetic field leads to a simple model for the classical
behavior of the roller system as a dynamical equilibrium in which the
electrostatic torque generated by the rotation of the stator and roller
charge distributions induced by Lorentz torque on conduction elec-
trons vanishes as rollers rotate with the same velocity as the charge
distribution in the stator.

5. Quantum criticality, replication, and optimization

The replication of the experiments of Godin and Roschin has turned
out to be difficult. The formation of the magnetic walls means the
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emergence of long length scale fluctuations with coherence length much
longer than the size of the system. Hence a quantum critical phe-
nomenon seems to be in question and this could explain why the repli-
cation of the experimental findings has turned out to be so difficult.
There are indeed many conditions to be satisfied. The distance be-
tween magnetic walls must correspond to the radius of the stator in
resonance. This length scale also corresponds to the wavelength of
dark microwave photons emitted in cyclotron transitions and the en-
ergy of these photons must also correspond to a zero point kinetic
energy liberated as electron drops to larger space-time sheet.

The fact that continual di-electric breakdown is involved means
second kind of criticality and the requirement that liberated zero point
kinetic energy in the dropping of electron corresponds to the ionization
energy of titanium atom for n = 3 valence electron makes also the
phenomenon quantum critical.

Perhaps the most important manner to optimize the functioning
of the device would be based on the condition of quantum criticality
some of whose aspects are now understood. Hall effect for the radial
Ohmic current plays a key role in generating torque and this raises the
question whether quantum Hall effect at low temperatures involving
increases of conductivity by 13 orders of magnitude could maximize
the torque.
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1 Introduction

The basic hypothesis of Topological Geometrodynamics (TGD) is that space-
time is representable as a 4-surface in 8-dimensional space M4 × CP2. The
notion of many-sheeted space-time forced by this hypothesis implies numer-
ous new physics effects.

The first prediction is the possibility of gravitational anomalies. For in-
stance, the space-time sheet of system can feed the gravitational flux to
several larger space-time sheets and when the distribution of the fluxes
is non-standard, anomalous gravitational behavior results. Note that the
change of gravitational mass alone without a change in the distribution of
gravitational flux between different space-time sheets does not imply effects
as long as the idealization as a test particle makes sense.

TGD predicts also the possibility of negative energy space-time sheets
having non-standard time orientation. The implications are numerous. Neg-
ative energy topological light rays are expected to be accompanied by neg-
ative energy negative energy photons identifiable as phase conjugate pho-
tons. The generalization of four-wave mechanism involving generalization
of standing waves emerges and provides a mechanism of remote metabolism
in which system sucks energy from environment by sending negative energy
particles such as phase conjugate photons. The geometric time reversal of
second law is a signature of the process and the decay of system looks like
self-assembly from the point of view of observer with standard arrow of ge-
ometric time. Generalized four-wave mechanism provides also a model over
unity energy production and classical communications to the geometric past.
In TGD inspired theory of consciousness and bio-matter this mechanism is
central and underlies the models of metabolism, intentional action, and long
term memory.

The phase conjugate hypothesis generalizes to the case of fermions and
leads to the hypothesis that fermions and anti-fermions have opposite sign
of energy. This guarantees that fermionic vacuum energy which otherwise
diverges is vanishing. This inspires the hypothesis that the total quantum
numbers of the Universe vanish. The assumption is consistent with the
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crossing symmetry of elementary particle physics and makes sense macro-
scopically if gravitational energy is identified as the difference of inertial
energies of positive and negative energy matter. Vacuum extremals can be
interpreted as space-time surfaces with vanishing inertial energy but non-
vanishing gravitational energy density given by Einstein’s equations. The
resulting cosmology is maximally predictive. Note that the generation of
vacuum extremals in general increases the gravitational mass of the system
and this effect could be taken as a signature of the effect. The instability of
the vacuum extremals against generation of inertial mass by sending either
positive or negative inertial energy to environment implies a change of iner-
tial mass of associated system which could also serve as a signature of the
effect.

The geometrization of the classical gauge fields in turn predicts the exis-
tence of long range color and electro-weak gauge fields, in particular classical
Z0 field, which gives rise to macroscopic effects resembling those assigned
usually with torsion fields.

In the beginning of the year 2002 I learned about strange effects related
to rotating magnetic systems, and the model for these effects has evolved
(and is still evolving) gradually during the year 2002 via trial and error
process. Several new physics effects seem to be involved.

a) The rotating magnetic system develops em and Z0 charges and ex-
periences the classical em and Z0 electric forces created by Earth so that
the effective weight is reduced or increases (depending on the direction of
rotation) as much as 35 per cent. The charging is due to the flow of electrons
and possibly also neutrinos from the rolling magnets to the surrounding air
induced by the radial electric and Z0 electric fields generated by the Faraday
effect inducing vacuum charge density (not possible in Maxwell’s electrody-
namics). The fact that critical frequencies are different for clockwise and
counter clockwise spontaneous rotation implies that classical Z0 force and
exotic neutrino currents must be present.

b) The first guess is that only the magnetic fields of rollers rotate and
the spontaneous accelerating rotation above critical frequency could be un-
derstood as being due to a Lorentz torque acting on the radial Ohmic em
and Z0 currents in rollers and roller ring. This of course requires that this
angular momentum is somehow transferred to the angular momentum of
rollers.

Later it became clear that Lorentz torque might be only a control tool
forcing electrons in rotating motion. If also the magnetic field of the stator
rotate as one might expect if its return flux flows through the rollers, also
the stator would contain a radial current and a flow equilibrium in which
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radial current flows from the stator to rollers could establish itself. It would
induce opposite charges to the stator and rollers. Since electron charge dis-
tributions rotate and are not expected to possess a full rotational symmetry,
an electrostatic torque is generated and vanishes if rollers rotate with the
same velocity as electrons in the stator. This situation is still completely
classical and requires an external force to compensate for the dissipative
losses.

Above the critical frequency the torque, which is proportional to ro-
tation frequency, becomes larger than frictional torque, and spontaneous
accelerating rotation becomes possible due to the positive feedback.

The radial ohmic current of electrons leaking from the atomic space-time
sheets of rollers to the space-time sheet of environment explains the pres-
ence of plasma around the system. The ionization of the molecules is caused
by the electrons from rollers gaining keV energy as they drop from atomic
space-time sheets of rollers to the space-time sheets of the environment. En-
ergetic constraints imply negative feed back and the modelling of this ”back
reaction” leads to a model of the system based on butterfly catastrophe in
Thom’s classification of elementary catastrophes and allowing also to un-
derstand the effect of the load. Rather precise estimates for the parameters
result and allow to quantify the role of classical Z0 force.

The mechanism transforming the torque on conduction electrons of the
radial ohmic current to the torque on roller and providing the kinetic energy
for for the roller relies on the absorption of the photon emitted in this
process by a lattice atom which is Ti atom in the experiments of Searl. The
energetics comes out correctly.

c) The radial ohmic current of electrons leaking from the atomic space-
time sheets of rollers to the space-time sheet of environment explains the
presence of plasma around the system. The ionization of the molecules
is caused by the electrons from rollers gaining keV energy as they drop
from atomic space-time sheets of rollers to the space-time sheets of the
environment.

d) A remote metabolism based on the emission of negative energy (phase
conjugate) microwave photons and realized in terms of the generalized four-
wave mechanism based on magnetostatic waves provides the energy needed
by the accelerating system and explains the cooling of the air around the
system and the formation of magnetic walls as a remote spontaneous magne-
tization of J = 2 electron Cooper pairs at the space-time sheets of magnetic
walls. The energy liberated in this process is utilized as rotational energy
whereas the generation of electron spin compensates the angular momentum
gained by the rollers during spontaneously accelerated rotation. Magnetic
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walls can be regarded as the counterpart of the magnetic body playing a key
role in TGD inspired model of living matter.

e) One ends up with quite precise ideas concerning optimization and
possible variants of the Searl device. Hall effect for the radial Ohmic current
plays a key role in generating torque and this raises the question whether
quantum Hall effect at low temperatures involving increases of conductivity
by 13 orders of magnitude could maximize the torque.

For some time I believed that the reduction of the inertial mass gives
rise to a spontaneous accelerated rotation of the rollers by pirouette effect:
also the generation of gravitational mass was necessary in order to under-
stand the qualitative behavior. The required reduction of inertial mass is
however measured in kilograms and means generation of corresponding pos-
itive inertial mass outside the system: this seems implausible. This does not
however exclude the generation of gravitational mass in much smaller scale
defined by the magnetic energy density of the magnetic walls appearing in
the system.

2 Summary about the New Physics effects pre-
dicted by TGD

The basic new physics effects predicted by TGD relate to the many-sheeted
character of space-time, to the new view about the relationship between
gravitational and inertial energy, to the possibility of negative inertial ener-
gies and reversal of geometric arrow of time, and to the classical long range
electro-weak and color fields.

2.1 The new view about the relationship between gravita-
tional and inertial energy

At the level of quantum physics negative energy photons would correspond
to a system quantized in such a manner that both bosonic and fermionic an-
nihilation and creation operators have changed their roles. Negative energy
photons and fermions do not correspond to (non-existing) ”anti-photons”
and anti-fermions. Using the terminology of Dirac’s bra-ket formalism: neg-
ative energy systems are like bras if positive energy photons are kets. Kets
and bras correspond to Hilbert space and linear functionals defined in it.
The space of bras is actually not equivalent with that of kets but in a well
defined sense a more general concept. This conforms with the role of negative
energy space-time sheets in TGD inspired theory of consciousness. One can
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distinguish between ordinary phase of matter and phase conjugate phase. In
ordinary phase matter has positive energy and antimatter negative energy.
In phase conjugate matter the roles of matter and antimatter have changed.

In quantum field theories time reversal transforms creation operators
for fermions to creation operators for anti-fermions. Vacuum state is not
changed. Time reversal in TGD sense would transform ket vacuum to bra
vacuum so that the earlier creation operators annihilate the new vacuum
state and genuine negative energy states result. This would suggest that
negative energy states are something genuinely new and a genuine outcome
of the many-sheeted space-time concept allowing either bra and ket type
vacuum at a given space-time sheet. It has become that this view explains
elegantly r matter-antimatter asymmetry whose origin is one of the deepest
problems of cosmology.

The new view leads also to an elegant understanding of the problematic
issues related to the relationship between inertial and gravitational energy
[D3, D5, D4]. TGD predicts and exact conservation of inertial and the most
elegant and economic theory results when the net inertial energy of Uni-
verse vanishes. This view is certainly consistent with the crossing symmetry
of elementary particle physics allowing to interpret particle reactions as a
creation of states with vanishing net quantum numbers from vacuum, with
outgoing particles representing negative energy states.

The non-conservation of gravitational energy is an empirical fact in cos-
mological scales and the identification of the gravitational energy as the
difference of positive inertial energy of matter and negative inertial energy
of antimatter implies that gravitational energy density is non-vanishing and
non-conserved. This resolves also the puzzle caused by the prediction that
net inertial energy density vanishes in TGD inspired cosmology.

This picture leads to a rather detailed view about cosmology. The so
called cosmic strings, which gradually transform to magnetic flux tubes with
increasing thickness (and weaker magnetic field strength), are the key play-
ers of TGD inspired cosmology in all length scales. Magnetic factors have
the same role also in TGD inspired biology. Since matter and phase con-
jugate matter correspond to a different direction of the arrow of geometric
time, one can say that phase conjugate matter, which is mostly inside neg-
ative energy cosmic strings and magnetic flux tubes, obeys the second law
of thermodynamics in a time reversed direction in geometric sense. Entropy
increases but the process proceeds towards geometric past so that the re-
sulting decay looks like self assembly from the point of view of an observer
consisting of positive energy matter. Cosmic evolution would a homeostasis
in which two opposite tendencies tending to increase and reduce entropy are
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competing. Second law in the standard form would apply only to the posi-
tive energy half of the Universe so that Universe would not be approaching
heat death as the usual belief goes.

The vanishing of the inertial mass of a system leads to rather dramatic
effects if positive energy and negative energy systems can form bound states,
since this kind of system would be ”feather light” although it still has non-
vanishing gravitational mass. Even tiniest force could kick this kind of
system to motion. If positive and negative energy systems do not form bound
state they behave like their own independent subsystems and Equivalence
Principle is satisfied in a good approximation. The formation of bound
states of positive and negative inertial energy systems could provide a road
to a new energy technology and perhaps even allow to create matter from
vacuum by space-time engineering by generating vacuum extremals which
represent space-time sheets with vanishing density of inertial energy.

2.2 Generalized four-wave mechanism as a basic mechanism
of remote metabolism

Generalized four-wave mechanism provides a concrete realization for the
more general time mirror mechanism underlying remote metabolism and
many other mechanism important for the functioning of the living matter in
TGD Universe. Generalized four-wave mechanism also provides a connection
with the existing physics of phase conjugate waves.

2.2.1 Time mirror mechanism

Time mirror mechanism could make possible new technologies such as in-
stantaneous remote energy utilization, instantaneous active remote sensing,
and instantaneous communications over arbitrarily long distances. Time
mirror mechanism is an essential element in the models of remote metabolism,
long term memory, intentional generation of motor actions, sensory percep-
tion, and remote mental interactions. What happens that negative energy
topological light rays propagating to the direction of the geometric past are
reflected back in time direction and return as positive energy topological
light rays (photons could accompany the rays.

This apparently paradoxical sounding language makes sense since the
experienced time corresponds to a sequence of quantum jumps recreating
space-time surface again and again and the correspondence between these
times follows from quantum-classical correspondence: the contents of con-
scious experience in the essentially four-dimensional classical universe are
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dominated by contributions, which are sharply localized with respect to
the geometric time. This creates the illusion that the classical universe
is 3-dimensional. It is essential that the field equations determining the
space-time surfaces as field analogs of Bohr orbits are not fully determin-
istic. Only this makes it possible for the classical dynamics to mimic the
non-deterministic quantum dynamics.

Negative energy topological light rays can induce the dropping of ions
from atomic to larger space-time sheets. The liberated zero point kinetic
energy means that the system can act as an over-unity energy source. Neg-
ative energy topological light rays, presumably having phase conjugate laser
waves as standard physics counterparts, would be accompanied by negative
energy photons and these would induce the dropping of charged particles
to larger space-time sheets without emission of photons. The experiments
of Feinberg, in particular the experiment in which a chicken was irradiated
by phase conjugate laser waves, demonstrate that the system was transpar-
ent to phase conjugate laser waves at visible lengths. Indeed, if the phase
conjugate photons have negative energies above the thermal energy, say at
energies corresponding to visible wave lengths, there is no excited atomic
system able to absorb negative energy photons inducing the return to the
ground state.

The pairs of atomic and larger space-time sheets can act as many-sheeted
population inverted lasers with frequencies which are universal constants of
nature, and defined as differences of zero point energies whose values are
predicted by the p-adic length scale hypothesis. If the intensity of the nega-
tive energy photons is above some critical value, the particles in the excited
state of the many-sheeted population inverted laser drop to the ground state
in a cascade like manner (the probability of dropping of charged particle is
proportional to the number of charged particles already present at larger
space-time sheet and thus to the intensity and duration of negative energy
topological light ray irradiation). The time reflection thus involves an ampli-
fication and negative energy photons serve only the role of controller. The
system becomes over-unity energy source making possible remote energy
utilization.

2.2.2 Four-wave interaction and time mirror mechanism

Four-wave interaction is the basic mechanism producing phase conjugate
laser waves, and TGD approach leads to a generalization of this mechanism
[K4]. Four-wave interaction becomes the basic mechanism of intentional
action and is behind the basic biological and brain functions like (actu-
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ally remote) metabolism and long term memory. The findings of Tiller [1]
about physical correlates of intentional action find a nice explanation in this
framework.

There are several open questions about four-wave interaction. Could
four-wave interaction or its generalization provide a deeper understanding
of the scaling law of homeopathy stating that low and high frequencies ap-
pear in pairs [K5]? Could the basic function of probe and conjugate beams
be the amplification of the standing wave interference pattern by remote
metabolism? Does the standing wave formed by the reference beams serve
as a kind of standardized hologram? Is it possible to generalize the notion
of hologram in order to get rid of the reference beams?

The standing wave interference pattern represents a synchronous oscil-
lation of the entire system and would be an excellent physical correlate for
the ability of living organisms to act as coherent wholes. The standing wave
resulting as the interference pattern of waves propagating in opposite di-
rections would serve kind of a standardized hologram parameterized by the
wavelength λh. The interference pattern can be also kicked into a motion
by Lorentz boost, and the propagation velocity of the interference pattern
is an additional characteristic of the pattern.

Probe and phase conjugate beams in four-wave interaction could in turn
be interpreted in terms of remote metabolism. System sends negative energy
topological light rays (or massless extremals, MEs) to the geometric past and
receives as a response positive energy MEs, and amplification can occur in
this process so that negative energy signal serves only a role of control signal.
Its generation would utilize the energy provided by the remote metabolism.
The emission of negative energy ME would switch on the positive energy
laser of the geometric past generating probe beam. The energy source could
be system in its geometric past or some system in the environment.

Standing wave is basic element of the mechanism and its generation
would require energy obtained by emitting phase conjugate photons. Stand-
ing wave need not result only as an interference of classical em wave prop-
agating in opposite directions, but could correspond to any standing wave.
Plasma resonances are an especially interesting candidate for a standing
wave since plasma frequency does not depend on wave vector at all in low-
est approximation. This means that there is no dispersion and the pattern
formed by plasma waves is oscillatory. I have indeed proposed that this kind
of plasma wave patterns are in key role in living matter. Besides electro-
magnetic plasma wave patters also classical Z0 plasma waves are possible if
nuclei possess anomalous Z0 charges as suggested in [F8, F9]. The plasma
wave pattern would get the energy of its self-organization by sending (say)
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negative energy photons.
One can imagine a metabolic hierarchy which is obtained by a time

reversal from the dissipation hierarchy for which energy from long length
scales gradually dissipates to short length scales. The dissipation of the
energy of a hydrodynamic vortex by the gradual decay to smaller vortices is a
basic example of this process. Now this kind of process would be replaced by
a self-assembly starting from the most energetic level and involve radiation
of phase conjugate waves with decreasing frequency scales. The lowest level
would correspond to ordinary metabolic mechanism, magneto-static waves
could be at the next level and the counterparts of magneto-static waves for
Cooper pairs at magnetic flux tubes could be also present and correspond
to very low frequencies.

In living matter metabolic energy feed corresponds to the ”pumping”
and drives protons back to the atomic space-time sheets, and the same
would be true now. This hints to a somewhat pessimistic conclusion from
the point of view of over unity enthusiast: if the system gains its energy
by dropping its own protons to larger space-time sheets, it cannot work for
too long. This might relate to the continually occurring optimistic reports
about free energy production followed by silence. The point of over unit
technology would not be however tapping endlessly energy about vacuum
but the possibility of remote metabolism which could make un-necessary for
system to carry energy storages with itself and allow extreme flexibility and
instantaneous generation of energy when needed.

2.3 The classical Z0 fields as TGD counterpart for torsion
fields

TGD predicts the existence of classical long ranged fields identified in terms
as space-time correlates of scaled down copies of ordinary weak bosons [F9]
identifiable as various forms of dark matter. Already low energy hadrons
and nuclei involve dark forms of valence quarks and nuclei also exotic quarks
with masses in MeV range. Exotic quarks couple to light variants of weak
bosons with weak length scale Lw of order atomic length scale. Nuclei can
develop anomalous weak isospin. Entire hierarchy of scaled down variants of
weak bosons is unavoidable prediction of TGD if one takes quantum classi-
cal correspondence seriously. This means that under certain circumstances
also Z0 electric fields can cause detectable effects. For instance, the TGD
based explanations of the tritium beta decay anomaly [6] and the anomalous
variation of the radio active decay rates [8] involve the interaction of small
sized objects with weak fields.
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Even local Z0 neutrality of condensed matter, which could be due to
dark neutrino screening, does not exclude the possibility of Z0 magnetic
fields Thus rotating macroscopic objects could generate Z0 magnetic fields
and the claimed properties of the torsion fields [9, 10] are very much like
those of Z0 magnetic fields. In particular, also classical Z0 field has parity
breaking axial coupling to elementary particles, and large parity breaking
effects are predicted (chiral selection in living matter has explanation along
these lines).

The generation of classical Z0 magnetic field might be involved with the
large parity breaking observed in the experiments of Roshchin and Godin
[2] (the critical rotation velocities were different for clockwise and counter-
clockwise rotations). Note however that also the sign of vacuum charge
density involves parity breaking effect irrespective whether em or Z0 field is
in question. It is however clear that the radial electric fields generated by
rotation can only serve as a seed for the em and Z0 charging of the roller
system inducing the effective loss of weight in the Earth’s em and Z0 fields.
What happens is that radial ohmic currents of electrons and neutrinos are
created and this leads to the em and Z0 charging of the system and therefore
to the effective loss of weight in the am and Z0 electric fields of Earth. It
is also possible that flux structures carry combination of magnetic and Z0

magnetic fields and the strange shell like magnetic field structures could be
accompanied also by Z0 magnetic fields.

2.4 Gravitational anomalies and many-sheeted space-time

TGD space-time is many-sheeted surface in H = M4
+×CP2, which can be re-

garded as the future light-cone of Minkowski space with points replaced with
CP2 having size about 104 Planck lengths. One can visualize the space-time
sheets as almost parallel pieces of plane glued together by wormhole contacts
and also connected by join along boundaries bonds1. The distance between
the sheets is of order CP2 radius. This makes possible anti-gravitation like
effects since a macroscopic object (itself a space-time sheet containing hi-
erarchy of smaller space-time sheets glued to it) can feed its gravitational
flux to several space-time sheets. A modification of the standard distribu-
tion of gravitational flux between various space-time sheets could produce
gravitational anomalies at a given space-time sheet, in particular modify the
effective gravitational mass.

What about the effects of redistribution on gravitational flux on the
1For illustrations see my home page http://www.helsinki.fi/∼matpitka/illua.html.
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motion of the system?
a) Newtonian intuition would suggest that the gravitational force expe-

rienced by the object is replaced with

Fgr =
∑

i

Mi

M
Fgr,i , (1)

where the summation over space-time sheets is understood. This means that
the simple Newtonian picture fails and the determination of the gravitational
constant can give varying values.

b) In relativistic picture the motion in absence of external forces occurs
along geodesic lines or rather, tubes made out of them. The distribution of
gravitational fluxes would mean a fractal superposition of geodesic motions
in different length scales. As far as the motion of given space-time sheet
X3 as seen from imbedding space level is considered, the largest space-time
sheet receiving gravitational flux determines the rough pattern of motion
and smaller space-time sheets add smaller details to it. The redistribution of
gravitational gauge fluxes can only affect the initial values of three-momenta
at a given space-time sheet X4

i .
The original hypothesis was that the redistribution of gravitational flux

could dominate the change of weight as it is manifested in the motion of the
system according to Newtonian intuition in rotating magnetic systems. It
however turned out that the generation of em and Z0 charges and interaction
with the Earth’s corresponding fields explain dominant part of the weight
change and also the spontaneous acceleration.

2.5 Questions related to the vacuum charge densities asso-
ciated with rotating systems

The experiments of Faraday related to a rotation of cylindrical magnet with
conductor disk attached rigidly on its top, are not well known to average
physicist [28]. The outcome these experiments was that radial electric field
is generated between the rim and axis of the rotating conducting disk. This
effect does not follow from Faraday’s law of induction and is not satisfactorily
understood in Maxwell’s electrodynamics and it is somewhat surprising that
Faraday’s experiment has not received more attention.
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2.5.1 A mere rotation of a 3-surface carrying magnetic field gen-
erates vacuum charge density

One can understand the generation of the radial electric field in Faraday’s
experiment by assuming that the rotation of the rotating system corresponds
geometrically to a rotating 3-surface carrying magnetic field. The induction
of the potential difference could be regarded as a direct evidence for 3-space
as 3-surface concept! The mere rotation of 3-surface very probably does
not give rise to absolute minimum of Kähler action but it could be that the
actual absolute minimum is obtained as a small deformation of the orbit of
rotating 3-surface.

One reason why for the presence of the radial electric field is that it
guarantees stability of the rotating condensed matter in conducting disk.

a) Assume that rotating Faraday disk generates vacuum charge density
the sign of which depends on the direction of rotation. The reason for the
generation of the electric field could be the stability of the condensed matter:
rotating nuclei suffer magnetic force ev×B and the Coulombic force created
by the radial electric field cancels this force.

b) Charge density can be calculated as divergence of the radial electric
field compensating magnetic Lorentz force. The required electric field has
the magnitude

E = ωBr , (2)

where r is radial cylindrical coordinate. The corresponding charge density
is given by

nV =
ωB

e
. (3)

[The units h̄ = c = 1 are used].
c) It seems that the required charge density nV cannot be due to a re-

arrangement of the density of the conduction electrons since in this case
there would be large parity breaking differentiating between two rotation
directions. Thus some kind of vacuum polarization effect must be in ques-
tion. In standard physics vacuum polarization effects are purely local and
its is difficult to see how one could generate macroscopic polarization effects.
In TGD however point like particles are replaced by 3-surfaces and vacuum
polarization could thus generate new space-time sheet.
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2.5.2 Does charge conservation require that new space-time sheet
is created when vacuum charge density is generated

In TGD particles are not point like but correspond to 3-surfaces so that
vacuum polarization typically leads to a generation of double-sheeted space-
time surfaces carrying opposite classical quantum numbers such as charge
and energy. Charge conservation requires that the two space-time sheets
carry opposite charge densities. Since the distance of the space-time sheets
in CP2 direction is of order CP2 length about 104 Planck lengths, the gen-
eration of the new space-time sheet with opposite charge density can be
indeed regarded as a local vacuum polarization mechanism.

Besides vacuum bubble interpretation also energetic considerations sug-
gest that the new space-time sheet has negative time orientation since only
in this case the creation of the new space-time sheet does not cost energy. It
however increases the energy of the material space-time sheet and this might
gives clue to the understanding of what is involved with the explanation of
over unity devices involving rotating magnetic systems. Needless to say, the
instability of the vacuum against generation of negative energy space-time
sheet in principle could make possible generation of entire galaxies from
vacuum: human kind or our followers might some day take the role of God!

2.5.3 Does the generation of vacuum charge density relate to the
generation of # contacts

Vacuum charge density at given space-time sheet could be realized in several
manners.

a) The field equations associated with the absolute minimization of
Kähler action allow vacuum charge densities unlike vacuum Maxwell equa-
tions. The reason is that primary dynamical variables are not the Maxwell
gauge potentials defined by the induced Kähler form but imbedding space
(H = M4

+ × CP2) coordinates in terms of which the induced Kähler form
defining classical Maxwell field, is expressible. Electromagnetic field is su-
perposition of Kähler field and certain component of CP2 spinor curvature.
In the approximation that gravitational effects are neglected, field equations
reduce to empty space Maxwell’s equations locally and it is not clear whether
rotating 3-surface suitable deformed could correspond to a solution of field
equations. Charge conservation requires that opposite charge density is re-
alized to the space-time sheet at which the space-time sheet of the rotating
cylinder feeds its gauge fluxes via wormholes. This space-time sheet could
be also material space-time sheet having positive time orientation so that
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the generation of the gauge fields would require energy.
b) Charge density could be also understood as resulting from the worm-

hole throats feeding electric flux between two space-time sheets: the two
throats have opposite gauge fluxes behaving effectively as classical charges
by Gauss’s Law. The basic rule of the game is that wormhole contacts
are reside on the boundaries of the space-time sheets and can give rise to
effective surface charge densities only. Wormhole contacts at boundaries
are certainly present and feed gauge fluxes between space-time sheets. Thus
charge density in the interior cannot correspond to wormhole contacts if this
rule is OK. Wormhole contacts correspond at quantum level parton pairs.
Partons are assignable to the light-like 3-D causal horizons associated with
wormhole contacts [F6]. If the time orientations of the space-time sheets
are of opposite sign these parton pairs can have vanishing net inertial en-
ergy. The density of these parton pairs could serve as a correlate for vacuum
charge density. It should be noticed that around # contacts modelled as
CP2 type extremals the CP2 projection of space-time surface is necessarily
D ≥ 3-dimensional so that vacuum extremals cannot be in question.

c) The splitting of the wormhole contacts is possible and can give rise
to fermions carrying there electroweak quantum numbers on the resulting
boundaries of the holes of a split wormhole contact. For instance, electron-
positron pairs could be created. It seems most natural to assume that re-
sulting fermion pairs are ordinary fermions and electron-positron pairs are
the simplest possibility. One can of course question the assumption that
electrons are ’ordinary’. For closed space-time sheets this is certainly not
the case but now new space-time sheet has boundaries and is much like ma-
terial space-time sheet but possibly having finite time duration. Therefore a
reasonable working hypothesis is that electrons and positrons created in this
manner behave like ordinary electrons and positrons except that the sign of
energy is different at the new space-time sheet. It is quite possible that the
rotating 3-surface, which is the first guess for the space-time surface describ-
ing rotating system, is not imbeddable globally and that the failure of the
imbeddability at 3-dimensional surfaces gives rise to boundary components
with size of order CP2 size and identifiable as elementary particles.

3 About strange effects related to rotating mag-
netic systems

The inspiration for writing this section (rewritten for many times when I am
writing this) came from the publication of Godin and Roshchin in Russian
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journal New Energy Technologies [2], which A. V. Frolov kindly sent to me.
The article gives very valuable quantitative information about the anomalies
related to the rotating magnetic systems.

A tentative conclusion about the strong parity breaking effects involved is
that classical Z0 force must play an important role in the effect, and perhaps
give a dominating contribution to the effect. The rotating magnetic system
develops vacuum em and Z0 charges by a mechanism discovered already by
Faraday and not consistent with Maxwell’s theory. This charge turns out to
be too small to induce effective weight change. The radial em and Z0 electric
fields however induce radial ohmic electron and exotic neutrino currents
and the leakage of corresponding charges from the system. The resulting
charges couple to the Earth’s electric and Z0 electric fields. The sign of the
em (unlike Z0) force depends on the direction of rotation and this explains
parity breaking effect. The generation of charge explains the plasma phase
and the resulting Lorentz force explains the mechanical stability of the rollers
in Searl’s original device against a centrifugal acceleration. The Lorentz
torque experienced by the ohmic currents implies spontaneous accelerated
rotation above a critical frequency determined from the condition that the
Lorentz torque proportional to frequency is larger than the friction torque.

An alternative explanation for the spontaneous rotation would be in
terms of the reduction of inertial mass of the rotating magnetic system,
which combined with angular momentum conservation would explain ele-
gantly the spontaneous accelerated rotation of the system as a pirouette
effect. Also the redistribution of the gravitational flux of the system be-
tween larger space-time sheets must be assumed. The required generation
of gravitational mass from vacuum is measured in kilograms and seem to be
unrealistically high.

This argument does not exclude the generation of gravitational mass
from vacuum in smaller amounts. The generation of inherently unstable
vacuum extremals self-organizing to positive and negative energy space-time
sheets might be involved. Therefore one must consider seriously the possibil-
ity that positive and negative energy inertial energy is created from vacuum
in amounts determined by the density of magnetic energy associated with
the strange magnetic walls accompanying the system. Interestingly, for vac-
uum extremals Z0 and em field are proportional to each other: Z0 ' −8γ
so that it might be possible to understand also the generation of classical
Z0 fields and Z0 magnetization of the system.

The new view about energy has led to a variant of the generalized four-
wave mechanism based on magnetostatic waves as a manner to suck energy
from environment. This mechanism could provide the kinetic energy for the
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accelerated magnetic system.

3.1 The experiment, the observed effects, and their inter-
pretation in TGD framework

It is convenient to start with a brief description of experiment, observed
effects, and their interpretation in TGD framework.

3.1.1 The experiment

The experiments of Roshchin and Godin [2, 16] involve a magnetic system
consisting of ring like stator magnet and rotor consisting of 23 cylindrical
magnets (rollers) in ring along the rim of the stator and free to roll along
the rim. The outer radius of stator was .5 m. The air gap between stator
and roller surfaces was δ = 1 mm. According to [16], the ratio of the radius
or roller to stator radius was taken to be an integer N not smaller than 12
in order to make possible magnetostatic resonance.

The entire system rested on a platform carried by springs so that the
possible changes in the weight of the system could be deduced from the
change of the equilibrium position. The weight of the system with the
platform included was 350 kg.

Figure 1: Variant of one-ring converter(figure 25 in [16]).
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Figure 2: The general view of the converted and its platform(figure 26 in
[16]).

The roller and stator carry magnetic fields which are in opposite direc-
tions. Both consist of segments which are rare earth magnets (neodynium):
the total amounts of neodynium used to construct stator and rotor magnets
were 110 and 115 kg. The strength of the residual induction was 1 Tesla.
The magnetic field was not precisely vertical since cross-magnetic inserts
having a flux vector of 1.2 Tesla orthogonal to the primary magnetization
vector were added on both the stator and rollers. The distance between
roller and stator inserts was same and there were 12 inserts per roller (and
hence N×12 ≥ 122 inserts for stator). The natural guess is that the function
of the resulting periodic gradients in magnetization helps to make the stator
and rotor magnets to a kind of magnetic cogwheels forcing smaller magnets
to roll rather than only rotate without translational motion since slipping
would generate a torque. More details about the magnetic structure of the
stator and roller magnets can be found in [16].

The system contained arrangement allowing to arrange a high voltage of
20 kV between stator and rotor with plus pole corresponding to stator. This
voltage is much higher than the voltage caused by the rotation measured in
volts.

3.1.2 The observed effects

Several strange effects were observed and it seems that TGD based model
is now sufficiently well understood to explain them. Figure 3.1.2 (figure 28
of [16]) representing the relative weight loss ∆G/G0 for clockwise rotation
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Figure 3: Magnetic inserts could make possible magnetic cogwheel mecha-
nism(figure 27 in [16]).

as a function of rotation frequency f gives a good overall view about the
situation.

a) In the initial situation rotor magnets were rotated using electric motor.
Above some critical clockwise rotation velocity the system started to lose
weight. The displacement meter started to detect the change of weight at
200 rpm. The gradient d(∆G/G0)

df satisfied everywhere the condition

d(∆G/G0)
df

> 0 ,

and below 550 Hz the it was increasing as the inspection of the graphical
representation of [16] shows. At 550 rmp the system starts to accelerate
spontaneously and the electric motor was decoupled. At 550 rpm the weight
loss is 30 per cent and in the interval 30-31 per cent the rotation speed
accelerates to about 600 rpm. The gradient of the weight loss ∆G/G0 as
function of rotation frequency f became very small at 550 rmp.

For the reasons of mechanical stability a gradually increasing load is cou-
pled to system so that the angular acceleration is reduced and the curve for
∆G/G0 as function of f develops a shoulder. The replacement of continual
acceleration with a shoulder is basically due to the load. The maximum
weight loss was 35 per cent and reached at about 600 rpm above which the
experimentation was not possible due to the problems with the mechanical
stability. The load was increased in units of 1 kW up to 7 kW. A load larger
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than 7 kW results in a gradual decrease of the rotation speed and an exit
from the self-sustained mode. Note that mass equivalent for the generation
of energy with the rate of 7 kW is 7.8× 10−13 kg/s.

The coupling of 20 kV voltage affects the diagram characterizing the
rotation velocity as a function of weight loss by increasing the value of
rotation velocity for a given weight loss as also the coupling of load does.
In the presence of voltage with output power 7 kW the rotation frequency
begins to decrease at the maximum weight loss of 35 per cent from 600 rpm
whereas the effective weight remains constant down to 400 rpm.

Figure 4: The development of the change of weight as function of rotation
frequency (figure 28 in [16]).

b) There is a strong parity breaking breaking involved. Depending on
whether the direction of rotation is clockwise or counter clockwise weight
is reduced or increases. The critical mode appears around 550 rmp for a
clockwise rotation and around 600 rpm for a counter clockwise rotation.
Searl has reported also the modification of radioactive decay rates in the
vicinity of the Searl device. The presence of classical Z0 (and possibly W )
besides em force could explain this kind of effects. It must be noted that
already the generation of the radial vacuum electric field in the roller magnet
means spontaneous parity breaking. The mere electromagnetic charging of
the rollers in the Earth’s electric field cannot however explain the different
critical rotation frequencies for the two rotation directions.

c) During the self-sustained mode a cooling of the environment in the
vicinity of the magnetic system is observed. A stable fall of the common
temperature 22 C of laboratory by 6-8 degrees was observed. This suggests
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violation of the second law. The sucking of energy from environment by a
phase conjugate mechanism could be involved. That phase conjugate waves
are involved was proposed also in the article of Dr. Paul la Violette [17].
Phase conjugate microwaves generated by magnetostatic waves are the best
candidate for the generalized standing waves (actually rotating around stator
magnet). The reason is that for sufficiently long wavelengths the dispersion
relation does not depend on wavelength so that arbitrary wave pattern re-
peats itself periodically with a frequency which is expressible in terms of
Larmor frequencies of electron in the fields defined by the magnetization
and by the external field (now the field of roller inside stator).

d) In a dark room corona discharges are observed around the converter
rotor as a blue-pink glowing luminescence and a characteristics ozone smell.
The cloud of ionization covers the area of a stator and rotor and has therefore
a toroidal shape. Also a series of horizontal yellowish-white luminescent
bands spaced along the height of the roller surface and separated from one
other by about a roller radius were observed. This suggest a high voltage
electron discharge from the surface of the roller magnets. It was however
not accompanied by sounds characteristic of arc discharge, which suggests
an emission coming from a larger surface rather from a point source.

The plasma could be due to the electromagnetic charging of the the
rollers. Roller system would consequently experience the force caused by
the Earth’s em and Z0 electric fields implying the effective loss of weight.
The radial electric field generated by Faraday effect in rotating systems
could induce an Ohmic current leading to a partial leakage of the charge to
the space-time sheets of environment: part of charge would flow to larger
space-time sheets associated with the rollers and would only induce a many-
sheeted polarization of the roller system.

The luminescence resembles high voltage microwave induced lumines-
cence observed prior to the point of electrical breakdown. Microwave radi-
ation associated with the self-organizing magnetostatic waves might be in
question. For electrons in a field of 1 Tesla the frequency of these waves is
around Larmor frequency fL ' 12 GHz and corresponds to a wavelength of
about 2.5 cm. The ionization of the air suggested by the presence of blue
light perhaps identifiable as electronic excitation line of ionized N2 molecule,
requires the presence of electrons with energies of order keV.

e) Concentric magnetic walls with a reduction of temperature inside
them begin to appear at 200 rpm. The strength of magnetic field depends
approximately linearly on the rotation speed and increases up to .05 Tesla.
The maximal temperature drop is 8 C. The walls are separated by a distance
of about .5 m which is the radius of the stator and the thickness of the wall
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is about 5-6 cm.
Intriguingly, the Larmor frequency for the maximal .05 Tesla magnetic

field associated with walls corresponds to .6 GHz and wavelength of .5 me-
ters, the radius of the stator. Hence this magnetic field strength might re-
late to a microwave resonance at cyclotron frequency and with a wavelength
equal the radius of the stator, and somehow providing the energy needed
by the system accelerating spontaneously. Lowest cyclotron transitions and
spin flip transitions inside magnetic walls would have this frequency natu-
rally and the magnetic walls would appear at the nodes of the waves.

The direction of the magnetic field inside the walls coincides with the
direction of the magnetic field created by rollers and is same as the direction
of the return flux of the magnetic field of stator+roller system. The inter-
pretation as a spontaneous magnetization associated with the Cooper pairs
forming a Bose-Einstein condensate at the space-time sheet of the magnetic
wall allows to understand the spontaneous acceleration of the rollers. Re-
mote metabolism in which phase conjugate microwaves induce spontaneous
magnetization liberating energy takes care of energetics. The rollers gen-
erate angular momentum by transforming the electronic spin and angular
momentum to the angular momentum of the roller and compensate the lost
spin by spin flips accompanied by a remote spontaneous magnetization of
the magnetic walls to achieve angular momentum conservation. Also the
rotation of electrons in the magnetic fields of the rollers could be effective
generator of recoil angular momentum.

The thickness of the magnetic walls about 5-6 cm is somewhat larger
than the roller radius 3.7 cm and twice the wavelength 2.5 cm of the mi-
crowaves possibly generated by self-organizing magneto-static waves at Lar-
mor frequency and rotating around the stator. The Larmor frequency as-
sociated with magnetic walls when spontaneous rotation starts corresponds
to a wavelength of .5 m which brings in mind resonance mechanism. The
generalized four-wave mechanism involving microwaves at both 2.5 cm and
.5 m wavelengths strongly suggests itself as a mechanism making possible
the spontaneous acceleration. Magnetostatic waves generated generated in
stator are good candidates for a building block of the mechanism.

3.1.3 The minimal model explaining the effects

The basic question is whether both the reduction of the inertial mass, in-
crease of effective gravitational mass, and classical em and Z0 forces are
needed. The minimal model involves only the classical em and Z0 forces.

a) The fact that the sign of the weight change depends on the direction
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of rotation suggests a large parity breaking effect. Already the mechanism
generating radial electric field induces spontaneous parity breaking and or-
dinary charging and Earth’s electric field might explain the effect. The effect
has however a slightly different dependence on rotation frequency for two
rotation directions and this requires the presence of also Z0 field. The pres-
ence of the repulsion or attraction due to the classical em and Z0 electric
fields of Earth on the rotator having em and Z0 charges increasing with rota-
tion frequency f is a good candidate for the explanation of the strong parity
breaking. These forces would be induced by the radial em and Z0 electric
fields induced by the rotating Z0 magnetic field created by the spinning
rollers and inducing in turn radial ohmic currents of electrons and neutrinos
from rollers and hence em and Z0 charging of the system. The basic test of
the model is to look how electric in the vertical direction affects the behavior
of the system.

b) The spontaneous acceleration might rely on a variant of so called
ball bearing motor mechanism [17]. The radial current of Z0 charge due
to Z0 Faraday effect flowing through the space-time sheet containing Z0

magnetic field of the roller ring suffers a Lorentz torque in the magnetic
and Z0 magnetic fields. Similar em torque appear in the space-time sheets
of rollers. When the rotation velocity is so high that the resulting torque
proportional to rotation frequency is larger than the frictional torque, the
system starts to accelerate. Together with Faraday effect this leads to a
positive feedback loop. This mechanism explains also the different critical
angular velocities for clockwise and counter clockwise directions of rotation
and provides the most economical model for the Searl effect.

3.2 The electric fields associated with rotating magnetic fields

The radial electric fields associated with rotating magnets were discovered
already by Faraday. The direction of field depends on the direction of rota-
tion and field gives rise to charge density. This means strong parity breaking
effect difficult to understand in standard physics framework. Also classical
Z0 fields are involved and the idea that the radial Z0 electric field generates
neutrino flow to larger space-time sheets and thus a net density of Z0 charge
turns out to be key element in the model of Searl device.
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3.2.1 Are the rotating magnetic systems consistent with Maxwell’s
equations?

Faraday’s observation that rotating magnetic generates radial electric field
E = ωρB is is only marginally consistent with Maxwell’s equations due
the presence of a charge density which changes sign when the direction of
rotation is changed. In TGD these fields are possible.

TGD allows purely geometric vacuum charge densities with no elemen-
tary particles acting as charge carriers. In particular, if ones ’kicks’ a 3-
surface containing a constant magnetic field into a rotational motion, vac-
uum charge density results. This is seen by considering a simple model
for the imbedding of a magnetic field Bz(ρ) as an induced gauge field in
M4

+ × S2, where S2 is a geodesic sphere of CP2. In spherical coordinates
(cos(Θ), Φ) for S2 the electromagnetic component of CP2 spinor connection
is

AΦ = cos(Θ) (4)

apart from a multiplicative numerical constant. The induced em gauge
potential is

Aµ = AΦ∂µΦ (5)

as a projection of the component of the spinor connection to the space-
time surface. In cylindrical coordinates (t, z, ρ, φ) for M4

+ one has for the
imbedding of magnetic field as an induced gauge field

cos(Θ) = f(ρ) , Φ = nφ , Bz(ρ) = ∂ρAφ = ∂ρfn , (6)

where n is integer. Note that the imbedding necessarily fails at some critical
radius since cos(Θ) cannot be larger than one: this is nothing but topological
field quantization of magnetic field to flux tubes.

When the magnetic 3-surface is ’kicked’ to a rotating motion one has

cos(Θ) = f(ρ) , Φ = n(φ− ωt) , (7)

and an electric field
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Eρ = ∂ρAt = −ωρB (8)

is generated.
The condition Eρ = vB = ωρB, which can be interpreted as the vanish-

ing of the net Lorentz force locally, gives rise to a vacuum charge density

ρvac = ∇ ·E = −ωB (in units h̄ = c = 1) . (9)

The sign of the vacuum charge density depends on the direction of rotation.
This means a large parity breaking effect. It is very difficult to understand
how the sign of the charge density could depend on the direction of rotation if
charge carriers were ordinary elementary particles. Thus this effect, observed
already by Faraday, seems to be in conflict with Maxwell’s theory and to
support TGD.

Charge conservation requires that the radial electric gauge flux of vac-
uum goes somewhere at the boundary of the magnet space-time sheet. The
only possibility is that a new space-time sheet is generated parallel to the
magnet space-time sheet (unless it exists already). The electric flux runs
through wormhole contacts or join along boundaries bonds to this space-
time sheet and back in radial direction at the second space-time sheet. If
this space-time sheet has negative time orientation (guaranteing that the
sign of the electric field as tensor component F0r changes), it has also nega-
tive energy, and energy conservation requires that the rotating system gets
positive compensating energy.

3.2.2 The fields associated with the rolling magnets

At theoretical level the situation in the case of magnets rolling along the rim
of stator ring does not differ essentially from the simpler case if one neglects
the effects caused by absolute minimization of Kähler action. One can also
apply the description below to the calculation of both em and Z0 fields. Z0

electric fields are present only in a system perform rolling motion. In the
following only the electromagnetic case is discussed.

The rolling magnet is described by a space-time sheet containing an axial
magnetic field and characterized by the mapping of M4

+ to S2, where S2 is
a geodesic sphere of CP2. M4

+ has local cylindrical space-time coordinates
(t, z, ρ, φ) and S2 spherical coordinates (u = cos(Θ), Φ).

a) A stationary system non-rotating cylindrical magnet corresponds to
the surface
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u = f(ρ), Φ = nφ .

In this case the magnetic field is of form

B = n∂ρu .

For a set of parallel magnets one must find imbedding for the superposition
of the magnetic fields and the expression generalizes to

B =
∂(u,Φ)
∂(ρ, φ)

,

which is just the Jacobian for the mapping from x-y-plane to S2 defined by
the matrix of partial derivatives.

b) The rotating, but not rolling magnet, is obtained by the replacement

t → t, ρ → ρ, φ → φ− ω

n
t = φ̂ .

The magnetic and electric fields are obtained by a standard tensor trans-
formation formula for antisymmetric space-time tensors and one has in the
case of single magnet

B =
∂(u,Φ)
∂(ρ, φ̂)

, E = B
∂(ρ, φ̂)
∂(ρ, t)

=
ω

n
B .

c) The rolling magnetic system is obtained from the stationary one by
kicking the space-time shee t to a rolling motion

u = f(ρ̂), Φ = nφ̂ ,

where one has

ρ → ρ̂ =
√

(x− x(t))2 + (y − y(t))2 , φ → φ̂ = arctan

(
(y − y(t))
(x− x(t))

)
− ω

n
t .

The motion of the center of mass of roller along a ring of radius R is given
by

(x(t), y(t)) = R× (cos(Ωt), sin(Ωt)) .

In the rolling coordinate system there is only magnetic field B̂(ρ̂, φ̂) ≡ B̂
present, and one can obtain the magnetic and electric fields in stationary
system by tensor transformation formulas:
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B(ρ, φ) = B̂ ∂(ρ̂,φ̂)
∂(ρ,φ) ,

E(ρ, φ) = B̂ ∂(ρ̂,φ̂)
∂(t,φ) ,

.

For Ω = mω, m integer, the electric and magnetic fields are period with
respect to time with frequency ω and one can expect resonance effects.

3.3 A classical model for the weight change and spontaneous
acceleration involving only em and Z0 fields and Faraday
effect

The assumption about the reduction of inertial mass by one per cent needed
to explain the spontaneous acceleration seems hard to take seriously, and
one must ask whether less exotic mechanisms generating the spontaneous
acceleration could be imagined.

In the article of LaViolette [17] a modification of the so called ball-
bearing motor effect combined with the Faraday effect is discussed as a
positive feedback mechanism leading to the angular acceleration of the sys-
tem. Ball bearing motor contains an inner conducting cylinder able to rotate
and coupled to the wall of the outer cylinder by ball bearings, which do not
slide with respect to the inner cylinder. When a radial voltage gradient
exists between the cylinders, a radial current j flows through the bearings
and Lorentz force

F =
∫

bb
j ×BdV ∼ IBVbb

acting on bearing in a tangential direction is generated and creates a torque
τ = F (R + r), where R and r are the radii of the inner and outer cylinder
(subscript bb refers to ball bearing in the formula). The current keeps the
cylinder in a rotating motion if given an initial torque.

The idea described in [17] is that one can regard the rotating rollers as
a single rotating ring and that Faraday effect generates also now a radial
electric field E = v×B through the ring. The estimate for the corresponding
maximum voltage through the roller is

V = πBf((R + r)2 −R2) .

For fmax = 23 × 10 Hz, R = .5m and r = .07 m, and B = 1 Tesla this
gives V = 2 Volts. Using the estimate R = 460 µOhm for the resistance
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of the roller, one finds that the current is about I = 4300 A. Using the
previous formula one can make an order of magnitude estimate for the re-
sulting torque on single roller as τ ∼ IBrR ∼ 140 Nm. The sign of the
torque changes with the direction of rotation and conforms with the fact
that angular acceleration is observed for both directions of rotation.

On the other hand, from the observed angular acceleration during the
spontaneous acceleration one obtains the estimate for the torque suffered by
single roller:

τ ∼ Mrr
22π

∆f

∆t
,

where one has ∆f ∼ 45 rpm and ∆t ' 5 sec. For the roller mass Mr ∼ 100
kg/23 this gives τ ∼ .45 Nm, which is by two orders of magnitude smaller
than the first estimate. Something goes wrong.

One can indeed criticize the model. The assumption that all the an-
gular momentum gained by the electron current is transferred to the roller
is probably wrong. The extreme situation is that the current flows out
freely through the boundaries of the roller and roller itself receives no an-
gular momentum. A more serious objection is following. The net radial
current associated with single spinning but non-rolling roller vanishes: why
shouldn’t the radial electric field of the roller simply rotate around the stator
so that no radial electric field would be generated?

3.3.1 A general model for the observed change of the effective
weight change below critical velocity

A general model for the effective weight change relies on the following as-
sumptions (in the following the units h̄ = c = 1 are used).
a) There are classical em and Z0 forces present due to the approximately
constant radial em and Z0 electric fields of Earth besides the elastic force
of springs with elastic constant k.
b) The inertial mass and gravitational masses of the system can change.
c) The gravitational acceleration due to the Earth’s gravitational field can
suffer a reduction g → εg, ε ≤ 1 due to the redistribution of the gravitational
flux between space-time sheets.

1. General parametrization of the model

The following set of equations represents a parametrization for this pic-
ture.

a) The em and Z0 forces experienced by unit em and Z0 charge per given
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Fem = eEem , FZ = gZEZ .

Here gZ corresponds to Z0 coupling constant strength αZ is related to the
fine structure constant αem = e2/4π by

αZ =
g2
Z

4π
=

αem

sin(θW )cos(θW )
, αem ' 1

137
, sin2(θW ) ' .23 . (10)

is Z0 coupling strength.
b) At the equilibrium height h the acceleration a vanishes, and one has

a = −ε(f)g +
QZ(f)gZEZ + Qem(f)eEem

m(f,±)
+

kh

m(f,±)
= 0 . (11)

It is assumed that inertial mass can change in the process so that one has
m = m(f,±). This gives for the equilibrium height h the expression

h(f,±) = ε(f)
m(f,±)g

k
± QZ(f,±)gZEZ + Qem(f,±)eEem

k
. (12)

QZ/em(f,±) refers to the absolute value of the Z0/em charge.
If one erratically (at least in TGD Universe) assumes that only ordinary

gravitational force is present, one would have

∆ [meff (f,±)]
m0

=
k∆h(f,±)

m0g

=
[
ε(f)

m(f)
m0

− 1
]
∓ QZ(f,±)gZEZ + Qem(f,±)eEem

m0g
,

(13)

2. What information one can deduce from the graph of rotation frquency
as function of relative weight change?

Consider now what conclusions one can make from the graph of the
rotation frequency f as function of relative weight change ∆G/G0 depicted
in figure 3.1.2.

a) The fact that the spontaneous acceleration starts at the same value of
effective weight change for both directions of rotation supports the view that
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the change of inertial mass is negligible, at least below the critical rotation
frequency. If there is no redistribution of the gravitational flux neither below
the critical frequency, one has

m(f,±) = m0 and ε(f) = 1 for f < fcr(±) . (14)

b) Below the critical mass change of ∓30 per cent the situation is com-
pletely symmetric in both cases unless the functions QZ/em(f, +) and QZ/em(f,−)
are different: this cannot be the case since the critical frequencies are dif-
ferent. The fact that the values of critical weight changes are same means
that the value of the absolute magnitude of em+Z0 force are in the role of
the critical quantity. On basis of the behavior of the these functions below
the critical frequency, it seems safe to assume that they can be regarded as
almost constant above fcr(±).

c) The observed graph of rotation frequency f as a function of ∆G/G has
a step around fcr which develops to a shoulder: frequency grows first rapidly
whereas the weight change remains practically constant. The development
of shoulder is due to the addition of a load taking the energy otherwise avail-
able for a spontaneous acceleration and generating a torque. The simplest
explanation for the spontaneous acceleration involves only classical em and
Z0 Faraday effect and generalization of the ball bearing motor effect.

3.3.2 TGD variant of ball bearing effect

The Lorentz torque giving rise to ball bearing effect involves two contribu-
tions. The first contribution corresponds to a radial electron current moving
in a radial electric field associated with rollers. Second contribution becomes
from Z0 current induced by the radial Z0 electric field associated with the
space-time sheet of the roller ring. This current consists of electrons and
neutrinos. Electronic part experiences both the magnetic field of roller and
Z0 magnetic field of the roller ring.

1. The Lorentz torque associated with the roller

Also the electrons of the radial Ohmic current of the roller experience
in magnetic field of the roller a torque in the axial direction. If the angular
momentum of the roller is conserved, an opposite torque affecting the roller
itself should be generated. If the electronic current changes its direction from
radial to slightly non-radial in the magnetic field (essentially Hall effect), the
electrons leaking out from the roller leave it non-radially and carry out net
torque so that compensating torque affects the roller system. When electrons
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do not leak out but are reflected back at the atomic space-time sheets the
resulting current experiences torque which tends to cancel the torque. If a
reflection of the current at the boundary occurs to larger space-time sheet
this does not occur and a net torque results. It is convenient to introduce a
parameter, call it ε, to characterize what part of electronic torque gives rise
to a torque acting on the roller.

Using Ohm’s law, one can write the torque in the form

τem = ε

∫

roller
j ×BdV = εσeωB2 × 2π

3
(r3

o − r3
i )h . (15)

where ro and ri are the inner radii and h the weight of the roller. ε is the
factor telling which part of the electric torque is transformed to a torque
affecting on the roller. ω refers to the rotation frequency of the roller.

If the only contribution to the torque is electromagnetic, one cannot un-
derstand the asymmetry with respect to the direction of rotation. The radial
Z0 electric field is proportional to ω2 since Z0 magnetic field is generated by
rotation and proportional to ω and this would explain the asymmetry. The
fact that em contribution must dominate in torque gives a rough estimate

ε ∼ 1
5

by using a direct estimate of torque from the observation angular accelera-
tion during the period when spontaneous acceleration occurs freely.

2. The Lorentz torque associated with the roller ring

In TGD framework the roller ring as a single system would correspond
to a larger space-time sheet and the magnetic fields of rollers are not at
this space-time sheet. The spinning rollers however create a Z0 magnetic
field at the space-time sheet of the roller ring and the rotation of the rollers
around the stator generates a radial Z0 electric field via Z0 Faraday effect. If
electrons feed their Z0 electric flux to this space-time sheet, they experience
the classical Z0 force, the torque due to both magnetic and Z0 magnetic
fields as well as the ordinary dissipation. Same applies to neutrinos. If the
currents in question are not able to leak out freely from the roller space-
time sheet, some fraction of the torque on current carriers acts on the roller
itself and induces a spontaneous acceleration. The neutrino contribution to
the radial current could dominate since QZ(e) is roughly 1/50 times smaller
than QZ(ν).

The predicted torque can be written as
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τZ = (εeFe + ενFν)× r ,

Fe = σe

∫

roller

QZ(e)gZ

e
EZ × [B + QZ(e)BZ ] dV

Fν = σν

∫

roller
QZ(ν)EZ ×QZ(ν)BZdV . (16)

Here one has EZ = v ×BZ and r denotes position vector from the origin of
stator. The parameters εe < 1 and εν < 1 characterize the fraction of the
torque on current carriers transmitted to a torque acting on the roller.

The sign of the em contribution depends on the direction of rotation
whereas Z0 contribution is of the same sign since already BZ is proportional
to the rotation velocity. Since spontaneous angular acceleration starts at
different critical frequencies, τem must dominate over τZ , which is however
present and for which the em Lorentz force acting on electron must dominate.

Electron’s Z0 coupling is by a factor ∼ 1/50 weaker than em coupling.
For BZ ' .4 Tesla to be deduced from the model for magnetic walls the em
Lorentz force dominates and gives a contribution which is of same sign for
both directions of rotation. For εe = ε the ratio of electromagnetic torque
deduced above and Z0 Lorentz torque would be very roughly of order

τZ

τem
∼ QZ(e)× r

R
' .08 .

where r/R ' .1 has been used. This is consistent with the difference (fcr,+−
fcr,−)/fcr,+ ' 1/11.

Neutrino current gives a contribution changing sign with the rotation
direction and thus cannot give the dominant part to the Z0 torque. This
gives

εν ≤ εe
σe

σν

QZ(e)eB
QZ(ν)gZBZ

.

If neutrino conductivity scales as σν/σe ' me/mν ∼ 5 × 106 then the es-
timate εν ∼ 10−9 follows for gZBZ ' .4 Tesla. Experimental data do not
allow to deduce whether exotic neutrino current is present or not.

The voltage of U = 20 kV between stator and the electrodes at the
outer rims of the rollers has an observable effect of order few per cent on
the rotation velocity. If this situation is comparable to the discussed one,
one must have
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εe <
10−7

x
,

where x is the fraction of voltage U over the roller. It is not clear from [16]
whether the voltage is over distance r (x = 1) or R + r (x = 1/11). This
estimate is quite different order of magnitude as the estimate for εe ∼ 1/5
characterizing the Lorentz torque generated by the radial current in the
roller. This suggests that the two situations are quite different.

This is indeed the case: the point is that both the stator and rollers are
surrounded by a copper foil which acts as a Faraday cage meaning that the
voltage at the surface of the foil is constant and the electric field created
by 20 kV voltage does not penetrate inside. The rollers and stator behave
effectively like electrodes of a capacitor.

3.3.3 The model for positive feedback neglecting ”back reaction”

It is good to start with a model neglecting the negative feedback due to
energetic constraints and indicated by the fact that 7 kW load leads to a
slowing down of the system. Hence only positive feedback is present and
can be modelled explicitly.

The first observation is that friction implies the presence of a torque
which can be modelled in the lowest approximation as being proportional
to the rotation frequency ω:

τfr = Ikω . (17)

Note that ω is 23 times the rotation frequency Ω of the roller and 230× 2π
Hz for Ω = 10 × 2π Hz. Assuming that the induced Z0 magnetic field is
proportional to ω, the angular acceleration can be parameterized as

dω

dt
=

τ

I
= P3(ω) = aω + b(ω2 +

1
ωcr

ω3)− kω . (18)

Here the term aω corresponds to a purely electromagnetic torque resulting
from the radial ohmic current inside roller, the term proportional to b to
the two Z0 magnetic contributions, whereas the term kω corresponds to the
friction. Z0 term dominates for ω À ωcr. One can pose as a convention the
conditions

b ≥ 0 , ωcr ≥ 0 . (19)
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1. Qualitative behavior of the system

The qualitative behavior of the system can be deduced from quite general
arguments generalizing in a straightforward manner to the more realistic
case.

a) The equilibrium points (stable or unstable) correspond to the zeros

P3(ω) = ω

[
a− k + b(ω +

1
ωcr

ω2)
]

= 0 (20)

of the third order polynomial appearing at right hand side of Eq. 18 repre-
senting vanishing net torque.

b) The first zero is ω = 0: for a − k > 0 this zero is unstable since
Lorentz torque wins friction torque in linear approximation and the system
begins to accelerate. According to Searl, his own device indeed starts to
spontaneously accelerate and would thus correspond to this situation. For
a − k < 0 friction torque wins and the system comes to rest unless the
initial rotation frequency is above critical frequency. The device of Godin
and Roschin corresponds to this situation. Searl’s device requires that the
friction is reduced sufficiently and the magnetic field is strong enough. The
use of electromagnets instead of ferromagnets might allow to achieve this
situation. The increase of electrical conductivity has the same effect. What
is interesting is that quantum Hall effect involves increases of conductivity
by thirteen orders of magnitude as the strength of the magnetic field is
varied. The explanation is in terms of fusion of the magnetic flux tubes to
walls at certain critical field strengths: along these current can run freely
without sticking around single flux tube. Whether something similar might
occur now in low temperatures in radial direction, is an interesting open
question.

c) The two other zeros correspond to the roots of the second order poly-
nomial appearing in the above equation.
i) If the roots are real, they correspond to two critical frequencies ω±. Sup-
pose that the roots are of different sign: ω+ > 0 and ω− < 0. This requires
a − k < 0. The system studied by Godin and Roschin corresponds to this
kind of situation. If |ω| ≤ |ω±| holds true the system decelerates to ω = 0.
The rotation with frequency ω± does not represent a stable situation and a
slight increase of the frequency above |ω±| implies a spontaneous accelera-
tion without limit, which represents an unrealistic feature of the model.
ii) Roots can be also of same sign: this requires a − k > 0. In this case a
spontaneous acceleration without limit occurs always for the other rotation
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direction. For the other direction it occurs without limit only above the root
with a larger magnitude. In the region between ω+ and ω− deceleration oc-
curs until the smaller root is achieved. Below the smaller root the system
accelerates to the smaller root. Hence the rotation with the smaller rotation
frequency represents a stable situation.
iii) If the roots are complex, the system accelerates without limit for both
directions of rotation. The reason is that a − k > 0 is necessary to achieve
this situation.

2. Quantitative analysis

Consider now the quantitative analysis of the model neglecting the ”back
reaction”. The roots of the second order polynomial correspond to an un-
stable motion with a constant rotational velocity and are given by

ω2 + ωcrω +
(a− k)ωcr

b
= 0 . (21)

This gives

ω± = −B

2
± 1

2
D ,

D =
√

B2 − 4C , B = ωcr , C =
(a− k)ωcr

b
. (22)

There are three different cases depending on whether the discriminant
D = B2 − 4C is positive or negative or zero.

D > 0 case

This situation corresponds to

a− k <
bωcr

4
. (23)

and means that critical frequencies ω± are real.
Solving the differential equation in this case gives

ω

ω(0)
×

[
ω − ω+

ω(0)− ω+

]ω−
D ×

[
ω − ω−

ω(0)− ω−

]−ω+
D

= e(a−k)t .

(24)
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One can distinguish between two different cases corresponding to the sign
of a− k.

a) For a − k < 0 ω+ and ω− have different sign. The magnitude of the
critical frequency is different for the two different directions of rotation as
observed in the experiment of Godin and Roschin and this is due to the
torque suffered by Z0 ohmic electron current j = σeEZ in the ordinary
magnetic field.

For |ω(0)/ω±| < 1 the system decelerates to ω = 0. For |ω(0)/ω±| > 1
|ω| becomes infinite in a finite time at the limit

t → t∞ =
1

b(a− k)
log

[
(ω(0)− ω+)

ω(0)
× (

ω(0)− ω−
ω(0)− ω+

)
− ω−

ω−−ω+

]
(25)

The spontaneous acceleration without limit occurs for both clockwise and
counter clockwise rotation but the values of the parameter t∞ are slightly
different:

t∞,+ − t∞,− = log

[
1− x

1 + x

]
1

b(a− k)
, x =

ω+

|ω(0)| . (26)

b) For a− k > 0 the roots are of same sign and smaller frequency corre-
sponds to a stable situation to which system either accelerates or decelerates.
The larger rotation frequency is unstable and an acceleration without limit
occurs above it. In this kind of stationary situation friction and Lorentz
torque compensate each other. For other rotation direction spontaneous ac-
celeration without limit occurs always. This situation could correspond to
Searl’s device.

D < 0 case

This situation corresponds to

a− k >
bωcr

4
. (27)

It can can occur only for a− k > 0. In this case the roots ω± are complex,
and one can express the solution in the form

1
x
× (X + Y ) = e(a−k)t ,
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X = log

[
ω

ω(0)
× (

ω2(0) + ω(0)ωcr + x

ω2 + ωωcr + x
)1/2

]

Y = −(|D
4
|)3/2 ×

[
arctan

[
ω + ωcr

|D4 |

]
− arctan

[
ω(0) + ωcr

|D4 |

]]

x =
(a− k)ωcr

b
, D = ω2

cr − 4x < 0 . (28)

A spontaneous acceleration without limit occurs always and ω = ∞ is
achieved in a finite time

t∞ = log

[
1
x

(X(∞) + Y (∞)
]

,

X(∞) = log

[
(ω2(0) + ω(0)ωcr + x)1/2

ω(0)

]

Y (∞) = −(|D
4
|)3/2 ×

[
π

2
− arctan

[
ω(0) + ωcr

|D4 |

]]

(29)

D = 0 case

For D = 0 one has ω+ = ω− and an exponential acceleration without
limit results:

ω = ω(0)e(a−k)t . (30)

The model discussed is certainly unrealistic. In particular, the prediction
that infinite value of ω is reached in a finite time interval is non-sensible.

3.3.4 The model taking into account the ”back reaction”

The model just described is an idealization.
a) Fast rotation would induce so strong a centrifugal force that it would

overcome the mechanical constraints and the radial Lorentz force experi-
enced by the rollers in the magnetic field of the stator. Acceleration to an
infinite velocity in a finite time would require a infinitely high power feed at
the limit and the effectiveness of the remote metabolism poses a restriction
here. Godin and Roschin found that the load above which the system starts
to decelerate is Pmax = 7 kW. From this one can estimate the maximum
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power feed from remote metabolism to the accelerating system using the
condition

Pmax = Iωmax
dω

dt
= Iωmax

[
(a− k)ωmax + b(ω2

max +
1

ωcr
ω3

max)
]
(31)

b) The negative feedback resulting from the finite efficiency of metabolism
can be modelled by adding to the equation of motion negative feedback term,
a kind of analog of ”radiation reaction” for linear motion. The simplest guess
is that the negative feedback term is proportional to the time derivative of
the angular acceleration:

τfb = −t0
d2ω

dt
= t0

d(dω
dt )

dω

dω

dt
= −t0P3(ω)

dP3

dω
.

P3(ω) = (a− k)ω + b(ω2 +
1

ωcr
ω3) . (32)

The net angular acceleration can be written as

dω

dt
= P3(ω)

[
1− t0

dP3

dω

]
= P3(ω)

[
1− (a− k)t0 − 2bt0ω − 3bt0

ωcr
ω2

]
.(33)

c) During spontaneous acceleration a load increasing in steps of 1 kW is
added to the system. The simplest model for the load is as a friction term.
The assumption that the torque describing the presence of load is of the
form

τL = −IkLω . (34)

means only a modification of the friction coefficient k: k → k − kL. The
power used by the load is given by

PL = τLω = IkLω2 . (35)

Applying this equation to the stationary situation ω = ω1± one can deduce
the value of kL.

kL =
PL

Iω2
1±

. (36)
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The resulting equations of motion are integrable. Besides the roots of
P3(ω) defining stable or unstable orbits for which the angular acceleration
vanishes, the roots of dP2/dω define additional orbits of this kind when real.
The roots are given by

ω1± =
ωcr

3


±

√
1 + 3× k + kL − a + 1

t0

ωcrb
− 1


 (37)

For

k + kL − a ≥ ωcrb

3
− 1

t0

(in particular for k + kL − a > 0) the roots are real and represent stable
orbits stabilized by the negative feedback and representing asymptotic sit-
uation in the case that the system starts to spontaneously accelerate above
|ω| > |ω±|. For sufficiently small values of t0 the condition for stable orbit
is satisfied always. This condition guarantees also the physically natural
condition |ω1±| ≥ |ω±|. Also for a− k > 0 one expects that t0 is for purely
physical reasons so small that roots are real so that stable orbits result.

More explicitly, the equations of motions read

∫
dω

P5(ω)
= ωcrt ,

P5(ω) =
3b2t0
aω2

cr

ω(ω − ω+)(ω − ω−)(ω − ω1+)(ω − ω1−) ≡ A−1
5∏

k=1

ω − ωk

ωcr
,

A =
a

3b2ω3
crt0

, (38)

and give

A× log

[
5∏

k=1

[
ω − ωk

ω(0)− ωk

]ck
]

= ωcrt ,

ck =
∏

l 6=k

ωcr

ωk − ωl
. (39)

Note that one has
∑

k ck = 0, which implies that the argument of logarithm
approaches constant for large values of ω. Depending on the initial condi-
tions and the sign of k − a the system approaches the limit t → ∞ either
ω = ω1± or ω = 0.
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3.3.5 Catastrophe theoretic model for the dynamics of Searl de-
vice

Rene Thom’s great achievement was the topological classification of different
very rapid, almost discontinuous, catastrophic changes appearing in poten-
tial flow dynamics [18]. The value of the catastrophe theory is that it gives
an overall view of the dynamics of a complex non-linear system. The form
of equations of motion is precisely the canonical form of equations to which
catastrophe theory applies as such.

The dynamics of the system can be regarded as a potential flow with the
torque derived from a potential function V (ω). Taking ”back reaction” into
account one has

dω

dt
=

dV (ω)
dω

,

V (ω) =
∫

P3(ω)dω − t0
P 2

3

2
,

P3(ω) = (a− k − kL)ω + b(ω2 +
1

ωcr
ω3) ,

∫
P3(ω)dω =

1
2
(a− k − kL)ω2 +

1
3
bω3 +

1
4

b

ωcr
ω4 . (40)

The limit when the back reaction is not taken into account corresponds
to the limit t0 = 0. In this case the potential function is fourth order
polynomial in ω and corresponds to the cusp catastrophe. In the general case
the potential function is sixth order polynomial in ω so that the dynamics
of the model corresponds to the butterfly catastrophe. Cusp and butterfly
and swallowtail represent basic catastrophes with one behavior variable in
Thom’s topological classification of catastrophes [18].

1. Cusp catastrophe as a model for the system without back reaction

In order to understand the character of the butterfly catastrophe it is
good to start from the cusp catastrophe which describes sudden changes in
a bistable system described by a potential having the canonical form

V (x) =
x4

4
− ax− b

x2

2
.

There is one behavior variable x and two control parameters a, b. The system
allows in the generic case three equilibrium points as roots of dV/dx = 0.
Two of them are stable and one unstable. The illustration of the cusp
catastrophe is provided by the figure 3.3.5.
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Figure 5: Cusp catastrophe

Searl device without back-reaction would be described by the dual of the
dual cusp catastrophe allowing one stable point and at most two unstable
points for given values of the parameters corresponding.

The potential function V (ω) is not quite the same form as for the canon-
ical form of the cusp catastrophe but can be transformed to it by a linear
change of the behavior variable.

a) Introduce first the dimensionless variables

ω → ω̂
ω

ωcr
, t → T = bωcrt , (41)

transforming the potential to a dimensionless function of a dimensionless
argument

dω̂

dT
=

dV̂ (ω̂)
dω̂

,

V̂ (ω̂) =
V

bω3
cr

=
1
2
(â− k̂)ω̂2 +

1
3
ω̂3 +

1
4
ω̂4 ,

â =
a

bωcr
, k̂ =

k + kL

bωcr
. (42)

b) This form differs from standard from only by the fact that also ω̂3

term is present and the absolute value of ω̂ appears in the linear term. By
performing the transformation
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ω̂ → Ω = ω̂ + 1 (43)

this term disappears and one obtains

dΩ
dT

=
dW (Ω)

dΩ
,

W (Ω) =
1
2
(â− k̂)(Ω− 1)2 +

1
3
(Ω− 1)3 +

1
4
(Ω− 1)4 ,

= −AΩ− B

2
Ω2 +

1
4
Ω4 + constant ,

A =
a− k − kL

ωcr
, B = −1− a− k − kL

ωcr
. (44)

This is the canonical form of the cusp catastrophe potential. In the canonical
representation of the cusp catastrophe Ω is referred to as a state variable
whereas A and B as control variables. A is called the normal factor and
corresponds now to the external load. Its variation over a critical value
in the region B > 0 induces a rapid catastrophic reduction of Ω. B is
known as the splitting factor and corresponds now to the variable a−k: the
catastrophe can occur only in the region B > 0 where the fold appears: in
recent case this corresponds to the condition

a− k − kL

ωcr
< −1 . (45)

a− k − kL is indeed negative in the experiment of Godin and Roschin.

2. Butterfly catastrophe as a model for the system with back reaction

Butterfly catastrophe has one behavior variable, which is now ω, and 4
control parameters so that the graph of the function dV/dω = 0 represents
a four-dimensional surface in the 5-dimensional space spanned by ω and
control parameters. Butterfly catastrophe models a situation in which there
are at most three stable equilibrium points instead of two as in the case
of cusp catastrophe. A typical application is a qualitative model for the
sudden changes in the distribution of opinions (hawks, doves present already
for the cusp plus liberals). In the case considered the three stable situations
correspond for k + kL − a > 0 to ω = 0 and ω = ω1± whereas the roots ω±
corresponds to unstable intermediate situations.

The canonical form of the potential for butterfly catastrophe is
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V (x) =
x6

6
− ax− b

x2

2
− c

x3

3
− d

x4

4
(46)

and one ends up to this form by performing a scaling and shift of ω in the
same manner as in the case of cusp. The projections of the bifurcation set
of the butterfly catastrophe to (a, b) plane for some values of parameters c
and d are given in figure 16 of [18]. The most concrete representation is in
terms of the behavior of the graph of a potential as a function of control
parameters for which maxima correspond to unstable and minima to stable
equilibria. Catastrophes correspond in this representation transformation of
real roots to complex roots or vice versa.

The model predicts that in the experiment of Godin and Roschin the
system should end up to a stable situation even without load (unless the
system becomes mechanically unstable). The experiments of Godin and
Roschin [16] demonstrate the slowing down of the system for the maximal
critical load 7 kW (see figure 3.1.2) and from the maximal rotation velocity
of 600 rpm. The interpretation is that the addition of the load reduces the
value of ω1± to value below 600 rpm. Slowing down is caused by the fact that
the stable orbit ω = ω1± becomes unstable due to a fusion of the maximum
ω± and minimum ω1± of the potential so that two real roots disappear and
only 3 real roots remain and the system begins to slow down to the stable
root ω = 0 (possibly stabilized by the load).

The condition ω1± = ω± reads as

1
3


±

√
1 + 3× k + kL − a + 1

t0

ωcrb
− 1


 =

1
2

[
±

√
1 + 4

k + kL − a

ωcrb
− 1

]
,

(47)

and allows to relate the parameter kL characterizing the load to other pa-
rameters.

3.3.6 Time evolution of the em charge of the roller

The model predicts how the electromagnetic charge of the roller evolves in
time. Suppose that the outflow of the electronic charge is proportional to the
overall strength of the electric field generated by the electromagnetic Faraday
effect as the the assumption that a radial Ohmic current j = σE is generated
inside the roller. This assumption is the only one possible in single-sheeted
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space-time, and in TGD framework it means that the ohmic current does
not flow back to the larger, non-atomic space-time sheets associated with
the roller. It will be found that the assumption is unrealistic.

1. Differential equations for the charge of the roller

Since the electric field generated by em Faraday effect is proportional to
ω, the general form for the differential equation governing the time develop-
ment of the net em charge of the roller is

dQem

dt
= aω(t) . (48)

Note that ω corresponds to the rotation velocity of the roller having maxi-
mum value of about 230× 2π Hz.

One can solve this differential equation by transforming it to a differential
equation with respect to ω giving

dQem

dω
= aω × (

dω

dt
)−1 . (49)

a is dimensionless constant. At velocities much below the critical velocity,
where external torque τ dominates, one has

dQem

dω
= aI

ω

τ(t)
. (50)

For instance, for constant torque Qem would increase as ω2. This kind of
behavior is consistent with the observed accelerating growth of the weight
change (proportional to Qem as a function of frequency.

Above the critical velocity one can write

dQem

dω
= a

ω

P (ω)
,

(51)

where one has

P (ω) = P3(ω) , or

P (ω) = P3(ω)(1− t0
dP3(ω)

dω
) (52)
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depending on whether one takes into account ”back reaction” or not.

1. Em charge for a system without ”back reaction”

For the system without ”back reaction” em charge remains finite:

Qem(ω) = Qem(ω(0)) +
a

b

ωcr√
D
× log

[
(ω − ω+)
(ω − ω−)

× (ω(0)− ω−)
(ω(0)− ω+)

]
,

D = ω+ − ω− =
√

B2 − 4C . (53)

Consider first the case when the roots are real (D > 0. For large values of ω
the charge grows with a logarithmic rate as a function of ω and approaches
to a constant value. This behavior is consistent with the observed slowing
down of the weight loss above critical rotation frequency. When the roots
are complex (D < 0), one can cast the expression for the charge in the form

Qem(ω) = Qem(ω(0)) +
a

b

ωcr√|D| × [φ(ω)− φ(ω(0))] ,

φ(ω) = 2× arctan

[ √|D|
2ω − ωcr

]
. (54)

A analogous formula applies in the case of Z0 charge: now however Z0

electric field is of same sign for both directions of rotation and this means
that the sign of the weight change is same for both directions of rotation.
This excludes Z0 force as the dominant contributor to the effective change
of weight.

3. Em charge for a system with ”back reaction”

Above the critical rotation frequency the model taking into account the
back reaction gives

dQem

dω
=

aω2
cr

3b2t0

1
(ω − ω+)(ω − ω−)(ω − ω1+)(ω − ω1−)

≡ A
∏

k

ωcr

ω − ωk
,

A =
a

3b2ω2
crt0

. (55)

Integration gives

Qem(ω) = Qem(ω(0)) + A× log

[∏

k

(
ω − ωk

ω(0)− ωk
)ck

]
,
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ck =
∏

l 6=k

ωcr

ωk − ωl
. (56)

Note that one has
∑

k ck = 0. When the system approaches ω1± the value
of the charge becomes infinite which is an unrealistic prediction. The pre-
diction however suggests that the loss of effective weight could overcome
gravitational force.

During the spontaneous acceleration the system should approach to con-
stant rotation velocity ω1± fixed by the value of the load. dω/dt = 0 at ω1±
implies that dQ/dω is infinite and the curve representing ω as function of
∆G/G0 should become horizontal. This indeed holds true in a good approx-
imation.

4. Many-sheetedness is needed

The model cannot be correct as such. The failure of the model in both
cases is that the predicted magnitude for the maximal charge outflow is by
several orders of magnitudes higher than needed to explain the weight loss.
The net rate of charging given by the difference of the radial currents at the
outer and inner surfaces would be

dQ

dt
= σπ

[
E(rout)r2

out −E(rin)r2
in

]
= σπωB

[
r3
out − r3

in

]
. (57)

The voltage over the individual roller ring due to Faraday effect is about .55
V for the maximum rotation frequency of about 230 Hz of the roller. From
the estimate 460 µOhm for the resistance of the roller one can deduce the
value of σ of neodynium as σ ∼ 103 Ohm−1m−1, the radial current would
be roughly 2000 A. This current generates a net positive charge of 1021e per
second in the roller, and means a generation of 10−6 elementary charges per
nucleon per second.

A convenient reference of comparison is provided by the ratio of eE/mpg
of the electromagnetic force caused by Earth to the gravitational force in
the case of proton. For the upper bound E = 104 V/m for the Earth’s
radial electric field at the surface of Earth the ratio is about 1011 and 109

for the lower limit of E = 102 V/m. If the em charge of the roller generated
by Ohmic electron currents flowing out in the radial electric field created
by Faraday effect is responsible for the change of the weight then the em
charge generated per nucleon during second should be of order 10−10. This
fraction is by a factor 104 smaller than the charge implied by the Faraday
effect assuming that all Ohmic current leaks out. Many-sheeted space-time
concept suggests that the charge returns back to larger space-time sheets
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associated with the roller so that the net charge of the roller increases much
slower than in single sheeted space-time. The simplest manner to model this
kind of behavior is to assume that only a fraction ε ∼ 10−4 of the Ohmic
current leaks out from the system.

5. The effect of 20 kV voltage

For a clockwise rotation and in the presence of 20 kV voltage with output
power 7 kW the rotation frequency begins to decrease at the maximum
weight loss of 35 per cent from 600 rpm. The effective weight remains
constant down to 400 rpm. Without voltage this is not the case. A possible
interpretation consistent with the model for the em charging is that the
value of em charge becomes maximal and is not appreciably affected by
the reduction of the rotation velocity reducing the vacuum electric and Z0

electric fields. This should relate somehow to the presence of the conducting
copper folio around the rollers and stator carrying opposite surface charges.
The presence of the folio and voltage would not allow the electrons dispersed
in the environment of the rollers to readily flow back to the rollers.

The 20 kV voltage and possible accompanying Z0 voltage would take
care that the rollers remain em and Z0 charged even when the radial electric
fields generated by the rotation weaken. The gradual increase of the load in
units of 1 kW reduces rotation speed in absence of 20 kV voltage but not
appreciably in its presence.

3.3.7 Estimates for the parameters of the model

The crucial question is whether the parameters that are zero in the absence
of the classical Z0 force are large enough to allow the catastrophe theoretic
interpretation. The following estimates demonstrate that this is the case
if the rollers behave as Z0 paramagnets in the sense that the small Z0

magnetic field HZ created by the rotational motion generates much stronger
neutrino Z0 magnetization MZ . The parameter µZ defined by the condition
BZ = HZ + MZ = µZHZ is of order 1011 and this is basically due to the
smallness of the neutrino mass (mν ∼ 2× 10−7me).

A convenient manner to characterize the situation is to compare the ra-
tios τi/I, where i = 1, 2, 3 refers to the component of the torque proportional
to ωi. Since the ”back reaction” term does not dominate, it is enough to
perform the estimates by neglecting its presence.

The moment of inertia of the roller with respect to the rotation axis is
given by
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I = ρm

∫
ρ2dV =

π

2
ρmr4

oh(1− x4) ,

x =
ri

ro
' 0 . (58)

Here ro = 3.7 cm and ri = .5 cm denote the outer and inner radii of the
roller and h its height. In the following the approximation x ' 0 is used to
simplify the formulas.

Consider now various contributions to the torque.
a) The purely electromagnetic contribution to the torque corresponds to

the linear term in ω and is given by

τem

I
=

σ

ρm
B2ω . (59)

Note that the purely electromagnetic acceleration does not depend on the
scale of the system.

b) The Z0 Lorentz force experienced by purely electromagnetic part of
electronic Ohmic current and em Lorentz force experienced by Z0 part of
electronic Ohmic current contribute torques τem,Z and τZ,em proportional to
ω2 in the approximation that Z0 magnetic field is proportional to ω. The
basic formulas are

τem,Z =
∫

(jem ×BZ)× rdV ,

τZ,em =
∫

(jZ ×B)× rdV ,

jem = σv ×B , jZ =
gZQZ(e)σ

e
v ×BZ (60)

The Z0 magnetizing field HZ is created by Z0 current

jZ = nZ〈QZ〉gZv , v = ωρ, (61)

where nZ is the density of average Z0 charge 〈QZ〉. H − Z can be deduced
from ∇ × HZ = jZ . To estimate numerically the ratios it is convenient to
express nZ as

nZ =
ε

a3
,
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where a = 10−10 meters defines atomic size scale. ε = 1 would correspond
to a Z0 charge 〈QZ〉 per atomic volume.

Assuming Z0 paramagnetism this gives

BZ = µZHZ ,

HZ = nZ〈QZ〉gZω
ρ2

2
. (62)

Using the approximation

EZ ' Ω(R + ro)BZ =
ω

23
× µZHZ (63)

for the Z0 electric field, one can derive the expressions for the ratios τem,Z/τem

and τZ,em/τem at reference rotation frequency ω0, which can be taken to be
ω0 = 2π × 230 Hz. This gives

τem,Z(ω0)
τem(ω0)

=
1
3
× x×X , ,

τZ,em(ω0)
τem,Z(ω0)

=
R + ro

ro

6
5× 23

' 66
135

,

x =
QZ(e)g2

Z

e
, X = µZε〈QZ〉ω0r

2
o

Ba3
.

(64)

The power of the parameter

X =
2BZ(r0)

gZB

characterizes the relative magnitudes of different powers of ω in τ . X is
proportional to the parameter ω0r

2
o , which suggests that the critical rotation

frequency scales as

ω0 ∝ 1
r2
o

in the scaling of the system whereas Larmor frequency would scale as 1/r0.
This holds true if friction force is proportional to the mass of the system so
that k ∝ 1/r2

o holds true.
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c) The electronic ω3 contribution τZ,Z can be derived from the general
formula

τZ,Z =
∫

(jZ ×BZ)× rdV ,

jZ =
gZQZ(e)σ

e
× (v ×BZ) . (65)

Also neutrinos could contribute to Ohmic Z0 current. The fact that the
critical frequencies differ by about 10 per cent for the two rotation directions
means that ω2 term must be comparable to ω3 term. This means that the
possible contribution of neutrinos cannot be much larger than the electronic
contribution.

The ratios τZ,Z/τem and τZ,Z/τem,Z are given by

τZ,Z(ω0)
τem(ω0)

=
1

23× 7
× R + ro

ro
× x×X2 ,

tZ,Z(ω0)
τem,Z(ω0)

=
5
7
×X . (66)

Consider now quantitative estimates.
a) Since the parity breaking given by ω2 term is of order 10 per cent,

the order of magnitude estimate

X ∼ 10

follows and gives

µZε〈QZ〉 ∼ 10 Ba3

ω0r2
o

,

BZ(r0) ∼ 5gZB .

Not surprisingly, the induced Z0 magnetic field BZ must be of the same
order of magnitude as the ordinary magnetic field. Together with

x =
QZ(e)g2

Z

e
' 10−2

this means that third order term is of order ten per cent from the linear
term when the ”back reaction” is not taken into account.

b) For µZ = 1 the requirement X ∼ 10 would give ε ∼ 10−3. This
is certainly an unrealistic value of Z0 charge density since even very small
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strengths of the Earth’s Z0 electric field would give to large changes of effec-
tive weight. The theory of paramagnetism generalizes in a straightforward
manner to the case of Z0 paramagnetism due to the unpaired neutrino spins.
Z0 magnetization density and µZ in the thermal equilibrium are given by

MZ = nνtanh(
µν,ZHZ

T
)× µν,Z ' nν × µν,ZHZ

T
× µν,Z ,

µZ ' nν × µν,Z

T
× µν,Z ,

µν,Z =
gZQZ(ν)

2mν
. (67)

The linear approximation holds true for µν,ZHZZ/T ¿ 1. From the previ-
ous estimate on has BZ ∼ B, which gives µν,ZHZ/T ∼ 10−3 at the room
temperature. nν denotes the density of unpaired neutrino spins: the first
guess is that there is roughly one unpaired neutrino spin per atomic volume.
This would give µZ ∼ 1011 and ε = 10−13. The estimate looks rather rea-
sonable and the presence of unpaired neutrino spins might relate to the Z0

charging of the rollers.

3.3.8 The condition that Z0 charge can cause appreciable effects

One can also estimate also the amount of Z0 charge needed to generate a
weight change comparable to the electromagnetic weight change. One can
deduce an expression for the Z0 charge per nucleon (neutron or proton) by
expressing the total mass as m0 = Nmp:

QZ

N
= QZ(p)

∆G

G0

mpg

gZQZ(p)EZ
. (68)

At the right side appears the ratio of the gravitational force to classical Z0

force experienced by proton.
A reasonable looking lower bound for QZ follows from the requirement

that the Z0 electric force experienced by proton in the Earth’s magnetic field
is not stronger than the electric force so that one would have the constraint

gZQZ(p)EZ

mpg
< 1011 .

The proton’s Z0 charge is QZ(p) ∼ 1/50. From this a lower bound for the
Z0 charge per nucleon follows
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QZ(fcr)
N

=
∆Gcr

G0

mpg

gZEZ
> .30× 5× 10−10 = 1.5× 10−10 . (69)

Roughly every tenth billionth neutron would be unscreened. The result
seems rather reasonable.

To my best knowledge in the construction of Searl the rollers were not
constrained in any manner to the system. The requirement that the cen-
trifugal acceleration does not throw the rollers away gives an additional
constraint to the theory. Em force or directed radially inwards could ex-
plain the stability. The stability condition reads as mv2/R ≤ QvB and
gives

Q

N
≥ mpf

2πB
. (70)

For B = 1 Tesla and f = 10 Hz this gives Q/N ≥ 5.6 × 10−11. A possible
interpretation for the plasma around the rotor is as electrons flown out of
the rollers.

3.3.9 Explanation of the coronal discharge

The presence of the coronal discharge with the characteristic ozone smell
around the rotor in the experiments of Roshchin and Godin [2] has pink-
blue color. This suggests that the light results from atomic or molecular
transitions. Gas discharge tubes and so called sprites and elves associated
with certain type of lightnings exhibit also red and blue light (see [11] and
TGD based model of this phenomenon in [H4]. In the case of sprites red
and blue light results from the electronic excitations of N2 molecules and
blue light from the collisions of electrons or N2 molecules exciting N+

2 ions.
Similar mechanism could be at work also now. N2 molecules and N+

2 ions
would be ions of the surrounding air and one should understand the origin
of electrons.

Unfortunately, it is quite not completely clear from [16] whether the
luminescence was present only when 20 kV voltage was present. In this
case one could understand the phenomenon as a dielectric breakdown. In
the case that the luminescence was present also in the absence of 20 kV
potential the explanation of the phenomenon should relate to the outflow of
electrons from the rollers as Ohmic currents.

One can imagine several candidates for the explanation of this phe-
nomenon and the situation is still somewhat unsettled.
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a) The first and wrong guess is that the acceleration of charged particles
in the radial electric field generated by the rotation alone gives them enough
energy so that they can ionize the air. The energy gained by an electron
moving freely in the radial electric field is ∆E = eBωρ2/2. For B = 1
Tesla, ρ = .1 meters and ω = 20π/s this gives energy which is about .6
eV, which cannot cause ionization. When friction is taken into account,
the estimate for the average kinetic energy gained between two successive
collisions is ∆E = eEl, where l = 1/nσ is the free path of the charged
particle in the magnet. From the estimates σ ∼ 10−20 m2 (geometric cross
section for atom), n0 = 1030/m3 for the order of magnitude of the density
of the condensed matter, it is clear that the energy is quite too low to cause
ionization.

b) The leakage of the electrons of the Ohmic current to the space-time
sheets of environment involves dropping from atomic space-time sheets to
larger space-time sheets. In this process they would liberate their zero point
kinetic energy. This process would also occur only during the rapid acceler-
ation. For an electron the dropping from the atomic space-time sheet this
energy is about 1 keV so that X rays are liberated. These X rays would
ionize the air and generate highly energetic electrons, which in turn make
collisions with N2 molecules and N+

2 ions and generate electronic excita-
tions producing the pink-blue glow. For ions the zero point kinetic energies
are below .5 eV (proton’s zero point kinetic energy). This process is indeed
expected to occur near the boundaries of the rolling magnets.

This process allows also the following interpretation. The time reversal
involves phase conjugates of microwaves and perhaps also radiation at other
wavelengths. Phase conjugate waves correspond to photons with negative
energy. Therefore one might see the emission of X ray as a process in which
negative energy X ray is emitted from the region containing the luminous
plasma and absorbed by the electron dropping to the larger space-time sheet.
The time reversed process could start already from the excitation of the
molecules of air by the emission of negative energy photons and end with
the emission of negative energy X ray inducing the dropping of the ion
to the magnetic flux tube. This picture would conform with the claimed
absorption of energy from the environment in the rotating magnetic system
and the decrease of entropy. TGD indeed predicts that the second law of
thermodynamics holds true only above p-adic time scale characterizing the
system and that below p-adic time scale the arrow of the geometric time can
change (that p-adic numbers are not well ordered conforms with this). Even
the spontaneous acceleration of the rolling magnets could be interpreted as
a dissipative slowing down in an appropriate time scale.
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c) Godin and Roschin [16] compare the phenomenon to a high voltage
microwave induced di-electric breakdown. The transversal electric fields
associated with the topological light rays serving as correlates for the nega-
tive energy microwave photons emitted by the magnetostatic wave pattern
could define the high voltage making possible the acceleration of electrons
to kilovolt energy range so that they can ionize the surrounding air. The ap-
pearance of yellowish-white luminescent bands with distance of about roller
radius 3.7 cm along the height of the roller surface have been reported and
might relate to the dependence of the magnetostatic wave patterns on the
vertical coordinate. The variation might relate to the local variation of the
magnetostatic resonance frequency caused by the non-isotropic character of
the magnetization in the vertical direction in turn causing the variation of
dominant microwave frequency and the associated transversal voltage.

3.3.10 Critical question: Could Lorentz torque serve only as a
control mechanism?

Year of two after the construction of the model above I learned that the
Lorentz torque might serve as a relatively weak control action only. The
point is that the magnetic field of the stator rotates with that of rollers
and the fact that the magnetic flux in the rollers corresponds to the return
flux of stator magnetic field suggests this. In this kind of situation a radial
current is established also in the stator. The radial ohmic currents in the
stator and rollers are directed inwards/outwards or vice versa in this kind
of situation so that the radial current from stator can flow to rollers. A flow
equilibrium could result providing rollers and stator with opposite charges.

Lorentz torque forces the electrons to a rotational motion in both stator
and rollers. If the distributions of the electronic charge density is not fully
rotationally symmetric this implies an electrostatic torque which could force
the rollers to a rotational motion. In this kind of situation Lorentz force
would serve in the role of control knob inducing much stronger torque. The
catastrophe theoretic model discussed above could still serve as a satisfactory
model for the situation although originally constructed assuming that only
roller magnetic fields rotate. Later a detailed model for the flow equilibrium
is discussed allowing to gain some insights about the significance of the
material composition of the system.

3.4 The role of the material composition of the system

The proposed model is certainly far from a complete description.
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a) The description does not distinguish between Searl device and a much
simpler rotating cylindrical magnet.

b) No consideration is given to the materials used in the device.
c) It has been also assumed that the radial ohmic current flows freely in

and out from the roller. This need not be the case so that only a polarization
implying no effective weight loss could occur.

The elegant experiments carried out by Samuli Penttinen (personal com-
munications) with simpler systems involving essentially rotating cylindrical
magnets has given important clues about the additional features that might
be essential for the functioning of the Searl device and its modifications.
Samuli also realized that the nylon layers used in the rotating magnets could
serve as charge reservoirs and this could be important for the functioning of
the system.

3.4.1 Polarization viz. net charging

The experiments with rotating magnets demonstrated that the weight loss
does not occur in systems involving only single rotating magnet or several
of them on top of each other. This can be understood if the system only
polarizes: the radial ohmic current would gradually generate constant charge
density inside the system and a compensating surface charges at the outer
(and possible inner) surfaces of the rotating magnet (say cylindrical shell).
What is required is net charging and flow equilibrium in which di-electric
breakdown (indicated by the ozone smell) occurs continually.

3.4.2 Material composition of the system

Both the stator and rollers have a four-layered Titanium-iron-nylon-neodynium
structure (titanium being he outermost layer) in the device of Russians.
Both iron and titanium are magnetic materials and good conductors. It is
however not clear why just iron and titanium should be used besides neo-
dynium and nylon.

Consider next the possible function of the nylon layer which does not
carry magnetic field.

a) Cylindrical layers made of nylon are known to be capable of developing
very high polarization charges in an external electric field. Also high friction
charges are generated in structures consisting of nylon.

b) Cylindrical nylon layers start to rotate if the electric field is created
by oppositely charged charge-carrying structures parallel to plane orthog-
onal to the axis of the cylinder and at opposite sides of the cylinder and
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not tangential to the cylinder. The rotation is due to the net torque gener-
ated by the Coulomb interaction between induced charges and the opposite
charges carried by the structures is non-vanishing. In the device of Godin
and Roschin it is difficult to imagine that torque could be generated by
electrostatic forces.

c) Searl believed that nylon layer serves as a kind of control gate guar-
anteing continual flow of electric charge in radial direction from neodynium
magnet instead of a pulsed flow. Pulsed flow might be interpreted in terms
of a generation of high polarization surface charge followed by a dielectric
breakdown reducing the charge to a small value after which it takes time
to get back to the criticality. In flow equilibrium nylon layer would receive
the radial ohmic current from neodynium and transfer it to iron. By its
properties nylon could serve as a high capacity charge reservoir so that the
dielectric breakdown at the surface of the roller would not lead to a dramatic
reduction of the net charge and a continual criticality could be achieved.

d) Nylon is an organic material and one cannot exclude the possibility
that this might be crucial for the functioning of the device. For instance,
plasmoids are generated in microwave oven if one burns organic material
such as match in the oven. It might be just the organic character of nylon
which allows dropping of electrons to larger space-time sheets in the di-
electric breakdown.

3.4.3 Quantum criticality

It is known that the experiments are difficult to replicate. A possible expla-
nation is that the phenomenon is quantum critical and occurs in a narrow
range of physical parameters. Quantum criticality would most naturally cor-
respond to a criticality against dielectric breakdown involving dropping of
electrons to the larger space-time sheets making possible over unity energy
production. The radial ohmic current and net positive charge stabilized by
nylon layer would guarantee that this situation prevails. Critical fluctua-
tions have typically a coherence length and the generation of magnetic walls
could be interpreted as critical fluctuations.

3.4.4 Model for flow equilibrium

In order to get a quantitative picture it is good examine explicitly what
happens in flow equilibrium.

1. The conditions characterizing flow equilibrium
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Assume that layers contain rotating magnetic field. As will be found,
this does not necessarily require that the layer rotates. In flow equilibrium
current from layer below equals to the current to layer above so that one
has the conditions

jair,− = jTi,+ jTi,− = jFe,+ jFe,− = jnylon,+− jnylon,− = jneod,+ . (71)

Here the subscript +/− refers to the outer/inner boundary of the layer.

2. Charges in the interiors of layers and corresponding electric fields

The values of the charges generated inside the layers and the surface
charges at their boundaries can be deduced from flow equilibrium conditions.

a) In equilibrium the electric field inside given layer is the sum of the
rotationally generated component EFara = ωρ×B and the static component
Estat = λbelow/ρ generated by the net charge in the layers below:

E = Estat + EFara . (72)

The net static electric field due to the positive charge density generated
by Faraday effect is always outwards directed and does not depend on the
direction of rotation unlike the direction of EFara. b) The positive charge
per unit length in the interior is given by by

λ(t) =
∫
∇ · jOhm = 2σlayerSlayerB

∫
ω(t)dt , (73)

where S(layer) is the area of the layer. For the net field σlayerSlayer is
replaced by sum over the contributions of layers below it.

The static electric field created by a given layer is

Estat =
2
ε0

σlayerSlayer × 2B
∫

ωdt

ρ
. (74)

The charge and the field increases without limit in absence of dielectric
breakdowns. Note that the ratios of static electric fields are given by the
ratios of quantities σlayerSlayer of various layers. From the table below it is
clear that iron neodynium) layer contains the highest (lowest) charge and
generates the strongest (weakest) field.
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This formula dictates the charges of the magnetic layers but says nothing
about the charge of the nylon layer expected to act as a charge reservoir.
Assuming that nylon layer contains a constant charge density, the situation
is mathematically similar to that for magnetic layers but the prediction
of the value of charge density in flow equilibrium would require a model
predicting the maximal charge stored by the nylon layer.

3. Charges at the boundaries of layers

In flow equilibrium the ohmic current flowing from layer below equals to
the ohmic current entering to the layer above. This gives

Eabove,− =
σbelow

σabove
Ebelow,+ . (75)

The subscript +/− refers to the top/bottom of the layer.
d) The difference of the normal components of electric fields determines

the density of the surface charge ρs accumulating at the boundary between
the layers

ρs = ρs =
Eabove,− − Ebelow,+

ε0
=

σbelow

σabove

Ebelow

ε0
. (76)

The ratio of fields E+ and E− in a given layer is given by

E+

E−
=

Estat,+ + EFara,+

Estat,− + EFara,−

=
Estat,−

R−
R+

+ EFara,−
R+

R−
Estat,− + EFara,−

. (77)

At the limit when the static charge of the layer is very large EFara can be
neglected and one has

E−
E+

' R+

R−
. (78)

Integer ratios are obtained in the layered geometries considered.

4. Concrete application of the boundary conditions

These general conditions can be applied to deduce what happens in the
flow equilibrium.
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a) The conductivities of neodynium, nylon, iron, and titanium are given
by the table below

material neodynium nylon iron titanium air
σ/10−6Ωm 1.6 (.1− 5)× 10−6 10 2.4 1.5× 10−8

b) In the flow equilibrium an electric field at neodynium-nylon boundary
at radius ρ = R1 satisfies the condition Enylon,−/Eneod,+ = σneod/σnylon,
which is in the range (0.32− 16)× 106 so that the boundary layer contains
very strong positive surface charge amplifying the net positive charge of the
neodynium layer.

c) In nylon the ohmic radial current is conserved so that the static electric
field in nylon decreases as 1/ρ. Hence in nylon-iron layer at radius R2 one
has

Eiron,−
Enylon,+

=
σnylon

σiron
, (79)

which is in the range (.1 − 5) × 10−7 so that a negative surface charge is
generated at this layer whose magnitude is by a factor

σneod

σiron

R2

R1
(80)

larger than the positive surface charge in layer below. Eiron,− can be ex-
pressed in terms of Eneod,+.

Eiron− =
σneod

σiron

R1

R2
Eneod,+ . (81)

Obviously nylon layer is strongly polarized and carries very strong electric
field.

d) In titanium-iron boundary one obtains

ETi,− =
σiron

σTi
Eiron,+ ' 4.3Eiron,+ =

σiron

σTi

R1

R2
Eiron,−

=
σneod

σT i

R1

R2
Eneod,+ (82)

so that a positive charge density is generated. The ohmic current from iron
is by a factor larger about 4.3 than the ohmic current entering to titanium so
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that a negative charge density should indeed accumulate at the iron-titanium
boundary layer.

e) In titatium-air boundary the application of the continuity conditions
together with the fact that the conductivity of air is about 1.5×10−8/Ohmm
implies that the electric field in air is by a factor of order 108 stronger than
in titanium layer so that a very strong positive surface charge should be
generated. This positive surface charge might relate to the ionization of air
caused by the electron current by the proposed mechanism. Thus it would
seem that the most important boundary is titanium-air boundary.

Of course, the application of the conditions in this boundary layer might
be too strong an idealization since the following estimate suggests that di-
electric breakdown occurs. The Faraday field E = vB = 2πfBR at the
surface of the system containing rotating magnetic field has for f = 10 Hz,
R = .1 m, B = 1 Tesla, the magnitude 2π V/m. This would mean that the
electric field in air would be 2π × 105 kV/m. The electric field needed for
the dielectric breakdown in air is E ∼ 3× 103 kV/m so that the breakdown
should occur for the roller system much before the maximum field strength
is achieved and the proper description should be based on the notion of
continual di-electric breakdown.

3.4.5 Two views about the functioning of the system

The magnetic fields in stator and rollers are in opposite direction. Thus
the magnetic flux tubes from the stator should return back along rollers
and the flux quanta associated with layers made of particular element could
correspond to each other. In this kind of situation one might think that
the rotation of the magnetic fields associated with the rollers forces also the
magnetic field of the stator to rotate. Otherwise a twisting of the magnetic
flux tubes analogous to that occurring at the convection zone of Sun occurs
and a periodic process analogous to the formation of sunspots should occur
as flux tubes eventually untwist.

The problem is that if the magnetic field of the roller rotates both with
respect to stator- and roller axis, a twisting around roller axis still occurs.
The only way out seems to be the assumption that the magnetic field asso-
ciated with the roller resides at two space-time sheets.

a) The first magnetic component rotates only with respect to the stator
axis and corresponds to the return flux of the stator.

b) Second component rotates with respect to the roller axis and its return
flux flows along the magnetic walls and one would have also an explanation
for the appearance of the magnetic walls as a return flux of a magnetic field
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created by dropped electrons possessing angular momentum. The electrons
from the surface of the stator at almost-contact points with the rollers (at
least here) would drop to the magnetic flux tubes carrying the magnetic field
rotating with the roller. Hence the formation of magnetic walls would be
forced by the dropping process. The first guess would be that the gradual
buildup of the walls could mean that the part of the return flux of rollers
flowing through stator transforms gradually to a return flux through walls
and thus minimizes the losses due to the eddy currents generated by the
rotation of the return flux of rollers through stator. The return flux is
however parallel to that in rollers so that the guess is wrong.

There are thus two options depending on whether stator magnetic field
rotates or not.

1. Magnetic field in the stator does not rotate

Assume first that the magnetic field in the stator does not rotate.
a) Rotating magnetic layers develop a constant density of positive inte-

rior charge with a constant rate dρ/dt = σωB by the radial ohmic current.
This charge is compensated by a negative surface charge gradually cumu-
lating to the surface of the magnetic layer unless the radial current flows to
the nylon layer as in the case of Neodynium. The iron layer above the nylon
layer can suck electrons from nylon.

b) The negative charge at the outer surface of a rotating roller induces an
opposite polarization charge at the stator surface in the immediate vicinity of
the rotating roller. A flow of electrons to the stator can occur in the resulting
strong electric field so that the stator develops a negative net charge and
roller a positive net charge. The charge flow between roller and stator could
involve a dielectric breakdown with dropped electrons at the large space-
time sheet carrying the current.

c) Stator-roller polarization does not yet lead to the effective weight
loss in the Earth’s electric field. This is achieved if di-electric breakdown
starts to occur along the entire roller surface and induces a net charging
of the stator-roller system and a negative ionization of the air. Di-electric
breakdown would start to occur as the roller develops a critical positive
charge. Nylon layer would guarantee that a dielectric breakdown occurs
continually at the entire roller surface and the charge of the roller would
have a constant value in the flow equilibrium.

2. Magnetic field in the stator rotates

If the magnetic field of the stator co-rotates, a radial current is generated
also in the stator and the previous general picture applies to it. The overall
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radial scale of the stator is larger so that the charging rates for the magnetic
layers in the stator would be higher since the areas of layers are larger. Note
that the flow equilibrium at the inner surface of the stator (air-Nd boundary)
would also give also non-trivial condition. An alternative option would be
that a positive surface charge is generated at the inner surface.

There would be two different radial currents if magnetic field has two
components at separate space-time sheets. The radial current associated
with a space-time sheet rotating with stator would flow inside rollers in the
radial direction with respect to rollers apart from a rotation induced by
Lorentz force. The radial electronic current flowing at the space-time sheet
rotating with the stator would flow inwards and would consist of dropped
electrons.

These currents make possible the generation of opposite charges for the
roller and stator system and electrostatic forces could guarantee the stability
of the rotation of rollers against centrifugal acceleration. In fact, a very
rough order of magnitude estimate for the magnetic and centripetal forces
demonstrates that the orders of magnitude for the magnetic and kinetic
energies of the roller should be same. Magnetic energy is however smaller
by several orders of magnitude for reasonable parameter values.

Electrostatic force could induce a torque if the rotational symmetry is
broken.

a) The Lorentz torque on the radial ohmic currents causes the rotation
of the radial electrons around the stator and rollers in the same direction
and could serve in the role of a switch inducing possibly much stronger
electrostatic torque.

b) The flow of the electronic charge from the stator to roller at almost-
contact points and stator-roller electrostatic interaction would induce a
breaking of the rotational symmetry for the rotating charge distributions.

c) One can imagine a situation in which the roller and its electronic
charge distribution rotate with the same velocity as the rotationally non-
symmetric charge distribution in the stator so that the distribution of Coulomb
forces and torques between charge distributions does not change and net
force and torque vanish in equilibrium. The deviations from equilibrium by
acceleration or slowing down would generate torque.

d) It must be however emphasized that this situation is purely classical.
Rotation continues as long as one feeds rotational energy to the system to
compensate for the dissipative effects. The spontaneous acceleration of the
system is something very different and its energetics requires new physics.

e) In flow equilibrium there must be an electron flow from the hollow air
volume inside the stator to the air volumes inside rollers and the expecta-
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tion is that a closed current circuit is formed in the flow equilibrium. This
mechanism would guarantee that the positive charges associated with var-
ious magnetic layers do not grow without limit. The system however loses
electrons as they drop to larger space-time sheets if the system accelerates
spontaneously and the system develops a positive charge: this charge cannot
grow indefinitely. One might hope that the diffusion of electrons from air
could compensate for the losses so that the system could effectively act as
a perpetuum mobile for some time.

3.4.6 More precise view about the dropping of electrons

The notion of many-sheeted space-time gets quite strong empirical support
from the recent findings that nuclear reaction rates depend on the electronic
environment and are highest in conductors [22, 23]. The formula explaining
the enhancement of the reaction rates is based on the idea that projectile
nucleus is accelerated in the Coulomb field of the electronic plasma cloud
surrounding the nucleus and causing Debye screening [20, 21]. The model
is however in a direct conflict with atomic physics which does not allow the
description of atomic electrons below atomic radius using classical thermo-
dynamics.

TGD reproduces the empirically verified formula for the enhancement
of the reaction rates by assuming a variant of Trojan horse mechanism ac-
cording to which the projectile nucleus arrives the target nucleus along a
space-time sheet associated with conduction electrons and in this manner
overcomes Coulomb barrier [F8]. The assumption that thermal excitations
kick the projectile nucleus to the space-time sheet of the conduction elec-
trons produces same formulas as Debye model. There is no need to ad
hoc ”de-quantization” of atomic physics although one must generalize it to
many-sheeted space-time.

This model gives also highly welcome constraints to the model for how
electrons are dropped to larger space-time sheets in rotating magnetic sys-
tems.

a) The assumption that the conduction electrons drop from ”conduction
space-time sheets” would explain why the magnets used must be conductors.
It would however force to challenge the simple model which assumes that
electrons are essentially free. The problem is that Coulombic binding energy
with nuclei dominates over the kinetic energy for conduction bands. This
means that in the dropping to the space-time sheet of the environment at
which Coulomb interaction energy is absent, the energy of the electron would
increase so that the process would require energy!
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b) The most obvious resolution of the problem would be that the radial
electronic current does not correspond to electrons in the ordinary conduc-
tion band but to free electrons not feeling the Coulomb attraction of the
nuclei. The size of the space-time sheets in question should be atomic, that
is correspond to the p-adic length scale L(k = 137) ' .8 Angstrom. Note
that these sheets would be connected by thin join along boundaries bonds to
a larger connected structure to make possible the flow of the current. The
first thing to come in mind is that This structure directly corresponds to
the atomic lattice.

This makes sense if the atomic nuclei feed their electric gauge fluxes to
space-time sheets smaller than atomic space-time sheets. The Bohr radius
for n = 3 electron orbital for Fe with Z = 26 is n2a0/Z ∼ .18 Angstroms
to be compared with the p-adic length scale L(k = 131) ' .1 Angstrom,
so that L(131) is the natural guess for the p-adic length scale associated
with bound electrons. For instance, bound atomic electrons could reside at
k = 131 space-time sheet, conduction electrons at k = 134 = 2 × 67 space
time sheet (p = 67 is prime), and free electrons of the radial ohmic current
at k = 137 space-time sheets receiving no electric gauge flux (electronic and
nuclear fluxes compensate each other in this length scale precisely).

This picture leads to an additional condition for the model: the material
used must be such that free electrons are possible at k = 137 space-time
sheets. It also predicts that Searl device ceases to work when the free elec-
trons have been depleted from atomic space-time sheets.

3.5 Magnetic fields associated with the Searl device

The magnetic fields associated with the Searl device are highly interesting.
The topological quantization of the rotating magnetic and Z0 magnetic fields
might have interesting effects. The magnetic walls are not identifiable in
terms of the return flux of the magnetic field of stator+roller system and
their proper interpretation should be decisive for the understanding of the
functioning of the system.

3.5.1 Magnetic fields generated by the rotating system

The magnetic field associated with the rollers rotates. Also the Earth’s mag-
netic field is associated with a rotating system. Magnetosphere decomposes
into a rotating inner magnetosphere and non-rotating outer magnetosphere.
The ionic current due to the ions frozen to the magnetic flux tubes is a
signature for whether the magnetic field is rotating and means in case of the
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inner magnetosphere the presence of ring currents. The radial electric field
E = v×B is in the case of the Earth’s magnetosphere of order .02 V/m and
much weaker than the radial electric field of about 102 − 104 V/cm.

This raises the question whether the rotating magnetic and Z0 magnetic
fields associated with the Searl’s machine decomposes into a rotating inner
magnetosphere consisting of flux tubes and the non-rotating outer magne-
tosphere consisting of magnetic walls. As discussed in the Appendix, the
DCP2 → 3 phase transition in which the dimension of the CP2 projection of
the space-time sheets carrying magnetic field increases two to three, implies
a qualitative change in the structure of the magnetic field, and might also
relate to the generation of the magnetic walls.

In many-sheeted space-time it is not obvious that the magnetic fields
of rollers and stator sum up coherently inside the rollers and stator. The
generation of magnetostatic waves requires coherent summation and it seems
natural to assume that coherent summation occurs inside stator. For rollers
coherent summation is not consistent with the idea that rotation corresponds
to the rotation of the vector potential defining the magnetic field.

3.5.2 What is the interpretation of the magnetic walls?

As already discussed, the experiments of Godin and Roschin involve also
strange magnetic walls and accompanying thermal effects begin to appear
at about f = 200 rpm at which also the effective weight change becomes
detectable. The thickness of walls is about 5 cm and the distance between
the walls is about .5 m which corresponds to the outer radius of the stator
ring. The height of the walls is at least 12 m and the field intensity stays
essentially constant up to 15 m and then weakens rapidly. The maximum
value for the magnetic field strength is .05 Tesla at f = fcr = 600 Hz. The
direction of the magnetic field inside the magnetic walls is upwards. Since
the stator magnetic field is directed downwards and its flux dominates over
the flux of the roller fields, one could interpret magnetic walls in terms of
the return flux of a topologically quantized dipole magnetic field created by
the stator-rotor system.

The following observations are crucial hints concerning the formulation
of the quantum level model for the spontaneous acceleration of the rollers.

a) For electron possessing only spin angular momentum the Larmor fre-
quency ωL = geB/2me, g ' 2, associated with a magnetic field of 1 Tesla
field corresponds to a wavelength of 2.5 cm, one half of the thickness of the
magnetic walls. What looks mysterious is why the thickness of magnetic
walls should be twice the Larmor wavelength.
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b) The Larmor frequency for the maximal .05 Tesla magnetic field as-
sociated with walls corresponds to .6 GHz and wavelength of .5 meters, the
radius of the stator. This strongly suggests that some kind of resonance
mechanism is involved.

In TGD framework the strange magnetic field structures are identifiable
as topological field quanta of the magnetic field somehow generated by the
rotating magnetic system. Magnetic walls are present only in the rotating
system so that they cannot be solely due to the dipole fields of a non-rotating
system.

a) The first identification would be magnetic fields resulting in a spon-
taneous magnetization of a Bose-Einstein condensate of Cooper pairs of
electrons associated with the space-time sheets of the magnetic walls.

b) An alternative identification would be as the flux quanta of both Z0

and em magnetic fields associated with the rolling cylinders. For vacuum
extremals Z0 field is approximately 8 times stronger than magnetic field and
of opposite sign. This would suggest that the return flux of topologically
quantized Z0 magnetic field created by the rotating rollers is in question.
The predicted maximal value of Z0 magnetic field would be about .4 Tesla
for vacuum extremals.

One can discriminate between the two proposals by using the fact that
the temperature is lower inside magnetic walls.

a) For vacuum extremals the magnetic energy density vanishes inside
magnetic walls so that no temperature change should occur. Hence the
identification in terms of Z0-em magnetic walls does not seem to work.

b) One could try to understand the lowering of the temperature inside
the magnetic flux structures in the following manner. In ordinary hydro-
dynamics the condition p + ρv2/2 = p0, where p0 is pressure in the region
where flow velocity vanishes, holds true by energy conservation along flow
lines. In magneto-hydrostatics the corresponding condition reads as

p +
B2

2
= p0 = nT0 , (h̄ = c = 1) . (83)

Here p0 and T0 denote the pressure and temperature outside the magnetic
flux tubes and the equation p = nT for ideal gas has been used. The equation
implies a lowering of the temperature:

∆T

T
= −B2

2p0
.
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For a magnetic field strength of order .05 Tesla and pressure of one atmo-
sphere (105 N/m2) the estimate for the reduction is ∆T/T ' 10−2, which is
one half of the reported reduction of temperature ∆T/T ' 6 K/295 K = .02.
The failure by a factor of two might signal the transfer of thermal energy
to the roller system. For spontaneous magnetization the density of mag-
netic energy need not be even positive so that the thermal energy would be
completely transferred to to the rotating system. In any case, the order of
magnitude is sensible and does not favor the presence of Z0 magnetic field.

3.6 Remote energy and angular momentum transfer in ro-
tating magnetic systems

The classical model for the spontaneous acceleration does not explain how
the Lorentz torque on electron current is transformed to a torque on rollers.
Neither does it explain the origin of the magnetic energy of magnetic walls.

3.6.1 What should one understand?

The mechanism forcing the rotor magnets to roll without slipping is easy
to understand. As mentioned already earlier, the periodic deviation of the
direction of magnetization from vertical with the same period for the rollers
and stator makes the magnets magnetic cogwheels. This guarantees that
the rollers roll rather than only rotate since the resulting magnetic torque
makes slipping impossible.

The energetics behind the formation of magnetic walls and spontaneous
acceleration is however far from clear. Also the generation of angular mo-
mentum of the roller should be understood.

a) The formation of magnetic walls requires energy and also the possible
Bose-Einstein condensates in possible excited cyclotron energy states require
also energy and one should understand the origin of this energy.

b) The proposed classical model for the spontaneous acceleration does
not say anything about the detailed mechanisms for how the torque on ohmic
current is transformed to a torque on the roller. If the oppositely directed
magnetic fields of the stator and roller rotate in the same direction, the
flow of electrons from stator to rollers at almost-contact points could break
the rotational symmetry and Lorentz torque could serve as a switch induc-
ing electrostatic torque vanishing when rollers rotate with same velocity
as charge distributions in dynamical equilibrium. This model explains the
rotation of the rollers if one feeds to the system rotational energy compen-
sating for dissipative losses but does not say anything about spontaneously
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occurring acceleration which requires a mechanism generating an additional
torque.

c) Remote metabolism or remote utilization of energy by sending neg-
ative energy phase conjugate photons to a suitable target able to absorb
them is basic mechanism in TGD inspired theory of consciousness and of
quantum biology and could be at work now. This mechanism could also
make possible remote transfer of angular momentum.

3.6.2 How the Lorentz torque on ohmic current is transformed
to a torque on the roller?

The proposed classical mechanism assumes that the Lorentz torque on the
ohmic current is somehow transformed to a torque on the roller. The clas-
sical realization would be by the symmetry breaking mechanism already
discussed leading to a situation in which rollers rotate with a constant ve-
locity if rotational energy is feeded to compensate for the dissipative effects.
For quantum level mechanism leading to the spontaneous acceleration the
transfer of the electronic angular momentum to the roller would most natu-
rally occur as the conduction electrons with net angular momentum drop to
a larger space-time sheet and give their angular momentum to the roller. If
the dropping is radiationless meaning that the liberated zero point kinetic
energy is received by the roller, the mechanism also provides the energy
needed by the accelerating motion of the roller.

The mechanism would be analogous to the mechanism in which scattered
lattice electron gives part of its momentum and energy to the lattice. The
first guess is that the liberated photon with energy E ≤ Emax = .94 keV
is absorbed by a titanium atom in the roller. If the electron drops from
k = 137 to k = 139 the liberated zero point kinetic energy is from the
proportionality E0 ∝ 1/L(k)2 ∝ 2−k given by 3Emax/4 ' .705 eV. The
nuclear charge of Ti is Z = 22 and electronic configuration is 3d24s2. The
binding energy is for the ground state E(Ti, 1) ' 222EH = 6.5824 keV and
for n = 3 state E(Ti, 3) ' ETi(1)/9 = .731 keV, which is rather near to the
zero point kinetic energy liberated in the dropping of conduction electron
from k = 137 to k = 139 space-time sheet.

For Fe one has Z = 26 and the ionization energy from n = 3 state is
1.021 keV in the same approximation so that also iron could be considered
as the outermost layer. Nd has Z = 60 and electronic configuration 4f46s2

and the energy of photon emitted in n = 4 → 5 transition is 1.1 keV, which
seems somewhat too high. If this picture is correct then also the choice of
the material in the utmost layer would be one aspect of quantum criticality
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and allow to understand why it is so difficult to replicate the experiments.

3.6.3 How the magnetic walls suck energy from the rotating mag-
netic system

The model is too speculative to allow any strong conclusion about whether
the energy is transferred from the rotating system to the magnetic walls of
vice versa. It however seems the the most elegant option is that the rotating
system provides the energy for the formation of magnetic walls and for the
rotation of electrons in the magnetic fields in question.

The transfer of energy could be from the rotating magnetic system to
the magnetic walls if the liberated energy is due the dropping of electrons
to larger space-time sheets at the boundary of the rotating system and also
at the boundary of stator in the case that the corresponding magnetic field
rotates. This would explain also the lowering of the temperature in the
vicinity of the the system.

A straightforward estimate assuming N = 30 magnetic walls with height
h = 15 m (this is only the lower bound for the height) gives for the net
magnetic energy of the walls the estimate E ∼ 104 kJ, which corresponds to
the observed maximum power feed of 7 kW for a time interval of 103 seconds.
After the walls are established the dark electrons or their Cooper pairs
rotating in the magnetic field of the walls would receive their energy and
angular momentum by time mirror mechanism from the rotating magnetic
system.

The most plausible mechanism for the formation of magnetic walls and
generation of rotating Bose-Einstein condensates of dark charged particles at
the walls is based on remote metabolism. The simplest option is that Cooper
pairs of dark electrons at the magnetic walls suck the energy by emitting
phase conjugate photons. The dropping of electrons of Ohmic currents to
the space-time sheets of the environment liberating energy in keV range
should serve as the primary source of energy: this would naturally occur
during the di-electric breakdown.

At first it seems difficult to understand how the negative energy mi-
crowave photons from the magnetic walls could transform to negative keV
photons inducing radiationless dropping of electron to a larger space-time
sheet. The large value of h̄ = nh̄0, n integer [A9], suggests a solution to
the problem. If one has n = E(drop)/E(micro), the energy of the phase
conjugate dark microwave photon equals to that inducing the dropping of
the electron. What would happen is that the dark microwave photon trans-
forms to an ordinary photon without change in energy but a reduction in
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wavelength.
For E(drop) = 1 keV and E(micro) = .25 × 10−4 eV corresponding to

a microwave wavelength λ = 5 cm one obtains n = 5 × 223 with 4 per cent
accuracy. For λ = .5 m corresponding to the distance between the magnetic
walls n = 3× 227 equals to E(drop)/E(micro) with .1 per cent accuracy so
that this option is definitely favored. Both integers define Fermat polygon
(a polygon constructible using only ruler and compass) and these integers
are number theoretically preferred [A9].

Since the wavelength in question should correspond to a size scale of a
rotating magnetic system to achieve resonance, the quantization of h̄ and
zero point kinetic energy would mean that the effect occurs only for special
choices of the scales of the system. This kind of criticality would help to
understand why it is so difficult to reproduce the effect and conforms with
the intuitive ideas of Searl about the importance of the quantization of
length scales characterizing the system.

Obviously it would be very natural for the Larmor wavelength of the
magnetic field associated with the walls to correspond to the radius of the
stator equal to the distance d = .5 m between magnetic walls. In this situa-
tion one could interpret the microwave radiation as cyclotron radiation. The
original estimates based on the association of fc = 300 Hz to the Earth’s
magnetic field BE = .5 Gauss indeed led to the estimate λ = .5 m. Un-
fortunately, the calculations contained a systematic error since fc(p) = 300
Hz corresponds to .2 Gauss: the estimate for the wavelength would become
thus λ = .2 m.

The discovery of this error forced to reinterpret the effects of ELF ra-
diation on vertebrate brain as being due to cyclotron transitions in dark
magnetic field Bd = 2BE/5 = .2 Gauss accompanying the Earth’s magnetic
field. If one assumes that magnetic walls carrying maximal ordinary mag-
netic field B = .05 Tesla are accompanied by dark magnetic walls satisfying
Bd = 2B/5, one obtains λ = .5 m instead of .2 m. As a matter fact, this
is not the first time when a calculational error seems to have a beneficial
deeper purpose!

3.6.4 Possible other mechanisms for the remote energy and an-
gular momentum transfer

The proposal that rotating magnetic field could receive its energy and angu-
lar momentum from the magnetic walls by time mirror mechanism turned
out to be short lived. One can however imagine several mechanisms of re-
mote energy and angular momentum transfer from rotating magnetic system
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to the magnetic walls besides the one already discussed, and also a mecha-
nism of remote spontaneous magnetization emerges naturally.

a) Remote spontaneous magnetization of Bose-Einstein condensates of
Cooper pairs associated with the magnetic walls could feed energy and an-
gular momentum from rollers to walls and possibly also vice versa. Also
collective cyclotron states with non-vanishing net angular momentum could
be formed via this kind of angular momentum transfer. An essential element
would be the conservation of energy and angular momentum and transfor-
mation of electron spin and possibly orbital angular momentum due to the
rotation in the magnetic field of the wall to the angular momentum of roller.

The remote spontaneous magnetization could compensate a partial loss
of roller magnetization and would be achieved by generating phase conju-
gate microwaves at Larmor frequency corresponding to a magnetic field of
B = .05 Tesla with wavelength of .2 meters. The dark magnetic field asso-
ciated with the living matter in the model for the effects of ELF em fields
on vertebrate brain relates to the Earth’s magnetic field via the relationship
Bd = 2BE/5. If the dark magnetic field relates to observed maximal mag-
netic field by the same scaling factor, the wave length is .5 meters and corre-
sponds to the radius of the stator magnet. If the phase conjugate microwave
photons are dark with large h̄ this requires that these photons de-cohere to
N ordinary phase conjugate microwave photons absorbed by the stator or
rotor magnet. This looks like self assembly to single dark negative energy
photon when looked in the normal direction of geometric time.

b) The generalized four-wave mechanism allows much more general stand-
ing waves than the usual theory and plasma oscillations and magnetostatic
waves are ideal in this respect since their dispersion relation is such that
plasma frequency does not depend on wave vector at all. Magnetostatic
waves in the stator are good candidates for generating the microwave pho-
tons at wavelengths of .5 m responsible for standing wave with magnetic
walls at its nodes and for spin flips inside the magnetic walls. The Larmor
frequency of electron in the rollers would correspond to a wavelength equal
to the thickness of the magnetic walls and the microwaves resulting in spin
flips in roller magnets could be responsible for the generation of magnetic
walls.

c) The Larmor frequency for the maximal .02 Tesla dark magnetic field
associated with walls at critical frequency corresponds to .76 GHz and wave-
length of .5 meters, the radius of the stator. Hence this magnetic field
strength might relate to a microwave resonance at cyclotron frequency and
with a wavelength equal the radius of the stator, and somehow providing
the angular momentum needed by the system starting to accelerate spon-
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taneously when the resonance condition for wavelength is satisfied. Lowest
cyclotron transitions and spin flip transitions inside magnetic walls would
have this frequency naturally and the magnetic walls would appear at the
nodes of the waves.

d) What comes in mind is the presence of Bose-Einstein condensate of
electronic Cooper pairs with spin J = 2 created above the critical frequency
at the space-time sheets representing magnetic walls and possessing angu-
lar momentum opposite to the angular momentum gained by the rollers
spontaneously.

i) The spin flips inside rollers transform part of electronic spin to the
angular momentum of the roller and tend to change roller magnetization.
By the stability of the spontaneously magnetized state, the effect of spin
flips on magnetization of the roller is compensated by the reversals of the
spin flips.

ii) The compensating spin flips in the roller at the Larmor frequency
fL = 12 GHz are accompanied by transverse magnetostatic waves in the
stator. The frequency corresponds to the factor

ε = Φ− 1 =
√

5− 1
2

for the magnetic field H = εM0 of roller inside stator. What is interesting
is that Golden Mean appears. Only those regions of the stator, where this
condition is satisfied contribute significantly to the spin flips and an optimal
distance between rollers and stator is crucial for the mechanism to work.
The spin flips are mediated by the emission of microwave photons at 12
GHz frequency.

It is interesting that Golden Mean appears also in another manner in
the system. The ratio of the thickness d of the dark magnetic walls (twice
the wavelength of 12 GHz microwaves) to the radius R of the stator equals
to 1/10 in a good approximation. These lengths correspond to phase incre-
ments of 2π and 2π/10 for the corresponding waves. The phase increment
of 2π/10 relates directly to the Golden Mean by cos(2π/10) = 4−Φ

2 .
iii) The change in the magnetization of the stator is compensated by spin

flips and generation of orbital motion of electrons inside dark magnetic walls
and now the frequency in question is .6 GHz corresponding to the wavelength
.5 m. This explains why spontaneous acceleration starts at critical frequency.
The correct prediction is that the magnetization directions of the rollers and
magnetic walls must be same.

The Bose-Einstein condensates of Cooper pairs play a central role in
the TGD inspired theory of living matter and are made possible by the
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many-sheeted space-time concept. Spontaneous magnetization of spin J = 2
Cooper pairs of electrons at the space-time sheets of the magnetic walls liber-
ating rotational angular momentum could represent the precise mechanism
of spontaneous acceleration. The emission of phase conjugate microwave
photons at wavelength of .5 meters by the magnetostatic waves rotating
in the stator magnet could induce the spontaneous magnetization, which
corresponds to a lower energy than the non-magnetized phase.

3.7 Connection with the dark matter hierarchy

The discovery of years 2004-2005 was that in TGD Universe Planck constant
h̄ could be dynamical and quantized and that TGD in principle predicts
the spectrum of Planck constant allowing also a well-educated guess of its
spectrum. A further proposal is that for a given p-adic prime there could
be hierarchy of Planck constants with arbitrarily large values. These ideas
have meant breakthrough in interpretational issues of TGD, and as I write
this I am still working through the TGD inspired theory of living matter
and consciousness armed with this new understanding.

3.7.1 Basic vision about dark matter hierarchy

I will not repeat the basic ideas related to the dark matter hierarchy since
they are discussed thoroughly in previous chapters. Suffice it to say that the
levels of dark matter hierarchy are partially characterized by a non-negative
integer kd characterizing the value of h̄ as h̄(kd) = λkd h̄0, λ ' 211. Also
more general values of λ are possible and λ is predicted to be integer valued
[A9] with integer values λ = nF corresponding to Fermat polygons defined
as n-polygons constructible using only ruler and compass being favored. For
these values of n the quantum phase q = exp(iπ/n) is expressible in terms of
square roots of rationals. The integers nF are expressible as products nF =
2k ∏

i Fsi , where Fs = 22s
+1 is Fermat prime and appears at most once in the

product. s = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 gives the lowest Fermat primes 3, 5, 17, 257, 216 + 1.
Large h̄ phase means that de Broglie and Compton wave lengths as well

as corresponding time scales are multiplied by a factor λkd . If particle den-
sities are not reduced in the phase transition to the dark matter phase, the
quantum sizes of particles, which correspond to sizes of space-time sheets,
become so large that particles overlap. The standard criterion implies that
macroscopic quantum phases become possible.

The situation in which phases kd and kd + 1 compete has interpreta-
tion in terms of quantum criticality. Poincare invariance implies that four-
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momentum and spin are not changed in the phase transition h̄ → λh̄. This
means that spin is fractionized by 1/λ factor making possible fractional
spins if λh̄ is used as a unit. The concrete interpretation of large h̄ phases
at space-time level is following. What happens that space-time sheet be-
comes analogous to a λ-sheeted Riemann surface defining λ-fold covering of
M4 locally. At space-time level the transition to quantum criticality would
thus correspond to a single step in the transition to chaos, not by period
doubling but by λ-pling (and more generally, period -pling by a harmonic
or subharmonic of λ).

An important application is the quantum model for high Tc super-conductivity
[J1, J2, J3]. This model predicts the basic length scales of cell (cell mem-
brane thickness of L(151) = 10 nm, the thickness L(149) = 5 nm of single
lipid layer of the cell membrane, and the over all size of cell like structure
involved as L ≤ L(173) = 20 µ). The emerging model of bio-system as high
Tc superconductor is discussed in [J1, J2, J3]. The basic prediction is that
fractally scaled up variants of the cell nucleus with size scales λkd should be
fundamental for understanding of not only living matter but perhaps also
the em and Z0 interactions at the level of magnetosphere.

The energy of the cyclotron states behaves as λkd for given B. Bose-
Einstein condensates associated with cyclotron states in Earth’s magnetic
field BE = .5 Gauss would be fundamental for bio-control and for kd = 4
all ions satisfying A ≤ 223Z have cyclotron energy scale above the thermal
threshold 86 meV at room temperature. Cyclotron frequencies are in EEG
range and most bosonic ions have cyclotron frequencies in alpha band around
10 Hz. Electron cyclotron states satisfy the thermal stability criterion at
room temperature even for kd = 3 for BE . For kd = 4 the size of magnetic
flux quanta is about 10 Earth radii so that dark matter hierarchy provides
a justification for the notion of magnetic body.

3.7.2 Magnetic walls as reservoirs of dark energy and angular
momentum?

This general picture suggests that the magnetic walls associated with the
rotating magnetic system contain dark matter Bose-Einstein condensates in
cyclotron states having angular momentum and that the spontaneous accel-
eration of the system is forced by angular momentum conservation as this
Bose-Einstein condensate is formed. Since the maximal value of magnetic
field is 210BE = .05 Tesla, cyclotron states of electron Cooper pairs are ther-
mally stable at room temperature even for kd = 2. Magnetic walls would be
the counterparts of cell membranes and kd = 2 for λ = 211 predicts them to
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have thickness of λ2L(151) = 4 cm whereas the experimental value is ∼ 5
cm. The upper bound for the size of system consisting of magnetic walls,
analogous to endoplasma membranes inside cell, would be λ2L(173) = 80
m.

Magnetic walls could serve as angular momentum and energy storages if
the Bose-Einstein condensation occurs to a cyclotron state carrying angular
momentum. The accelerating rotating system could suck energy and angu-
lar momentum from this reservoir by time mirror mechanism which means
sending of negative energy phase conjugate photons absorbed by the Bose-
Einstein condensate. Note however that the accelerated rotation can be
explained in terms of Lorentz torque suffered by the radial ohmic currents.

In the model of living matter kd = 4 bosonic ions at magnetic flux tubes
are in a key role and the cyclotron frequencies of most bosonic ions belong
to alpha band around 10 Hz. It becomes possible to explain the not only the
band structure of EEG but also the narrow sub-bands correctly [J3, M3].
10 Hz frequency is the rotation frequency of rotating magnetic system and
this suggests that also kd = 4 for which cell membrane thickness is scaled
up to about 160 km and and cell size to about 10 Earth radii is involved.

3.7.3 Also Z0 magnetic walls could be involved

The large parity breaking observed in rotating magnetic systems suggests
that also long ranged weak fields are involved with the dynamics of Searl
device. Hence one can ask whether also weakly charged dark matter could
be involved. Exotic ions having both weak and em charges result when some
nuclear color bonds having quark q and antiquark q at their ends become
charged ud or du type color bonds, are possible and might be of relevance
for living matter [F8, F9]. These exotic ions couple to kd = 1 dark variants
of k = 113 exotic weak bosons. These couplings would be essential for the
understanding the chiral selection in living matter.

By the general considerations of [F9, J3] weak dark length scales and em
dark scales correspond to each other via kW

d = kem
d + 2 implying kW

d = 4
for rotating magnetic systems. Hence Z0 cyclotron energies which are apart
from numerical factor identical with corresponding em energies would be
thermally stable at room temperature for gZBZ = eBE . The weak length
scale deduced by scaling the Compton length of ordinary intermediate boson
with k = 89 to k = 113 gives LW (113, kd = 2) = .2 µm. For kd = 4 one
has LW (113, 4) = .8 meters, not too far from the distance .5 m between
magnetic walls.

These observations suggest that the decomposition 2+2 = 4 cm defining
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the analog of decomposition of cell membrane to lipid layers corresponds
to decomposition to two 2 cm thick walls containing neutrino Cooper pair
condensates with opposite angular momenta and generating Z0 magnetic
field gZBZ = eBE inside the .5 meter thick wall. These walls could contain
Bose-Einstein condensates of exotic O2 and N2 ions thermally stable at room
temperature. Interestingly, for exotic O+

2 ions the Z0 cyclotron frequency
would be in a good approximation equal to 10 Hz.

3.7.4 Is dark matter formed in the air between stator-roller in-
terface?

If stator magnetic field rotates, the situation becomes especially interesting
in the small air gap between roller and stator since the electron currents
coming from the stator could be transferred to the roller and since very high
positive surface charge densities could result in the air gap.

Dark matter identified as a phase with a large value of Planck constant
[A9] is in a fundamental role in the TGD based model of living matter
[J6, F9, M3]. The formation of large magnetic flux quanta suggests quantum
criticality implying a large value of Planck constant so that one can wonder
whether some form of dark matter could be formed in this region.

An especially interesting candidate for dark matter corresponds to a
phase with a large value of h̄ = Nh̄0 and dark space-time sheets define N -fold
coverings of of Minkowski space factor of the imbedding space H = M4×CP2

[A9]. The so called N-atoms, in particular N-hydrogen atoms, discussed in
[J6, F9] correspond to N-fold coverings and can contain up to N electrons
in same state since each sheet of the covering can contain electron with
same quantum numbers. It is possible that only valence electrons end up
to this state. TGD based model for hydrogen bond and bio-catalysis is as
a dark N -atom with maximum number n = N = 211 = 2048 of electrons in
identical state. Active sites where hydrogen bonds can be formed in turn
correspond to n < N and the formation of the bond means a fusion of ”half
hydrogen bonds” with k and N − k dark electrons.

The formation of N-atoms requires a high density of electrons. The
air in the rotor-stator interface where electron currents running in opposite
directions meet could indeed lead to high enough densities of electrons which
could form dark N-atoms with the atoms of the ionized air.
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3.8 Discussion

Searl machine seems to be unique in the sense that physical constraints
pose strong limitations on the possible scaling of the system. The effects
exhibited by Searl machine might be important for the functioning of the
living matter and even in systems like tornadoes.

3.8.1 About the basic construction and its modifications

The basic construction deserves some comments.

1. Optimization

According to the proposed dynamical model of the Searl machine, the
optimal situation corresponds to a rotation starting spontaneously at rest
or almost at rest. This requires that the purely electromagnetic Lorentz
torque wins the friction torque. The minimization of friction torque and the
maximization of magnetic field strength could help here. Electromagnets
might allow to achieve field strengths considerably above 1 Tesla.

Since Lorentz torque is proportional to conductivity, the maximization of
conductivity provides a promising approach to the optimization of the effect.
The Lorentz torque is generated by Hall effect. Quantum Hall effect (QHE)
is studied in temperatures for which thermal energy is of order of electron’s
Larmor energy Ee = eB/2me ' 1 K for B = 1 Tesla. QHE involves
an enormous increase of the conductivity (up to 13 orders of magnitude!)
at certain critical value ranges of the magnetic field in the range of field
strengths varying from 1 Tesla to 30 Tesla (see the figure 1.2 of [25]).

This raises the hope that QHE might allow to build small spontaneously
accelerating magnetic systems with enormous Lorentz torque as compared
to that observed at high temperatures. The dynamics of topologically ro-
tating magnetic field of rotor would play a key role since the increases of the
conductivity would in TGD Universe relate to the formation of magnetic
walls [E9]. By the quantization of the magnetic flux the increase of the
magnetic field strength means on one hand the reduction of the flux tube
radius and the increase of the number of flux tubes on the other hand, and
can lead to a partial fusion of the flux tubes at certain critical field strengths
giving rise to highly conducting magnetic walls. If these walls are formed in
the radial direction, large radial electron current becomes possible.

Quantum criticality is a prerequisite for the existence of the effects and
hence also crucial for the optimization. In particular, the size scales of the
system are important since the dark microwave photons from the magnetic
flux walls must have wavelength of order system size in order to achieve a
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resonant absorption. This wavelength corresponds also to the separation
between magnetic walls. The energy of dark microwave photons must corre-
spond to the increment of the zero point kinetic energy of dropped electron,
and the fact that only certain values of quantized Planck constant seem to
be favored, poses additional constraints. Furthermore, the ionization energy
of valence electron of the atom in the uppermost layer must correspond to
the increment of the zero point kinetic energy of electron poses conditions
on the selection of the material.

2. Testing

For testing purposes modular structure of rollers and stator allowing
to vary the geometric parameters would be highly desirable. The use of
electromagnets would allow to test the effect of field strength. In particular,
one could see whether the thickness of magnetic walls corresponds to twice
the wavelength defined by the Larmor frequency of electron. The use of
vertical electric field would allow to test whether it is indeed electric field
of Earth which is responsible for the dominant part of the effective weight
change.

The rotation of rollers should generate also Z0 magnetic field. Radio
active decay rates are reported to change near the Searl effect generator.
Long range classical Z0 field affects weak interactions and thus also the
radio active decay rates. Effects are similar to the effects caused by a clas-
sical background em field and give rise to corrections, which are of order
αZZ2/m4

ν , where Z is essentially Z0 field strength at the position of the de-
caying nucleus. If classical Z0 field has strength at least of order 1/L(169)2,
L(169) ' 5 micrometers, the effect is significant. What happens that in a
Feynman diagram describing the decay of d quark to u quark by the emission
of virtual W boson decaying to electron and neutrino, the neutrino interacts
with the classical Z0 field in the final state. Recall that classical Z0 field ex-
plains also the dependence of the effect on the direction of rotation although
also the spontaneous parity breaking caused by the generation of the radial
electric field could also explain this effect. The systematic study of the radio
active decay rates obviously provides a clear-cut test for whether classical
Z0 fields and even W fields are present.

3. Is it possible to scale down the magnetic system?

The construction used in the experiments of Godin and Roschin is rather
massive and one might ask whether it is possible to use constructions having
a smaller size.

The scaling should respect both length scale ratios and frequency ra-
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tios. Furthermore the length scale associated with the Larmor frequency of
electron should be scaled also. This means that the scaling of dimension
down by a factor x requires a scaling of a magnetic field by a factor 1/x.
Already Russians use rare Earth magnet Neodynium [17] with a magnetic
field of 1 Tesla which seems to be maximal field allowed by condensed matter
properties. This seems to exclude the scaling downwards.

The critical frequency for the clockwise (counter clockwise) rotation is 9
(10) Hz. The no-new-physics explanation is as the frequency above which
magnetic torque becomes larger than the friction torque and spontaneous
acceleration becomes possible. In TGD based model for brain ELF frequen-
cies in EEG range play a fundamental role and one cannot exclude that also
now phase conjugate ELF waves are involved and the criticality also in this
sense holds true. An imaginative explanation for the known experimenter
dependence of the Searl effect and over unity phenomena in general would be
that part of the energy is sucked from the brain or body of the experimenter
having strong desire that the device works!

Be it as it may, 10 Hz is a fundamental p-adic frequency serving as
clock in living matter as well as a resonance frequency for oscillations inside
the cavity defined by the ionosphere (not the same as Schumann frequency).
Furthermore, Z0 cyclotron frequencies vary in the range 9−10 Hz in Earth’s
Z0 magnetic field estimated to be 16 times weaker than the ordinary mag-
netic field of Earth. One cannot exclude the possibility that the phenomenon
involves ELF fields in an essential manner and therefore length scales of or-
der Earth size defined by the corresponding wave lengths. This would also
fix the frequency scale to that used in the experiments of Russians and only
fine tuning could be considered.

Rollers have radius of about 3.7 cm and one could of course imagine of
modifying the stator by replacing it by a smaller structure. Russians do not
give justification for why the ratio R/r of the radii of the stator and rollers
should be integer not smaller than 12 by the requirement of a magnetostatic
resonance. Already for R = r 6 rollers are possible and for R = 2r 9 rollers
are possible. This might provide a possibility of downwards scaling.

4. Could one simplify the basic system?

The natural question is whether one could simplify Searl device. There
are indeed several variants of rotating magnetic systems claimed to be over
unity systems (Jean- Louis Naudin’s homepage [26] contains a lot of material
about these devices). The simplest possible device of this kind would involve
only rotor and stator disks which lay in parallel over each other and have
same symmetry axis. Magnetization would be orthogonal to the disks and
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the use of several stator disks would help to achieve more intense magnetic
field inside rotor disk. Rotor disk could also reside between stator disks. In
this case only purely electromagnetic Lorentz force would be present and if
Lorentz torque is large enough to win the friction torque the system should
start to rotate spontaneously. No directional asymmetry would be present
since the Z0 magnetic field created by the rotor disk is not rotating Z0. A
working device of this kind is indeed claimed to exist and the rotation is
indeed reported to start spontaneously [27]. The company Perendev Power
Developments Inc. of the inventor Michael J. Brady is reported to have
started manufacturing of a unit producing a power of 20 kW.

3.8.2 Searl effect and bio-control

The model of Searl effect is based on essentially the same mechanisms as ap-
plied in the quantum models for homeostasis and remote mental interactions
[K5, K6].

Strong parity breaking implied by the Z0 magnetization and the crucial
role of neutrinos is the first common aspect. In living matter the key mech-
anism is the remote quantum entanglement having as a space-time correlate
low frequency MEs, and self-organization induced by the high frequency MEs
by inducing bridges between, say, magnetic flux tubes and atomic space-time
sheets. In particular, the notion of magnetic body is of absolute essential
for the model and has astrophysical size. In the case of Searl machine mag-
netic walls play the role of the magnetic body. This inspires the questions
whether living matter utilize Searl effect routinely so that the model for the
generation of magnetic walls might be applied also to model the generation
of the magnetic body in living matter.

I have proposed in [H9] that time reversal is the basic mechanism of heal-
ing. The biological programs simply run backwards to the point, where the
error occurred, and a new trial is made. De-differentiation is the counterpart
of this mechanism at the cellular level. Stem cells are indeed increasingly
used for healing purposes, leucemia being one example of this. The model of
Priore’s machine [13, 14] is based on this idea and involves phase conjugates
of microwaves perhaps inducing time reversal mode of molecular machines
at DNA level and thus leading to the correction of the genetic error respon-
sible for the cancer. Irradiation by phase conjugate microwaves at critical
frequencies might induce the time reversed mode and thus provide a possible
general healing mechanism affecting directly the DNA level.

These observations suggest that various molecular machines such as
F0 − F1 machine responsible for the metabolism (and its variants suggests
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by the many-sheeted space-time concept) might at least in their time re-
versed mode induce time reversals of biological programs and thus healing.
The generation of negative energy MEs would induce bound state entan-
glement and the liberated binding energy would compensate the lack of
the metabolic energy feed during the time reversed mode. They could also
induce anti-gravitational effects, which together with the macroscopic quan-
tum coherence induced by negative energy MEs, could be an essential aspect
of the locomotion of the living organism. Molecules, which have temporarily
got partially rid of effective weight would be ideal for the catalysis in the
many-sheeted space-time..

One can thus ask whether some molecular machines are actually Searl
machines, at least in their time reversed mode. For instance, the F0 −
F1 machine driving protons to atomic space-time sheet from (presumably)
magnetic flux tubes of Earth, is much like a power plant containing a rotating
shaft. In time reversed mode, in which it acts like a motor, the shaft might
have reduced weight. The parity breaking effect induced by the classical
Z0 force would also favor second direction for rotation, this is obviously
essential in order to achieve a synchronous action.

A further interesting aspect is that the presence of ELF waves at 10 Hz
defining a fundamental bio-rhythm implied by rotation means that the inter-
action with the body and brain of the experimenter might interfere with the
experiment. The importance of the experimenter’s intention would conform
with the finding that free energy effects are not fully re-producible. This
only adds to the fascination of these effects if one is ready to give up the
reductionist and materialistic dogmas and accept the possibility of remote
mental interactions. Of course, the possibility of this remote mental interac-
tion in bodily length scales would be absolutely essential for the possibility
to realize intention by using molecular machines.

3.8.3 Could tornadoes involve Searl effect?

For a rotating vortex in water or air an analogous mechanism might work
and so that the rotating vortex would begin to accelerate. Elastic force
is essential in the previous example and in case of water or air pressure
should provide its counterpart. One might think that the water or air in
the vortex expands upwards since the gravitational force pressing the liquid
downwards is reduced and pressure remains the same unless temperature is
changed. Tornadoes might involve this mechanism. Usually the reduction
of the pressure in the core of the tornado is believed to cause its destructive
effects but the reduction of the effective gravitational force due to the Z0
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and em charging might be also involved. The observed light phenomena
associated with tornadoes support the presence of plasma phase due to the
Faraday effect forcing the flow of electrons from the interior of vortex.

Hydrodynamical vortices contain typically smaller vortices and one might
consider the possibility that the tornado contains at its outer boundary
smaller mini tornadoes playing the role of rollers whereas the central vortex
would give rise to a non-rotating Z0 magnetic field and would act as a sta-
tor. Z0 magneto-static waves in air would replace magneto-static waves as
a mechanism of remote metabolism. Larmor frequency would be now the
Larmor frequency of neutrinos in the Z0 magnetic field generated by the
tornado. Since neutrino mass is about 5 × 106 times smaller than electron
charge, quite high frequencies are possible. The generation of vacuum ex-
tremals would guarantee the coupling of Z0 fields to em fields and therefore
the generation of negative energy photons crucial for the remote metabolism.
As noticed, the tornadoes can be accompanied also by emission of visible
light. Perhaps this is both due to the remote metabolism and the presence
of plasma resulting in the rotation of a magnetized structure. The tempera-
tures of air can be as low as -80 C in the space above tornadoes [29], which
also suggests the presence of time mirror mechanism of energy metabolism
and reversal of geometric arrow of time.

It should be noticed (thanks for Juha Hartikka for proposing this), that
one could understand Podkletnov effect if a part of the volume above the
rotating super-conductor belongs to the space-time sheet of the rotating
super-conductor. Matter at this space-time sheet would lose part of its
gravitational mass. The resulting incomplete cancellation of the pressure
gradient and gravitational force would also explain why the air above the
system started to flow upwards.
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4 Appendix

4.1 Miscellaneous considerations

4.1.1 Are the magnetostatic waves generated by the stator in-
volved with remote metabolism?

The classical model for accelerating formation is based on the spontaneous
acceleration occurring when Lorentz torque exceeds critical frictional torque.
One can however consider also non-classical models as independent models
or possible underlying microscopic mechanisms of the classical mechanism.

Since the air in the vicinity of the rotor is cooled the remote metabolism
a based on generalized four-wave action with standing wave replaced by
magneto-static wave rotating around the stator ring suggests itself as one
possible mechanism making it possible to suck the rotational energy from
environment. Magneto-static waves [15] have been indeed assigned with
over-unity effects. Magneto-static waves correspond to spin precession and
involve the interaction with magnetic field and classical magnetic interac-
tion whereas magnons are waves which involve purely quantum mechanical
exchange interaction between neighboring spins.

If magnetic walls have large value of h̄ the cyclotron energy scale is much
larger than the Larmor energy. This would require that the negative energy
dark photons from magnetic walls decohere into a bundle of microwave pho-
tons in reversed time direction. In ordinary description this would be inter-
preted as a self assembly of ordinary phase conjugate microwave photons to
dark microwave photons with much higher energy.

1. Magnetostatic waves and remote metabolism

From the point of view of four-wave interaction magneto-static waves
would serve as an analog of standing waves generating ”reference beam”
and its phase conjugate. According to [15], magneto-static waves are gener-
ated surprisingly easily and the generation requires much less energy than
the generation of ordinary electromagnetic waves: this might relate to the
ability of these waves to ”take care of itself” by sucking energy from the
environment.

The existence of phase conjugate magnetostatic waves is an experimental
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fact and shown to lead to about 104-fold amplification of the signal wave [24].
The experiment involves a pumping microwave, the signal wave, and a phase
conjugate wave, and the frequencies satisfy ωp = ωs + ωpc, where p refers
to pumping microwave, s to magnetostatic wave representing signal, and pc

to the phase conjugate magnetostatic wave. In the recent case a variant
of this process in which magnetostatic wave itself acts as a pumping wave
generating an amplified magnetostatic wave at a slightly higher frequency
and a phase conjugate microwave at the Larmor frequency associated with
B = .05 Tesla. The discrete change of the Larmor frequency for stator
could correspond to a change of the quantized magnetic flux by one unit:
this makes sense if the transversal area of the flux quantum is about 200
nm. In the case of rollers spin flip transitions would generate microwaves at
frequency of about fL = .6 GHz if the net magnetic field inside the roller is
0.5 Tesla and would correlate strongly with the formation of magnetic walls.
Four wave mechanism suggests that a standing microwave is generated and
magnetic walls are created at its nodes. In the case that only the spins of the
electrons of J = 2 Cooper pairs are flipped, the spin flip frequency equals
to the Larmor frequency of electron.

Bifilar coils in which currents running in opposite directions produces
nearly vanishing magnetic field, are known to have biological effects [19] in
particular, they are known to stimulate cell growth. A possible explanation
is that the currents running in opposite directions induce magnetostatic wave
inside the coil making possible remote metabolism by the generalized four-
wave mechanism. Cells would suck energy from the bifilar in turn sucking
energy from environment. One could say that bifilar coil would represent a
lower level in the nutrition chain.

Searl has reported that the effect disappears, when the system is irra-
diated with radio waves of same wavelength as used in the fabrication of
magnets, which must be of the order of the radius of the rotor. If the fre-
quency of microwaves corresponds to magnetostatic frequency for electrons,
their effect could be due the destruction of the coherence of the magneto-
static wave patterns so that they cannot suck the rotational kinetic energy
from the environment.

2. Magnetostatic waves generated by stator

Magnetostatic waves do not actually propagate since in a good approxi-
mation the frequency does not depend on wave vector in the approximation
that exchange interaction can be neglected: this is the case at the limit
of long wave lengths. Hence complex time-periodic spatial patterns oscil-
latory mathematically completely analogous to plasma wave patterns are
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created. This of utmost importance since repeatedly recurring patterns are
ideal for sustained representation of (conscious) information. Thus mag-
netostatic waves could be seen as magnetic analogs of plasmoids, which in
TGD inspired theory of living matter are regarded as primitive life forms.
Magnetostatic waves could be important also in living matter. The basic
metabolic machinery is indeed analogous to electric power plant involving
a rotating shaft and this machinery could be seen as a nano-scale Searl
machine.

The allowed frequencies of magneto-static waves depend on boundary
conditions (dispersion relations are derived by considering suitable conti-
nuity conditions at boundaries [15]). The frequencies depend only on the
external field H and on magnetization M besides geometric parameters.
The dispersion relation for plane waves depends on the direction of the
propagation relative to the direction of the magnetic field [15]:

ω =
√

ωH(ωH + ωMsin2(θ)) . (84)

Here θ is the angle between the magnetic field and direction of propagation.
Using the units µ0 = ε0 = 1, c = 1, ω0 resp. ωM are obtained from Larmor
frequency by replacing B with the magnetizing (external) field H resp. in-
duced magnetization M . Hence one has ω0 + ωM = ωL. In the general case
the frequency is in the range ωH ≤ ω ≤ √

ωH(ωH + ωM ). ωH = geH/2m is
Larmor (spin flip) frequency of electron in the case that unpaired electrons
are responsible for the magnetism. ωM = geM/2m is the Larmor frequency
in the induced magnetization field. For Earth’s magnetic field of nominal
value .5× 10−4 Tesla one would have ωB ' .6 MHz.

In the recent case M corresponds to the background magnetization of
the stator magnet and H to the sum of rotating approximately dipolar
magnetic fields generated by rollers inside the stator ring: can express H as
εM0, where ε depends on the position around roller ring and M0 corresponds
to the magnetization of roller (1 Tesla) in absence of H: note that H induces
changes of M0 in ferromagnets. The geometry is cylindrical but since θ =
π/2 holds true for the waves moving around the stator ring, a good guess is
that ω = ωL holds true. A band of frequencies results since H varies in some
range determined by the distance of the roller rings. This deviation is also
due to the fabrication. Unfortunately, it is not quite clear from the article of
Godin and Roschin whether stator magnetization is parallel or antiparallel
to the rotor magnetization. If they are parallel then the frequencies are
below ωL = 12 GHz. Otherwise above it.
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The frequency of the magneto-static wave in stator would be determined
by the magnetic field strength and due the variation in the direction and
magnitude of the magnetic field would be in a band below or above 12 GHz.
The rate for the change of the external magnetic field strength H created by
the rotating rollers should be lower than that defined by Larmor frequency
for this picture to make sense. This is obviously the case since electronic
Larmor frequency is for a field strength of Tesla around 12 GHz whereas
rotation frequency is around 10 Hz. This would correspond to wavelength
of 3.5 cm. This is of the same order of magnitude as the width 5-6 cm of the
observed magnetic walls so that there is a satisfactory consistency taking
into account that the frequency of magneto-static waves varies.

The magnetic field generated by the stator inside rollers is time inde-
pendent apart from the effect created by the magnetic inserts, and it is not
clear whether magnetostatic waves are appreciably generated in this case.

4.1.2 Could one understand the critical rotation frequency from
the scaling law of homeopathy?

According to TGD inspired theory of consciousness, living systems possess
besides the material body also a magnetic body having astrophysical size
scale, and sensory representations are realized at the magnetic body using
essentially remote mental interactions based on quantum entanglement and
self-organization induces by microwaves [M1, N1]. The mechanism involves
bound state entanglement having as a space-time correlate MEs at EEG
frequencies. Of special importance are the frequencies in alpha band, in
particular Schumann frequency of about 7.8 Hz associated with the lowest
cavity resonance of Earth’s magnetic field, are especially interesting. 10
Hz frequency is also fundamental one since it corresponds to the p-adic
time scale T2(127) defining the fundamental time scale in living matter:
the average alpha frequency is 10 Hz. It also corresponds to the resonance
frequency for the oscillations in ionospheric cavity with the property that
the fields are almost constant in radial direction.

What makes the situation so interesting is that the critical rotation fre-
quency has also an interpretation in terms of rotation frequency above which
the torque produced by the ball bearing motor effect is larger than the torque
of friction. Searl device might fail to function only because the friction torque
has too large value!

In TGD inspired theory of living matter the basic mechanisms of home-
ostasis and remote mental interactions involve low frequency MEs (short
hand for ”massless extremals”, topological light rays) serving as space-time
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correlates for bound quantum entanglement even in astrophysical length
scales, and high frequency MEs propagating inside low frequency MEs like
massless particles. High frequency MEs induce bridges between super-
conducting magnetic flux tubes (or some other space-time sheets) and atomic
space-time sheets (or some other space-time sheets), which in turn make
possible the leakage of supra currents and their dissipation at the atomic
space-time sheets giving rise to self organization.

The scaling law of homeopathy discussed in [K5] states that high fre-
quency MEs and low frequency MEs accompany each other, and that their
frequencies are in certain preferred ratios flow/fhigh = v/c, whose values
can be understood in TGD framework. These ratios also correspond to
some characteristic velocities v of the system, say EEG wave phase veloci-
ties. Low frequency is cyclotron transition frequency fc = ZeB/2πm of ion
at a magnetic flux tubes of (say) Earth’s magnetic field and high frequency
corresponds to the zero point kinetic energy E0(k) ' π2/2mL(k)2 of ion
liberated, when the ion drops from some space-time sheet to a much larger
space-time sheet such as the magnetic flux tube of Earth. Both cyclotron
energy and the zero point kinetic energy scale as 1/L2(k) ∝ 2−k as a func-
tion of p-adic length scale and are inversely proportional to the mass of ion
so that the ratio flow/fhigh does not depend on the mass of the charged
particle.

For the proton the zero point kinetic energy .5 eV for the atomic space-
time sheet k = 137 and corresponds to the basic energy quantum of metabolism
in living matter.
a) For k = 137 one has fhigh/flow = 2× 1011 for B = .5 Gauss.
b) For k = 149, which corresponds to the p-adic length scale of 5 nm, one
half of the cell membrane thickness, one has fhigh/flow = 108/2 and the cor-
responding velocity is about v = 6 m/s which is quite near to the velocity
of alpha waves in brain. Note that the velocity depends on the local value
of the Earth’s magnetic field.
c) For k = 151, which corresponds to the p-adic length scale of 10 nm, the
cell membrane thickness, one has fhigh/flow = 108/8 and the corresponding
velocity is about v = 24 m/s.

The frequencies fl of the low frequency MEs naturally correspond to
the frequencies associated with the rotating magnetic system. The first fre-
quency is the frequency frot of rotation for the ring of magnets and 10 Hz
typically. The second frequency is the frequency of the oscillating magnetic
and electric fields equal to ffield = N×frot, where N is the number of rolling
magnets, N = 23 in the experiments considered so that one has ffield = 230
Hz. Scaling law predicts that these frequencies give rise to microwave fre-
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quencies, which ought to manifest themselves in the field patterns associated
with the system.

It is an interesting exercise to look whether the scaling law of homeopathy
is consistent with various frequencies, scales, and velocities appearing in the
system.

For the rotation velocity of 600 rpm, the rotation frequency of the ring
system is about 10 Hz. The rotation velocity of the ring of magnets is
5.74 m/s at outer radius quite near to the 6 m/s of alpha waves and the
velocity predicted by the scaling law for k = 149 in Earth’s magnetic field.
From fhigh(k = 149)/flow = 108/2 the wavelength of high frequency waves
predicted by the scaling law is .6 m and defines the outer radius 57.4 cm of
the ring magnet system in a good approximation. The value of fhigh is .5
GHz and corresponds to microwave range.

The field pattern generated by the 23 rolling magnets oscillates with the
frequency of 23 × 10 = 230 Hz in this case. For flow = 230 Hz one has
fhigh = 23/2 GHz which is rather near to the upper bound of 12 GHz for
the magnetostatic resonance frequency and corresponds to the wavelength
λhigh = 2.6 cm, somewhat smaller than the diameter d = 3.7 cm of the
rolling magnets and the rough estimate 4 cm for the periodicity of the wavy
magnetic field lines.

The problem with this estimate is that the local value of the Earth’s
magnetic field affects the estimate for fhigh. One can however estimate
fhigh also directly from the zero point kinetic energy at k = 149 space-time
sheet by using .5 eV for proton at k = 137 space-time sheet and scaling
by 2137−k. For a protonic Cooper pair dropping from k = 149 to k = 151
space-time sheet one has ∆E0 = (1− 1/4)× 2137−149 × .5 eV and λ = 2.67
cm, which is quite near to the estimate obtained using the scaling law.

4.1.3 Other mechanisms of remote metabolism?

The fact that critical frequency is in 9-10 Hz range forces however to consider
the possibility that topological light rays at these frequencies fundamental
for the functioning of living matter are involved and spontaneous accelera-
tion is accompanied by the emergence of a new source of energy. The energy
quantum of metabolism in living matter is in the range .4-.5 eV and cor-
responds to the zero point kinetic energy when proton drops from atomic
space-time sheet (k = 137) to a larger space-time sheet. This energy cor-
responds also to the Z0 plasma frequency of water. Since 10 Hz frequency
defines a fundamental bio rhythm, the question whether this ELF frequency
might somehow induce the counterpart of biological metabolism so that the
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large value of energy quantum would make possible the spontaneous accel-
eration. Perhaps the generation of Z0 plasmoids, which are nearly vacuum
extremals coupling the classical Z0 fields and em fields and generating neg-
ative energy photons with energies about .5 eV and absorbed by protons
dropping to larger space-time sheets, could provide the new source of en-
ergy. These negative energy photons could propagate through the wave
guides provided by 10 Hz topological light rays. In this case the remote
metabolism could occur in the length scale defined by the wave length of 10
Hz photon, roughly the circumference of Earth. This would make possible
spontaneous acceleration.

As already found, the scaling law of homeopathy assigns the Larmor
frequency of the magnetic system to the frequency 230 Hz. This would
suggests that the new source of metabolic energy is realized as enhanced
emission of the phase conjugate microwaves. According to the model for
the scaling law of homeopathy the microwave MEs (”massless extremals” or
topological light rays) would travel to the source of energy as particle like
structures inside ELF MEs corresponding to 230 Hz frequency and serving
as wave guides. The energy would be sucked from a considerably larger
region since the wavelength of of 230 Hz waves is 1300 km.

The scaling law of homeopathy in its original very restricted form (fl/fh =
21011) would assign to fL = 207 Hz the frequency fh = .46 × 1014 Hz
whereas which the frequency associated with the .4 eV energy quantum of
metabolism in living matter is about 1014 Hz. Unfortunately, there is a
discrepancy by a factor of ∼ 1/2. One could of course consider the possi-
bility that the dropping of electron Cooper pairs from the space-time sheet
k = 149 corresponding to the length scale of lipid layer of cell membrane (5
nm) provides the energy. In this case one cannot however assign Z0 plasma
frequency with the process. An interesting question is whether the doubling
of the rotation velocity (prevented by the loss of mechanical stability in the
experiment of Russians) could excite the ordinary metabolism.

4.2 Some general facts about classical solutions of field equa-
tions

4.2.1 General considerations

The vanishing of Lorentz 4-force for the induced Kähler field means that
the vacuum 4-currents are in a mechanical equilibrium. Lorentz 4-force van-
ishes for all known solutions of field equations which inspires the hypothesis
that all extremals or at least the absolute minima of Kähler action satisfy
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the condition. The vanishing of the Lorentz 4-force in turn implies local
conservation of the ordinary energy momentum tensor. The corresponding
condition is implied by Einstein’s equations in General Relativity. The hy-
pothesis would mean that the solutions of field equations are what might be
called generalized Beltrami fields. The condition implies that vacuum cur-
rents can be non-vanishing only provided the dimension DCP2 of the CP2

projection of the space-time surface is less than four so that in the regions
with DCP2 = 4, Maxwell’s vacuum equations are satisfied.

The hypothesis that Kähler current is proportional to a product of an
arbitrary function ψ of CP2 coordinates and of the instanton current gen-
eralizes Beltrami condition and reduces to it when electric field vanishes.
Kähler current has vanishing divergence for DCP2 < 4, and Lorentz 4-force
indeed vanishes. The remaining task would be the explicit construction of
the imbeddings of these fields and the demonstration that field equations
can be satisfied.

Under additional conditions magnetic field reduces to what is known
as Beltrami field. Beltrami fields are known to be extremely complex but
highly organized structures. The natural conjecture is that topologically
quantized many-sheeted magnetic and Z0 magnetic Beltrami fields and their
generalizations serve as templates for the helical molecules populating living
matter, and explain both chirality selection, the complex linking and knot-
ting of DNA and protein molecules, and even the extremely complex and
self-organized dynamics of biological systems at the molecular level.

Field equations can be reduced to algebraic conditions stating that en-
ergy momentum tensor and second fundamental form have no common com-
ponents (this occurs also for minimal surfaces in string models) and only the
conditions stating that Kähler current vanishes, is light-like, or proportional
to instanton current, remain and define the remaining field equations. The
conditions guaranteing topologization to instanton current can be solved ex-
plicitly. Solutions can be found also in the more general case when Kähler
current is not proportional to instanton current. On basis of these findings
there are strong reasons to believe that classical TGD is exactly solvable.

4.2.2 Absolute minimization of Kähler action and second law of
thermodynamics

By quantum classical correspondence the non-deterministic space-time dy-
namics should mimic the dissipative dynamics of the quantum jump se-
quence. Beltrami fields appear in physical applications as asymptotic self
organization patterns for which Lorentz force and dissipation vanish. This
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suggests that absolute minima of Kähler action correspond to space-time
sheets which asymptotically satisfy generalized Beltrami conditions so that
one can indeed assign to the final (rather than initial!) 3-surface a unique
4-surface apart from effects related to non-determinism. Absolute minimiza-
tion abstracted to purely algebraic generalized Beltrami conditions would
make sense also in the p-adic context. Also the equivalence of absolute min-
imization with the second law strongly suggests itself. Of course, one must
keep mind open for the possibility that it is the second law of thermody-
namics which replaces absolute minimization as the fundamental principle.

4.2.3 The dimension of CP2 projection as classifier for the fun-
damental phases of matter

The dimension DCP2 of CP2 projection of the space-time sheet encoun-
tered already in p-adic mass calculations classifies the fundamental phases
of matter. For DCP2 = 4 empty space Maxwell equations hold true. This
phase is chaotic and analogous to de-magnetized phase. DCP2 = 2 phase
is analogous to ferromagnetic phase: highly ordered and relatively simple.
DCP2 = 3 is the analog of spin glass and liquid crystal phases, extremely
complex but highly organized by the properties of the generalized Beltrami
fields. This phase is the boundary between chaos and order and corresponds
to life emerging in the interaction of magnetic bodies with bio-matter. It
is possible only in a finite temperature interval (note however the p-adic
hierarchy of critical temperatures) and characterized by chirality just like
life.

4.2.4 Could the strange effects in rotating magnetic systems re-
late to DCP2 = 2 → 3 phase transition?

The general picture could have non-trivial implications also in the case of
rotating magnetic systems.

a) A non-vanishing vacuum Kähler charge density is generated when
a constant magnetic field is put into rotation. The non-vanishing charge
density is not consistent with the vanishing of the Kähler 4-current and
requires a 3-dimensional CP2 projection and topologization of the Kähler
current. Beltrami condition cannot hold true exactly for the rotating system.
The conclusion is that rotation induces a phase transition DCP2 = 2 → 3.

b) This could help to understand various strange effects related to the
rotating magnetic systems. For instance, the increase of the dimension of
CP2 projection could generate join along boundaries contacts and wormhole
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contacts leading to the transfer of charge between different space-time sheets.
The possibly resulting flow of gravitational flux to larger space-time sheets
might help to explain the claimed antigravity effects.

c) The phase transition implies a qualitative change in the structure of
the magnetic fields and could thus explain the generation of magnetic walls
observed in the rotating magnetic system. What is fascinating that DCP2 =
3 phase corresponds to the living matter in the proposed classification. This
would conform with the idea that the ADP-ATP machinery responsible for
the metabolism is a molecular Searl machine. Hence the strange effects
observed in rotating magnetic systems might reveal the fundamentals of the
dead → alive phase transition.

4.3 Could spontaneous acceleration be due to the change of
inertial mass?

The first model for the reduction of inertial mass was based on the reduction
of inertial mass inducing pirouette effect. This mechanism could explain the
spontaneous acceleration if one accepts the new view about the relationship
between gravitational and inertial energy (the earlier model was based on
strict form of Equivalence Principle). The reduction of the inertial mass
alone cannot explain the strong parity breaking effects, and the observed
fast increase of the weight change with the rotation velocity and classical Z0

and em forces are needed. Applying Occam’s razor one could conclude that
classical em and Z0 forces are all that is needed and the possible gravitational
and inertial effects are quite too weak to explain the effects. It is however
possible that the generation of gravitational and inertial energy from vacuum
occurs in much smaller quantities and the resulting model could serve as a
general model for these effects in different contexts.

4.3.1 The reduction of inertial mass and pirouette effect

If the angular momentum of the rotor can be assumed to be conserved, one
can understand the rapid angular acceleration as a pirouette effect caused
by the reduced inertial mass causing the reduction of moment of inertia. For
the clockwise rotation direction the net change of the weight is about 1 per
cent in the range 550 − 600 rpm and starts from mass reduction of 30 per
cent, which would mean 3.5 kg change of inertial mass, which would be a
rather dramatic effect.

This crazy sounding prediction might be killed by simple experimental
tests (note however that inertial mass could be invisible in the case that
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it resides at non-standard space-time sheets). One cannot deny that the
hypothesis about the reduction of the inertial mass is on somewhat shaky
grounds since it relies basically on the pirouette mechanism and has so dra-
matic implications. The simplest assumption is that similar process occurs
also for the counter clockwise rotation.

The conservation of angular momentum gives

L = Iω = constant . (85)

Here I denotes the moment of inertia. I is proportional to mass and thus
decreases. Denoting by m = xm0 the reduced mass one has I = xI0.
Therefore the rotation frequency f must be inversely proportional to the
mass:

f

f0
=

m0

m
. (86)

where m refers to inertial mass. Now the moment of inertia decreases be-
cause the mass is reduced: usually the system gets thinner in the direction
defined by the axis of rotation.

In the absence of other effects the predicted dependence of ∆m/m0 on f
above critical rotation frequency fcr(±) in the region of rapid acceleration
would be

|∆m|
m0

= 1− fcr(±)
f

. (87)

Below fcr there would be no effect. The reduction of effective weight however
begins already at f0 ∼ 200 rpm so that other effects must be involved.
Classical Z0 force is the most natural candidate responsible for these effects.

4.3.2 A parametrization for the changes of inertial mass and re-
distribution of gravitational flux

Assume that there is change of inertial mass and redistribution of gravita-
tional flux above the critical frequency. The dependence of the inertial mass
on frequency can be parameterized in the linear approximation as

m(f) = m0
fcr(±)

f
for f ≥ fcr(±) . (88)
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The general formula 13 gives for the fractional change of the effective weight

∆ [meff (f,±)]
m0

= θ (f − fcr(±))
[
ε(f)

fcr(±)
f

− 1
]

∓ QZ(f,±)gZEZ + Qem(f,±)eEem

m0g
(89)

in the proposed parametrization.
a) The possibly occurring reduction of the inertial mass occurs freely

at least during the step, which corresponds to ∆G/G ' .01 per ∆f = 50
rpm giving slope d(∆G/G)/df ∼ .1/fcr. For ε(f) = 1 the slope would be
1/fcr and 10 times larger so that also the redistribution of gravitational flux
should also be present and its change must together with the inertial mass
must almost compensate for the growth of weight caused by the increase of
Z0 charge. This would requite that dε/df ∼ 1.3 at f = fcr. This would
mean that the fraction of the gravitational flux feeded to the space-time
sheet carrying the Earth’s gravitational field must increase.

b) The gravitational mass of the system must increase at least by the
same amount as the inertial mass is reduced in the process. Since positive
and negative inertial energy matter can be generated, the change of grav-
itational mass can be larger than the change of the inertial mass. If the
resulting new gravitational flux is feeded to the space-time sheet carrying
the gravitational field of Earth the standard distribution of gravitational
flux changes in the desired manner. One expects that the distribution of the
gravitational flux returns to the normal later.

Remark: In [16] it is stated that in the area 550 rpm a force against
the direction of the gravitational vector is created. Figure 3.1.2 however
implies just the opposite of this interpretation since the reduction of the
weight slows down. Also the statement that the weight of the device quickly
changes at 550 rpm is in conflict with figure 3.1.2.

c) The simplest parametrization for the redistribution of the gravita-
tional flux for clockwise rotation is

ε(f) = 1 + k × f − fcr(+)
fcr(+)

, k ' 1.3 . (90)

in the range ∆G/G ∈ [30 − 31] per cent. Of course, the effects should
be present also above this range if the reduction of inertial mass is the
explanation of the spontaneous acceleration. The process might be regarded
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as a phase transition and the conjecture of the authors of [16] is that this
is the case and that similar phase transitions could occur also at higher
rotation velocities.

The phase transition would create a vacuum extremal having a gravita-
tional mass and would be followed by a continuous flow of positive inertial
mass from the magnetic system. The slow down of the rapid spontaneous
acceleration would be due to the coupling of the load so that angular mo-
mentum conservation would not hold true anymore. Thus the reduction of
the inertial mass would not be anymore visible as an acceleration.

A similar parametrization works also in the counter clockwise situation
and the simplest assumption is the same phase transition occurs and the
parametrization is identical. The reduction of inertial mass causes acceler-
ation but the growth of gravitational mass compensates this effect to the
weight and only steepens increase the rate of mass change due to the Z0

force. Indeed, in [16] it is stated that in area 600 rpm a force in the direc-
tion of the gravitational force of Earth is created.

4.3.3 Could the generation of self-organizing vacuum extremals
induce a reduction of inertial mass and increase of the grav-
itational mass?

Vacuum extremals correspond to regions of space-time where induce Kähler
field vanish, are vacua with respect to the density of inertial energy. In
vacuum regions em and Z0 fields are non-vanishing in general and Z0/γ
ratio satisfies Z0/γ = 4/sin2(θW ) ' 8. Thus there is a coupling between
classical Z0 em fields which might be of importance. The presence of clas-
sical Z0 magnetic and electric fields inducing strong parity breaking effects
would conform with the observed dependence of the effect on the direction
of rotation serving as a direct signature of parity breaking effect.

Vacuum regions are not gravitational vacua and the generation of these
kind of regions could give rise to a creation of matter and antimatter whose
inertial energies would have opposite sign and cancel each other. Einstein’s
equations tell the density of gravitational four momentum generated in the
process and if highly curved space-time sheets are created, creation of con-
siderable amounts matter is unavoidable. This kind of regions could contain
quite considerable density of positive and negative energy matter, say as
photons and their phase conjugates and perhaps even positive energy elec-
trons and negative energy positrons.

Vacuum regions are non-deterministic and un-stable against phase tran-
sitions changing the topology of the space-time sheet as well as generation of
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inertial energy. The inherent instability of vacuum means that they would
gradually self-organize to non-vacua by emitting negative energy matter, in
particular phase conjugate photons, and thus develop a net positive inertial
energy. The behavior of these systems would have a definite evolutionary as-
pect, which suggests that the creation of vacuum regions is the quintessence
of life. System is living as long as it can create these regions and utilize the
energy sucked by these regions as they self-organize to positive energy states
by sending negative energy into the environment. Plasmoids are excellent
candidates for regions evolving from inertial vacuum. Plasmoids indeed seem
to be primitive life forms.

The changes the gravitational and inertial masses of the system would
be a signature of this process. Gravitational/inertial anomalies have been
repeatedly reported to accompany over unity effects. The vacuum extremal
is unstable and stabilizes by generating negative net inertial mass. This is
achieved by a flow of a fraction of positive energy matter out of the system.
A plausible looking idea is that gravitational energy might be created from
vacuum in the energy scale which corresponds to the magnetic energy density
associated with the magnetic walls: this would make roughly 10−4 eV per
atomic volume which corresponds to the frequency of 10 GHz microwaves
associated with magneto-static waves. In this case the effects on inertial and
gravitational masses are of course completely negligible and visible only as
remote metabolism.

The assumption that the changes of inertial mass and redistribution of
gravitational mass are responsible for the effective weight change requires
that matter is created from vacuum in macroscopic amounts. If 1 kg of
both positive energy electrons and negative energy positrons are created in
a volume of 1 cubic meter, roughly 1 electron per atomic volume would
be created and it seems that Coulomb repulsion does not allow so dense a
plasma. Needless to say, the laboratory scale big bang creating kilograms of
matter from vacuum would mean a technological revolution. Of course, so
high a density of matter created from vacuum looks highly implausible. The
hypothesis can be killed by comparing this density to the density of plasma
phase just outside the system. Of course, positive energy matter could also
flow also to larger space-time sheets and remain invisible.
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Response To HRH Prince Charles’ Reply To my Letter Of September 11 2010 
THE HARMONIOUS  EFFECT OF THE SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR   

 
 

Christmas 2010 

HARMONY 
     ‘A CALL TO REVOLUTION’ 

 
he title of this article is the same as the new book by HRH Prince Charles and  his 
advisors, Tony Juniper and Ian Skelly, (published in October 2010, and November in 
the U.S. by Harper), it so well reflects just what it would mean if humanity had the 

Searl Effect Generator (SEG) the alternative energy system, that would give you, me, our 
nearest and dearest, our communities, each of us individually, our own domestic power 
source with which we can be truly independent of corporations and the utility companies 
from their crippling charges and total control over our welfare. That would create a 
wondrous harmony on one level, no doubt, and one the people could easily afford. 
 

ith the lunar eclipse, on the morning of the 21st December, 2010, seen by some 
here in a snowy, wintry England, harmony was on my mind, the winter solstice 
marked two years to the iconic date of December 21st, 2012, as the most famous of 

calendars, the Mayan, which intimates by the inexplicable and definite ending of that 
stone epitaph, (notwithstanding other interpretations of the date), that perhaps there is to 
be another turn of the wheel, when at a grass roots level, humanity, through a call to 
action, through revolutionary thinking, can no longer be imprisoned, destroyed, 
intimidated or otherwise kept from the birthright of a clean, efficient, health promoting, 
sustainable energy system, taking de-centralisation and power to  the people as never 
before. But maybe we are yet to be fed more distraction and hyperbole to keep the 
majority of humanity, chasing our tails, until we become dizzy and fall over, giving up our 
dreams, because we are exhausted, bamboozled with commentaries and experts 
muddying the waters, and telling us what we can and can’t have.  
 

his brings me back to  HRH’s book, ‘Harmony’, his offering of the collection of his 
knowledge on the many ways to make sustainability a real factor, along with the 
wellbeing of our planet, yet when I wrote to Prince Charles, (View letter here:  

http://www.searlsolution.com/members/documents/PrinceCharlesLetter.pdf)  
the response from Benet Northcote on behalf of Prince Charles was, as one might expect 
little more than vacuous and apart from ‘thanks’ for the letter, to quote ‘…As you will 
appreciate, His Royal Highness has a very great number of appointments and it is simply 
not possible for him to meet everyone he might wish to.  I am sorry to send such 
disappointing news, however His Royal Highness would like me to pass on his very best 
wishes to you and to Professor Searl, who has clearly had the most interesting life and 
made the most significant contribution.  This letter comes with The Prince of Wales’s very 
best wishes.’ 
 
Bearing in mind, the thrust of HRH’s book, I would have thought that Prince Charles 
would be most interested, and indeed make a point of insisting on knowing just what this 
sustainable energy system, developed by this British born gentleman is, who, as he 
mentions, seemingly has made a significant contribution, to what, is not specified.  I take 
it, that Mr Northcote apprised HRH of the contents of my letter, because even a cursory 
glance, would note that the subject matter is most definitely in the ball park of HRH’s 
interests. But, I expect with the book at the publishers by then, the job was done, his own 
wordy contribution made to the way of sustainability, but nothing that would really be a 
breakthrough in any meaningful time frame to our real time dilemmas and difficulties, on 
the economic as well as energy production front. Certainly nothing that touches the 
pockets of the wage or salary earning man or woman in the street. 
 

t is always disappointing, but seemingly the way of establishment, not to significantly 
change the status quo, and so ignore or vilify and withdraw support from something of 
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such magnitude as in this one device, the SEG, where there would be, undoubtedly, such 
profound implications for the future health and wealth and harmony of the peoples of 
planet Earth.  As mentioned in my letter to HRH. Nicola Tesla, that giant of a 
humanitarian and intellect, suffered a similar fate, when he developed a very similar 
system, which he referred to a ‘radiant energy’, back in the beginning of the twentieth 
century.  The crime of bankers and corporations to keep, through greed, ego and fear the 
majority of mankind in servitude and reined in through a variety of mechanisms, cannot 
be maintained forever. With an ever greater number of people awakening to their 
potential and spiritual heritage as well as their ability to be free, time, I believe, is 
hastening, when the majority will realise for the first time in aeons, that they have a voice, 
do matter, and can make a difference, and we will make a choice for better systems, that 
strive to benefit all, it is simply a matter of time. 

 suspect that something that will have such a radical impact on our world as the energy 
system that is the basis of the SEG, referenced by  Russian scientist Eugene 
Podkletnov  (see video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AgyAFElQZcU) and supported 

by  Nuclear Physicist Dr Bob Koontz, (see his open letter  of September 5th 2010.   
http://www.doctorkoontz.com/Scalar_Physics/Searl%20Effect/Open%20Letter.htm)  imply 
that such a system will of course not only entirely change how society accesses energy, 
but the knock on effect of this system, such as interstellar travel, high speed world travel 
and much more will never be entertained by books such as ‘Harmony’, and tells us loud 
and clear that those who are enmeshed in the old paradigm matrix are staying put, and if 
significant changes are to be made, it will be because there is a will emanating from the 
hearts and minds of those who know humanity was not put on this Earth to keep the utility 
companies and political interests in their role of profiteering, that mankind has a God 
given birthright to freely enjoy the use of this alternative energy, to  enable all as they are 
able, to live in harmony with ourselves, our neighbours, (no wars over resources) our 
environment, (no pollution) where no carbon footprint or tax is even relevant! (Sorry Al 
Gore and Goldman Sachs). The SEG is an energy system that will free up humanity in 
various ways, and to better understand how the SEG works, Jason Verbelli of the Searl 
Team has produced an excellent video to help in educating ourselves 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfUhvmsGHws&feature=player_embedded. 
 
For further information on Professor John Searl’s ‘significant contribution’ please see: 
www.searlsolution.com  www.swallowcommand.com. www.johnsearlstory.com.  The next, 
and last set of reference videos from Bradley Lockerman, with Chief Engineer, Fernando 
Morris, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxhgy-VuBIA&feature=related   show the new R 
& D unit in Southern California, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nodLOUu-zEI, where 
preparations are in the final stages to make the SEG a reality in the world, with the 
support of an unpaid, highly dedicated, talented and mission-orientated team,  
spearheaded by the incredible energy and heart of Cara Fay,  
 
 

  
JOANNE SUMMERSCALES 
         searlmediauk@hotmail.com 

Searl Media Team UK  
 
Sent to HRH Prince Charles, Prime Ministe r David Cameron, & Deputy Prime Minister Nick Glegg 
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